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This dissertation uses Charles Tilly's definition of social movements and 
considers examples from three nineteenth century communal societies, and three from 
the twentieth century to argue that Utopian communalism is a social movement, not a 
series of related phenomena. This movement is a fabric of Utopian threads representing 
the sharing of ideas, methods and members woven together laterally between 
communities contemporary to each other and longitudinally across time from the past to 
the present and into the future. 
The six Utopian communities include Nashoba, Harmony Society and Modern 
Times in the nineteenth century and the Diggers, Peoples Temple and Kerista in the late 
twentieth century. This dissertation examines the six communities in relation to their 
attempts to resolve social problems of race, gender, and economic inequality. These 
questions illuminate the continuities in goals, methods, and struggles to overcome 
socially conditioned attitudes about race, gender and class. The author used published 
and archival memoirs, letters, community publications, sermons, visitor's accounts, legal 
and business records and interviews to illustrate the arguments. This dissertation 
concludes that Utopian communities have struggled to achieve their Utopian goals of 
gender, race and economic equality often because they proved unable to let go of social 
institutions and attitudes that perpetuate these inequalities. Nonetheless the striving for 
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SEEKING A NEW WAY 
Utopianism persists throughout the history of the United States, from the Puritan 
"City on the Hill" to the modern ecovillage. Threads of Utopian ideology and historical 
consciousness stretch across this long trajectory. They provide precedents for ongoing 
critiques of society and plans to rectify our failures in living up to the Founding Fathers' 
ideals of liberty and equality for all Americans. There is a collage on the cover of the 
1993 Spring/Summer issue of Communities: Journal of Cooperative Living that depicts 
the images of two dozen historical visionary leaders. The cover illustrates the influence 
that past communities and thinkers hold for modern Utopian communalists, and the 
ongoing relevance of their ideas.  
The 1980s Kerista Commune wrote of their debt to Robert Owen. "Robert Owen, 
a Utopian Socialist (1771-1858) said that the greatest inhibitors to the advancement of 
social justice were: private property, the family and Christianity…The fundamental 
precept of the Utopian Socialists was that capitalists would voluntarily surrender their 
wealth…[for] a quality of life unattainable outside the network of democratic 
communities in which all live at the same standard of living."1 Kerista viewed 
themselves as Scientific Utopians, an improvement on Owen, offering a system in which 
                                            
1 "Why is SEX a Tool of the New Grassroots Political Ideology?" undated publication [penciled 







capitalists only donated surplus wealth to create a more equitable society for all. 
Countering Marx's criticism of the Utopian Socialists that the threat or use of force 
would be necessary to coerce capitalists to give up their wealth, Kerista offered an 
incentive. "What is the prize that could motivate the formation of a grassroots 
confederation of people engaged in creative collective philanthropy of their surplus 
income? SEX!"2 
While this response might elicit a laugh or a raised eyebrow, it nonetheless 
illustrates that modern Utopian communities are aware of their predecessors and 
consider these examples as opportunities for learning. These historical examples, 
regardless of their goals or outcomes, offer real world lessons that can be analyzed and 
built upon to develop new Utopian projects. These threads stretched both forward in 
time and laterally between communities, weaving the tapestry of the communalism 
movement. A tapestry or fabric is woven of threads that move from point A to point B. 
Some of these threads are aligned longitudinally to create the warp of the fabric, while 
others move horizontally, passing over and under the warp to create the weft. Both sets 
of threads contribute to the strength of the fabric. This differs from a web where there 
are multiple connections to a single point. Communalism is a fabric of Utopian threads 
representing the sharing of ideas, methods and members woven together laterally 
between communities contemporary to each other and longitudinally across time from 
the past to the present and into the future. 
                                            






Communities also learned from their contemporaries, sharing ideas, members 
and projects. An example of this with negative outcomes would be Jim Jones' use of 
techniques he learned from his contemporaries at Synanon and the Unification Church 
(Moonies) to increase his control over his followers.3 This work argues that these 
Utopian threads not only exist but are significant to the ongoing critiques of society and 
the solutions devised to address them. Scholars have completed little work thus far 
tracing the Utopian threads over time in historical Utopian communities. By considering 
the connections not only to contemporary events and projects but also over the decades 
throughout the Utopian history of the United States this project will establish that not 
only were twentieth century communards not anti-intellectual, but that they actively 
sought out and examined the work of past Utopians as a tool to create better 
communities.4 
Many historians of communal societies express a recurring concern about the 
lack of awareness both among students and scholars of the pervasive existence of 
communes or intentional communities throughout United States history. Historians' 
attention has largely focused on the 1960s/70s or on the nineteenth century's “Big 
                                            
3 Debbie Layton, Seductive Poison: a Jonestown Survivor's Story of Life and Death in the 
Peoples Temple (New York: Anchor Books, 1998), 65. Synanon began as a drug rehabilitation program 
and evolved into a commune between 1958 and 1991. The Unification Church began in South Korea in 
1954 as an alternate religious movement and grew to worldwide significance in the 1970s with over a 
million followers. Both communities were branded as cults and received considerable criticism in the 
1970s for their oppressive methods. 
 
4 Terry H. Anderson, The Movement and the Sixties: Protest in America from Greensboro to 
Wounded Knee (New York: Oxford University Press, 1995), 38; Allen J. Matusow, The Unravelling of 
America: A History of Liberalism in the 1960s (New York: Harper & Row, 1984), 278 [although Matusow 






Three”, Oneida, Shakers, and early Mormons. Yet, the Utopian impulse among some to 
isolate themselves in the hopes of creating a better way of life, to experiment with 
alternatives to the state and mainstream institutions, or to provide a model for the rest of 
society has long roots. Communal scholar Timothy Miller has identified over 13,000 
intentional communities from the beginnings of the United States to the present day and 
catalogued descriptions of them.5 This Utopian impulse clearly has lasting relevance, not 
merely as an historical phenomenon but as a vibrant and active ongoing lifestyle choice 
that can inform mainstream choices about how to live a better life or create a more 
egalitarian, sustainable, and healthier society.  
The literature uses the terms commune, communal society, and Utopian 
community interchangeably. Most recently, modern groups have adopted “intentional 
community” or "ecovillages" to distance themselves from the stigma associated with 
1960s communes. According to noted communal studies scholar, Timothy Miller, “The 
group in question must be gathered on the basis of some kind of purpose or vision, and 
see itself as set apart from mainstream society to some degree… The group in question 
must live together on property that has some kind of clear physical commonality to it… 
The group must have some kind of financial or material sharing, some kind of economic 
commonality. That does not mean that all income and assets must be pooled… The 
group must have a membership of at least five adults, not all of whom are related by 
                                            
5 Timothy Miller, The Encyclopedic Guide to American Intentional Communities (Binghamton, 
NY: Richard Couper Press, 2013). I use Miller's work because it represents the only holistic longitudinal 
cataloguing of American communalism. Other scholars have considered aspects of the topic but not with 






blood or marriage, who have chosen voluntarily to join in common cause.”6 Elaborating 
on that definition, the modern term intentional community adds the implication of not 
just voluntarism but a shared intention. These are not random collectives but rather, 
people who have chosen to live together to pursue a set of goals or ideals whether 
philosophical, religious, or pragmatic. This attempt to create a better life for oneself or 
an improved model for society is often described as Utopian. 
Utopianism is a highly-contested term, partly because it is used both for literary 
and historical groups and also because “Utopian” became a pejorative term for projects 
deemed idealistic or in particular, too socialist. Scholar of both Utopian literature and 
radical social movements, Gregory Claeys, argues that “Utopias operate in three fields: 
community, ideology and literature. In this [first] context Utopias have to be realisable, 
and thus the Utopia must be socially realistic. This requires a vision of Utopia which is 
not perfectionist: there must be room for change, development, disagreement.”7   He 
views Utopia as something scholars and the public should consider seriously as an 
expressed desire for social change and critique of the status quo, rather than an 
aberration to be marginalized as an eccentricity. This work reiterates Claeys's view that 
Utopia is a goal to strive for, that conceiving of Utopia, is inherently a worthwhile aim. 
                                            
6 Timothy Miller, "A Matter of Definition: Just What Is an Intentional Community," Communal 
Societies: Journal of the Communal Studies Association 30, no. 1 (2010): 6-7. Miller's definition reflects 
his consideration of the definitions offered by historians and sociologists over the past century.  
7 Greg Claeys, host, "Utopia: A Question of Definition," Backdoor Broadcasting Company 






Traditional narratives, including some recent works, of communalism tend to 
follow a pattern: they focus on a few over-studied groups (Mormons, Shakers, Oneida);8 
they characterize communal groups as misguided or idealistic dreamers;9 they either fail 
to contextualize communalism as a movement within events of their time or within the 
broader picture of social protest and Utopianism;10 or they make sweeping 
generalizations about intentional communities.11 There are exceptions to this critique, 
including Carl Guarneri's study of Fourierism and John Harrison's work on the American 
Owenites, both of which contextualize their subject within nineteenth century reform.12 
Historiographically, this corresponds to a political trend to label the latter half of the 
1960s and its counterculture as the cause of social ills lasting into the 1970s and 80s, 
such as drug use, rising divorce rates, declining morality, and increasing secularism. 
Because communes, regardless of their time period, are associated in the public memory 
                                            
8 Lawrence Foster, Religion and Sexuality: 3 American Communal Experiments of the 19th 
Century (New York: Oxford University Press, 1991); Lawrence Foster, Women, Family and Utopia: 
Communal Experiments of the Shakers, the Oneida Community and the Mormons (Syracuse, NY: 
Syracuse University Press, 1991).  These are just 2 examples of comparative studies of these three groups. 
There are also numerous single group studies focusing on Oneida, Shakers or early Mormons. 
 
9 Mark Holloway, Heavens on Earth: Utopian Communities in America 1680-1880 (New York: 
Literary Publishers, 1951); W.J. Rorabaugh, American Hippies (Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 
2015). 
 
10 Constance Noyes Robertson, Oneida Community: The Breakup, 1876-1881 (Syracuse, NY: 
Syracuse University Press, 1972); Karl Arndt, George Rapp’s Harmony Society 1785-1847 (Cranbury, NJ: 
Associate University Presses, 1968). 
 
11 Brian J.L. Berry, America’s Utopian Experiments: Communal Havens from Long-Term Crises 
(Hanover, NH: Dartmouth University Press, 1992); Rosabeth Moss Kanter, Commitment and Community: 
Communes and Utopias in Sociological Perspective (Cambridge, MA: Harvard University Press, 1972). 
 
12 Carl Guarneri, The Utopian Alternative: Fourierism in Nineteenth Century America (Ithaca, 
NY: Cornell University Press, 1991); John F. C. Harrison, Quest for the New Moral Order: Robert Owen 






with the 1960s/70s the focus in much of the historiography has been on stigmatizing this 
as anti-social and deviant behavior rather than viewing it as a search for a Utopian 
solution to the social problems of race, gender, and economic inequality.13 In doing so, 
these historians ignore the validity of the critiques presented by Utopian communal 
groups regarding institutions, hierarchies and patriarchy, the relationship of the state to 
the people, and the potential these groups offer for moving Utopia from the abstract into 
reality. 
Communalism has been an adjunct to American society since its beginnings. 
From the early Puritan communities through modern ecovillages, some Americans have 
chosen to reject aspects of mainstream society and attempted to create a new model for 
better living. According to communal scholar, Yaacov Oved, "in modern times the 
United States is the only place where voluntary communes have existed continuously for 
250 years."14 While communards form a minority group, they reveal critiques of 
mainstream society that reverberated so strongly for them that they felt they could no 
longer live within it. We all have concerns about our world, and there are aspects of 
society we wish were different; however most of us are comfortable staying where we 
are. For most of us, whether we actively work to better society, or just gripe about social 
ills to our friends, we remain a part of the mainstream we criticize. Making that break 
                                            
13 Robert C. Cottrell, Sex, Drugs, Rock and Roll: The Rise of America’s 1960’s Counterculture 
(London: Rowman & Littlefield, 2015); Anderson, The Movement; Alice Felt Tyler, Freedom's Ferment 
(Minneapolis, 1944), v. 
 
14 Yaacov Oved, Two Hundred Years of American Communes (New Brunswick, NJ: Transaction 






with institutions, family, work and other aspects of our daily lives represents a huge step 
into the unknown. While some historians, such as Daniel Boorstin, have portrayed 
radicals, including Communists, anarchists and religious innovators, as extremists 
beyond the pale of American normalcy, this is an overly simplistic consensus tool to 
stigmatize non-conformists and devalue their contributions to history and society.15 
Understanding why people take that step requires that we examine the historical context, 
and consider individual voices. Utopian communities and their members are not 
homogeneous in their motives and goals.  
This work contends that Utopian communalism represents not simply a series of 
isolated phenomena but an interconnected movement of individuals using different 
models with varied success to seek a variety of solutions to the societal problems of race, 
gender and economic inequality. America, from its revolutionary beginnings, has 
promoted itself as a nation grounded in a belief in liberty, justice, equality for all. Sadly, 
the United States has struggled to live up to the rhetoric of its Founding Fathers resulting 
in social critiques and social movements stepping in to address these concerns. 
Historians have similarly debated whether reform movements in the nineteenth century 
represent a movement or related phenomena. Historians of social movements, 
particularly those who study nineteenth century reform, disagree on whether we should 
consider reform a movement or whether instead it represented a cluster of interrelated 
reform groups. Scholars such as Ronald Walters, Alice Felt Tyler, Bruce Dorsey and 
                                            
15 Daniel J. Boorstin, The Decline of Radicalism: Reflections on America Today (New York: 





Richard Hofstadter considered reform as a series of overlapping but not coherent 
movements that they nonetheless grouped under the umbrellas of antebellum or 
Progressive reform;16 while others, such as Lori Ginzberg, and Gregory Garvey, took the 
view that reform groups shared similarities in such things as membership, approach and 
general goals significant enough to constitute a broad social movement for change.17 
Similarly, historians also debate the question of whether communalism is 
cohesive enough to describe it as a movement or as stand-alone phenomena that share 
attributes. For example, Robert Houriet asserted that contemporaneously (1960s/70s) 
outsiders viewed communes as "a gut reaction of a generation" but over time came to see 
them as part of a movement.18 John Curl somewhat differently described communalism 
as a recurring movement in American history, acknowledging the cyclical pattern of 
communal activity.19 Laurence Veysey recognized communalism as a movement within 
the larger radical tradition, a stance that contextualizes communalism historically and 
                                            
16 Ronald G. Walters, American Reformers, 1815-1860 (New York: Hill and Wang, 1978), 12; 
Tyler, Freedom's Ferment; Richard Hofstadter, The Age of Reform: From Bryan to F.D.R. (New York: 
Vintage, 1955), 3-4; Bruce Dorsey, Reforming Men and Women: Gender in the Antebellum City (Ithaca: 
Cornell University Press), 8.  
 
17 Lori D. Ginzberg, Women and the Work of Benevolence: Morality, Politics and Class in the 
19th Century United States (New Haven: Yale University Press, 1990), 8; T. Gregory Garvey, Creating 
the Culture of Reform in Antebellum America (Athens, GA: University of Georgia Press, 2002), 1; Nancy 
Hewitt, Women's Activism and Social Change: Rochester, New York, 1822-1872 (Ithaca: Cornell 
University Press, 1984), 21. 
 
18 Robert Houriet, Getting Back Together (New York: Avon, 1971), xiii. 
   
19 John Curl, For All the People: Uncovering the Hidden History of Cooperation. Cooperative 





ideologically by connecting it to both its predecessors and its contemporaries.20 Timothy 
Miller describes communalism as "a continuous, if not entirely seamless…fabric that 
stretches back for more than three centuries, expressing its deliberately constructed 
interconnected nature."21 Others such as Yaacov Oved, Charles Erasmus and Edward 
Spann view communalism as a series of related phenomena within a larger context of 
social critique.22 This work adds to that conversation by considering specific 
communities as support for the more general argument posed by other scholars to further 
develop the understanding of how a communal movement functions in real life. 
Utopian communalism presents a somewhat atypical example of a social 
movement in that it walks a line between the public and private, criticizing mainstream 
society and institutions implicitly and offering a model for change without necessarily 
demanding that the rest of society act on it. Sociologist Charles Tilly created what is 
perhaps the definitive, or at least most widely accepted, understanding of social 
movements.23 Tilly wrote extensively about social movements, and created a more 
                                            
20 Laurence Veysey, The Communal Experience: Anarchist and Mystical Communities in 20th 
Century America (Chicago: University of Chicago Press, 1978), 457. 
 
21 Timothy Miller, Quest for Utopia in Twentieth Century America, Vol. 1 1900-1960 (Syracuse, 
Syracuse University Press, 1994), xiv. 
 
22 Oved, Two Hundred Years, 243; Charles J. Erasmus, In Search of the Common Good: Utopian 
Experiments Past and Future (New York: The Free Press, 1977); Edward K. Spann, Brotherly 
Tomorrows: Movements for a Cooperative Society in America, 1820-1920 (New York: Columbia 
University Press, 1989), 1. 
23 Charles Tilly, Social Movements, 1768–2004 (Boulder, CO: Paradigm Publishers, 2004), 3-4 
[This is Tilly's description of his theoretical framework.] Jeff Goodwin and James M. Jasper, eds, 
Rethinking Social Movements: Structure, Meaning, and Emotion (New York: Rowman and Littlefield, 
2004), 3; Gerald F. Davis et al, eds, Social Movements and Organization Theory (Cambridge: Cambridge 
University Press, 2005), Charles Kurzman, "Meaning-Making in Social Movements," Anthropological 





specific and defined understanding of these phenomena than have other sociologists. His 
definitions allow this work to identify the ways that Utopian communities interact with 
each other and how this constitutes a social movement. This work will use Tilly's 
definition to support the argument that Utopian communalism is a social movement 
rather than a series of related phenomena.  According to Tilly social movements use the 
tools of: campaign, WUNC (worthiness, unity, numbers and commitment) displays and 
political action.24 Looking at Utopian communalism we can see that while typically they 
did not lobby or petition the government or march in protests, actions that are commonly 
associated with social movements, they did use the tools Tilly describes. Campaign, by 
Tilly's definition, is "sustained, organized public effort making collective claims on 
target audiences,"25 In relation to communalism, these groups created throughout their 
existence a campaign in the form of presenting an alternative to the contemporary 
economic, gender and institutional situation arguing, at least implicitly although in some 
cases directly, that they had created a better way. Although not typically contentious, 
choosing instead to establish an alternative model in parallel to the status quo, these 
Utopian communities challenged, by their very existence, mainstream society. While 
many did not directly appeal to political leadership to acknowledge and accept their 
alternative, they did offer their ideas and practices to the public. 
                                            
 
24 Tilly, Social Movements, 3. 
 






Tilly's second characteristic, WUNC, also applies to Utopian communities. Each 
of these groups presented their Utopian ideals to the public with the goal of being taken 
seriously. These groups earnestly believed in their missions and the significance of 
society's problems for the future of themselves and America; they trusted that they were 
worthy of consideration as an alternate to the status quo. As communities, these 
Utopians inherently demonstrated unity, in several cases over the long term. Unity does 
not mean that there was not dissent or contention within the group, but rather that they 
persisted and adapted to work through these conflicts. While Utopian communities 
demonstrate a range of numbers in terms of their size, in this they resemble other types 
of social movements such as protests and reform groups. All of the examples in this 
study maintained a critical mass of members who accepted the ideals and practices of 
their community over time. They were neither ephemeral nor unstable; the final part of 
WUNC, commitment, is a necessary characteristic of Utopian communities.  
Tilly's third characteristic, political action, manifests in a variety of ways in 
communalism. For example, Harmony Society made numerous demands on politicians 
relating to respect for their First Amendment rights as a religious group,26 Peoples 
Temple actively challenged the government on First Amendment rights for protesters.27 
The Diggers took issue in court with demands that they comply with a variety of local 
                                            
26 Karl Arndt, George Rapp’s Harmony Society 1785-1847 (Cranbury, NJ: Associate University 
Presses, 1968), 376. 
 
27 Sun Reporter (San Francisco), Vol XXX, Issue 6, February 10, 1973; Sun Reporter (San 






laws including regulation of the use of public spaces, and petitioned City Hall to change 
the way they regulated food distribution and living spaces.28 Despite living in isolation 
to varying degrees and despite their rejection of mainstream society, Utopian 
communalists nonetheless cared about the outside world and challenged politicians to 
improve it. 
By Tilly's definition each of these groups qualifies as a social movement, but 
does communalism as a broader whole fit this characterization? Much like the reform 
movement of the nineteenth century, communalism is a movement of overlapping and 
interconnected projects.29 As discussed in this work, communalists drew on a pool of 
dedicated Utopians working on a variety of social projects and critiques. As with the 
reform movement, individuals moved horizontally between communities bringing with 
them an expanding perspective and experience of utopia in both theory and practice. 
Communities, further, communicated with each other, sharing achievements and 
challenges, seeking advice and information to advance their goals. As communities 
collapsed, their members moved on to other groups and projects, continuing their pursuit 
of Utopia through different methods and approaches. Looking longitudinally, groups 
sought inspiration and practical learning by turning to the writings and history of past 
Utopians. This study uses Tilly's definition of a social movement as a basis to illustrate 
                                            
28 Emmett Grogan, Ringolevio: A Life Played for Keeps (New York: Citadel, 1990), 364-365, 
465.
 
29 Historian Ronald Walters described a reform movement as any collective organized effort to 
improve society or individuals by achieving some well-articulated goal. This description applies well to 





how communalism functions as a social movement of interconnected projects rather than 
as intentional communities in isolation from each other. 
There are, as Miller describes, thousands of communal societies to choose from 
as examples to support these arguments. This work examines six Utopian communities 
as examples to understand communalism as a movement and how it fits into the context 
of reform and radicalism in their time. Three of these communities existed during the 
nineteenth century: Nashoba in the antebellum period, Modern Times mid-century, and 
Harmony Society spanning the entire nineteenth century. Each of these communities 
represents a different model of approaches to Utopianism.  
Radical Frances Wright created the interracial Nashoba as a pilot project to 
demonstrate to plantation owners a viable and economically sound path to emancipation 
and assimilation of their slaves. The scandal that enveloped Nashoba provides a look at 
the antebellum response to miscegenation and free love and to women transgressing 
their domestic role. Nashoba was unusual in that a woman conceived it and led the 
project, and because of the direct way it sought to intervene in American race relations 
and the economic and social structures of slavery. Wright left a considerable body of 
documentation of her understanding of race, education, slavery, gender and class issues. 
A limitation of the sources for this community are that the voices of the enslaved 
members of Nashoba were filtered through the writings of its white leadership. Because 
Wright intended Nashoba to act as an example for Southern planters, it is significant that 





Josiah Warren and Stephen Pearl Andrews strove to create an alternative model 
to the market revolution and industrial capitalism in America. Their work expressed their 
concerns with the treatment of the worker within these systems and the limitations put 
on worker's autonomy. Josiah Warren's experimentation with labor notes and the Time 
Store system fit into the context of market revolution critiques in America. Modern 
Times also dealt with its own free love scandal but on different terms and in a later 
context than Nashoba. Modern Times offers the opportunity to consider the viability of 
anarchism as an organization model for an intentional community as Warren insisted on 
the absolute right of members to live their lives on their own terms without coercion. 
Archival resources for this community include the personal correspondence and writings 
of numerous members, although there is less than desirable available documentation 
from the women at Modern Times. 
George Rapp brought hundreds of his followers from Germany to Pennsylvania 
at the beginning of the nineteenth century to escape religious persecution. Harmony 
Society endured for a century as an isolated, German alternative to mainstream 
Christianity. The multiple generations of Harmony Society illustrate the evolution of the 
group from immigrants to Americans, choosing to live their lives away from broader 
societal currents and according to their own beliefs. Decisions and events within the 
community document the shifting understanding of the members in regards to 
communalism, celibacy and governance. Rapp's authoritarian leadership provided 
stability to the Harmonists and his adopted son Frederick's business acumen helped the 





regarding ownership and the treatment of workers. Harmony Society left extensive 
archival documentation of their business dealings, their interactions with the courts, and 
their religious beliefs and practices. There are fewer documents that illustrate their 
personal lives, feelings and opinions. As a result, this work will derive its understanding 
of these through interpretation of more formal sources. 
The remaining three communities existed in the mid to late twentieth century. 
Peoples Temple began in Indianapolis as a Disciples of Christ congregation in 1954. 
They became communal after their move to Ukiah, California. Jim Jones organized his 
community around goals of race, gender and economic equality, for which Peoples 
Temple received considerable public accolades before their tragic finale at Jonestown in 
Guyana in November 1978. Peoples Temple offers the opportunity to examine a 
community with quasi-religious authoritarian leadership and the ways in which this both 
contributed to and undermined the stability of the community. The vast quantities of 
personal accounts from Peoples Temple also provide the means to contrast the vision of 
the group with the execution of its goals, and to tease apart the intersectional differences 
in lived experiences. Intersectionality in this work refers to the ways in which 
individuals experience events and situations differently depending on the overlap of their 
race/ethnicity, gender, class, age and sexuality identities.30 For example, a young, white, 
middle-class educated, nonreligious woman such as Laura Johnston experienced life in 
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Peoples Temple very differently than an elderly, religious, lower income, less educated 
black woman like Hyacinth Thrush. This study uses personal accounts where they exist 
to illustrate intersectional differences while recognizing that this was not always possible 
in other communities due to the lack of personal accounts, particularly from women and 
people of color. These personal sources nonetheless require care in interpretation as they 
reflect the biases produced by the level of commitment of the individual to the 
community at the time of writing. Those who had defected from the community tend to 
reflect not only a rejection of Jones' teachings and practices but also a desire to make the 
outside world aware of the abuses within the community. Those who stayed tend to 
struggle to reconcile their commitment to ideals they still believed in with acceptance of, 
or refusal to acknowledge, deeply flawed practices.   
Peoples Temple is perhaps in some ways a controversial inclusion in a discussion 
of Utopian societies. This community faced considerable criticism as a cult even before 
Jonestown. Popular understanding of Peoples Temple focuses on the tragedy at 
Jonestown and Jim Jones' personal failings. This work uses the word alternative 
religious movement rather than cult because, as noted by religious studies scholar 
Timothy Miller among others, cult is a pejorative term not a descriptive.31 The 
designation of a religious movement as a cult depends more on the designator's feelings 
about the beliefs and practices of the movement than any objective or quantifiable 
description. The choice to include Peoples Temple in this work was based in the Utopian 
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goals that the community set for itself and the belief of the members that they were in 
fact working to create a better society. The intent to create a better world, not the goals 
or methods, qualifies Peoples Temple as a Utopian society.   
Kerista similarly focused on race, gender, and economic equality in their free 
love commune in San Francisco in the 1970s and 80s. Leader Jud Presmont claimed to 
have received ideas for an alternative religion through an inspired vision. Keristans 
created successful businesses that they reconciled with an internal structure of income 
and resource sharing. Kerista has left a substantial archive of printed material describing 
their community ideals, beliefs, projects and lifestyle. These include interviews and 
panel discussions, promotional material for their community and its projects, and art 
work. There are also videos and individual accounts of life experiences in the 
community and articles written by members to teach others about life in Kerista. As with 
Peoples Temple, it is important to separate rhetoric from reality and consider the 
perspective of the writer in relation to their commitment to Kerista at the time of 
production. Kerista presents opportunities in this work to examine free love in the late 
twentieth century, authoritarian religious leadership, women's roles in community, and 
their attempt to reconcile entrepreneurial capitalism with communal property. There are 
no monographs about the history of Kerista at this time, although the community appears 
in some sociological and psychological studies.32 
                                            





Similarly, the final group, the San Francisco Diggers, receives frequent mentions 
in books on San Francisco in the late 1960s, but there is not yet a history of the group. 
Historian Timothy Hodgdon included the Diggers in his study of masculinity in the 
counterculture, but the broader history of the community fell outside the focus of his 
work.33 The Diggers present a vivid example of a Utopian community that totally 
rejected capitalism and consumerism in favor of an economic model based on barter, 
sharing, and repurposing resources. They embodied the spirit of the Haight Ashbury 
counterculture of the late 1960s. The Diggers provide insights into Haight Ashbury at 
the height of the hippie movement and the context that this provided for mid-century 
communalism. They were front and center of counterculture critiques of economic, race, 
and gender inequality, and their writings and memoirs display the ways in which the 
Diggers lived their lives in search of their Utopian goals.  
These six communities were chosen to bring attention to Utopians that have 
either been understudied or not written about for decades and because they offer the 
opportunity to examine a variety of approaches to leadership, organization, goals, and 
outcomes. The interaction of these groups with each other and with outside reform 
movements demonstrate the connective nature of communalism as a movement. 
Additionally, these groups left a body of documentation that allows for the study of these 
aspects of their lives. Because these documents vary widely in type and source they must 
be treated carefully with consideration of their authority, legitimacy, and bias.  The 
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extant sources for some communities do not reflect the voices of all who participated. 
For some of these groups the majority of available voices are white, male, straight, and 
with some degree of power in their community. The perspectives of women and people 
of color are filtered through the lens of the men who describe their experiences. Outside 
sources such as newspapers, even those that interviewed members, are colored by the 
point of view of someone who did not belong to the community and did not subscribe to 
their ideals or practices. These perspectives are useful, however for considering the 
response to the Utopian model created by these communities. They also reflect the 
values rejected by these Utopians. 
This study will use these six historical examples to assert that: Utopian 
communalism is a movement, that we can trace Utopian threads from modern intentional 
communities back to their historical predecessors and literary Utopians, and that Utopian 
communalism is not an aberration but rather a serious search to address real-world 
solutions to social critiques of racial, gender and economic inequality. This work will 
bring new awareness of understudied Utopian communities, including Nashoba, 
Harmony Society, Modern Times, Diggers, and Kerista and shift the focus on Peoples 
Temple away from the tragedy of Jonestown back to the communal lives and Utopian 
goals of its members. By connecting these groups along a trajectory of Utopian 
communalism this study will demonstrate that communes did not exist in isolation but 





It is the goal of this work that the reader will come away with a better 
understanding of communalism as a historic and ongoing movement with real world 
applications for solving societal problems. By conceptualizing Utopian societies as the 
quest for a Utopian solution to social problems of race, gender and economic inequality, 
this work will re-situate them as serious attempts to create a better world, rather than as 
dismissible fringe eccentricities and reassert their value as models for social change. Our 
world faces many threats and challenges to living happily, healthfully, harmoniously and 
sustainably. Utopian communalism offers models and innovative alternatives to 
mainstream society that may provide the solutions to these problems. To quote 
communal scholar Donald Pitzer, "All the security, solidarity, and survival benefits, 
which have been the great appeal of communal living for millennia, are just as viable 
and vitally needed in the twenty-first century.  Whether it be security from loneliness or 
a depressed economy, solidarity in the fellowship of trusted and like-minded friends, or 
survival from the threats from a warming planet or the pollution and exhaustion of 
energy sources, communal living in a multitude of forms is relevant to today’s world."34 
Utopian communalism continues to be relevant by offering us opportunities to learn 
from the lessons of past and present communalists, if only we are open to them.
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BACK IN THE DAY: NINETEENTH CENTURY COMMUNALISM 
Introduction 
Utopian communalists had a choice of staying in society and being unhappy, 
changing it from within, forming an original religious movement or social group while 
still living in mainstream society, or finally and most extreme, cutting themselves off 
from the world and creating a commune.  That decision was bound up in the world in 
which they lived and we must study it in that context. While many Utopian communities 
in the nineteenth century experimented, in the sense that their members were trying out 
different ways of conceptualizing and living as alternatives to the mainstream models, 
these groups also intended to create better lives for the people living there. Numerous 
communities such as Harmony Society, Bishop Hill, and Bettina offered opportunities 
for immigrants to create a fresh life for themselves in America without hierarchy, 
without religious persecution, with expanded access to land, and the benefits of pooled 
resources.1 Other communities like Fruitlands, New Harmony and Brook Farm appealed 
to intellectuals seeking a venue to experiment with innovative ideas about education, 
economics and spirituality.2 All of these shared the Utopian desire to solve what they 
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1846 as a communal haven for religious dissidents he had brought to Illinois from their native Sweden. 
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the members proved unwilling to commit to the hard work necessary to survive on the frontier. 
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viewed as the problems in American society in ways that would benefit the members 
firstly, and secondly serve as a model for outsiders. These Utopian threads connected 
contemporary communities with each other and in many cases extended into the past to 
older communities and to writers like Thomas More. Many of these groups 
communicated and visited with each other, seeking out opportunities to learn from other 
Utopian projects. This work contends that Utopian communalism represents not simply a 
series of isolated phenomena but an interconnected movement of individuals using 
different models to seek a variety of solutions to the social problems of race, gender and 
economic inequality.  
This work considers three nineteenth century Utopian communities within the 
context of communalism in that period and the social, economic, legal and political 
changes that motivated the move to communal projects. America was in its infancy as a 
nation in the early nineteenth century. While founded on the principles of liberty and 
equality, as noted by historian Eric Foner, the history of the United States represents an 
ongoing struggle over who would gain access to those rights and who would remain 
                                            
spiritual and physical development. It struggled to attain subsistence levels because the members lacked 
farming skills and the desire to take time away from their intellectual pursuits to maintain the farm. 
Scottish philanthropist Robert Owen advertised for innovative Utopians to join him at the New Harmony 
complex he purchased from Harmony Society in Southern Indiana in 1825. New Harmony also failed 
because of a lack of hard-working skilled membership. It formed more of a thinktank for reformers in a 
wide variety of fields than a cohesive Utopian community. George Ripley created Brook Farm in 1841 as 
a joint stock company (rather than communal property) based on Transcendental ideals. Members later 
shifted to a Fourierist structure during the peak of that movement's popularity. The underlying draw of 
communalism was that by sharing labor members would have more leisure time to pursue their intellectual 






excluded.3 Utopian communities have traditionally offered alternatives to those who felt 
left out of racial, gender and economic equality whether through communal property or 
cooperative economies, democratic or anarchist organizations, or more egalitarian 
divisions of labor and gender relations. Beginning before the Revolution, the economic 
structure of America began to evolve, becoming more industrial, more urban, and on a 
larger scale of production and distribution. Changes in technology from steam power to 
transportation plus an influx of immigrant labor provided the nation with the necessary 
components to shift the population toward the cities, towards wage labor, and to de-skill 
the work needed for the expanding manufacturing sector.4 With these changes in 
American society came a concentration of wealth among the entrepreneurial class and a 
loss of control for wage laborers over their production. More women and children 
entered the workforce outside the home, contributing to the family income but placing 
them in vulnerable positions in terms of health and safety.5 
Women's roles within the home also changed in the early Republic. The ideal of 
Republican motherhood held that women, because of their moral superiority, had a 
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4 Daniel Walker Howe, What Hath God Wrought: The Transformation of America, 1815-1848 
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responsibility to the nation to mold the first generation of American youth to become 
hardworking, responsible citizens.6 This role officially limited women's influence to the 
domestic sphere, denying them an equal voice as citizens in a democracy, as peers in the 
legal system, as participants in public discourse.7 Historians such as Lori Ginzberg and 
Linda Kerber have challenged the ideology of separate spheres, arguing that women's 
lived experience differed from the rhetorical proscription.8 Some elite and middle class 
women found ways to introduce public concerns into private spheres or, less commonly, 
to risk censure by speaking publicly.9 For women who worked outside the home, the 
double day added the work of raising and educating their sons to housework and wage 
labor.10  
During the Second Great Awakening, the growth of the evangelical movement 
encouraged individuals to take responsibility for their own improvement and salvation 
with many preachers linking progress and morality as necessities to bring about the 
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Kingdom of God.11 Women increasingly found their voices, first among other women 
and then in a burgeoning network of reform projects from temperance to prison and 
asylum reform, to abolition and other projects.12 Within these movements, women drew 
on their status as morally superior to provide legitimacy for their public efforts, and 
challenge their second-class citizen standing.13 American institutions further restricted 
the rights of women in terms of their economic control over their own wages and 
property and their access to education.14 Married women fell under the legal and 
economic control of their husbands, leading some early feminists to reject women's 
suffrage because it would give married men a second vote.15 Unhappily wed women in 
many states found it difficult to obtain a divorce even in cases of abuse or abandonment 
and risked losing their children if they could leave the marriage.16 
 Society denied African-American women the title of lady and with it the claim 
to moral legitimacy as reformers, further challenging their attempts to participate in 
public conversations about the needs for change, although they did work together 
through mutual aid societies and other projects including abolition.17 People of color 
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faced many challenges in the nineteenth century. American society largely excluded 
non-whites, whether enslaved or free, from the Constitution's liberties and equality. In 
the antebellum period responses to these limits evolved from colonization projects 
designed to remove the "problem" of emancipated blacks from white society, to free soil 
movements, to abolition, from gradual to immediate. Some whites argued for 
emancipation based on a Scriptural understanding of all people being equal in God's 
eyes, while Enlightenment ideas on the tabula rasa and natural rights influenced 
others.18 A combination of economic interests, fear and prejudice towards blacks, and 
animosity towards abolitionists discouraged the majority of Americans from pursuing 
emancipation as a solution to these moral concerns.19   
These prejudices also affected other people of color. Only a tiny minority of 
white Americans including Catherine Beecher, sister of Harriet Beecher Stowe, 
protested the removal and mistreatment of American Indians, particularly during the 
Jackson presidency.20 Nativists pushed for restrictions on immigration, particularly of 
Catholics, Asians and Eastern and Southern Europeans, who were viewed as alien, less 
white than Northern Europeans, and less desirable additions to the American population 
despite the necessary labor they provided. 
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Before delving into specific questions of race, gender and economic inequality, it 
is necessary to understand who these three groups, Nashoba, Harmony Society, and 
Modern Times were and how they came about. This chapter presents an overview of 
these three nineteenth century communities and the historical context in which they 
existed. This context is significant because it establishes that Utopian solutions do not 
arise in a vacuum and it will help us view the Utopian threads connecting nineteenth 
century communalism to its twentieth century incarnations. 
Nashoba 
When Frances Wright first came to the United States in 1821 it was with the 
idealistic belief that the land of “life, liberty, and happiness” would prove more 
egalitarian and compassionate to the sufferings of the unfortunate than her native Britain. 
Although her initial writings on America reflect this naïveté, it was not long before 
Wright came to recognize that Americans did not extend equal rights to all men, and 
certainly not to women. Disturbed by her encounters with slavery and by the apparent 
inability of Americans to redress this moral wrong, Wright developed her own plan for a 
pilot project to address the concerns of slaveholders regarding manumission.21 Her 
vision was that Nashoba would set an example of blacks and whites living harmoniously 
as equals and of the possibilities for uplifting slaves through education and better 
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treatment.22 “Four years of extensive and minute observation, with deeper reflection, and 
more varied, as well as more reasoned experience, have convinced me that American 
negro slavery is but one form of the same evils which pervade the whole frame of human 
society,” Wright wrote in a lecture delivered in Cincinnati in 1828.23 
The influence of Scottish Enlightenment thinkers such as Hume is evident in 
Wright's empiricism and skepticism, as are the works of Jeremy Bentham on her ideas 
on equality for women, divorce rights and anti-clericalism, and of Thomas Jefferson on 
Wright's devotion to equality and liberty. Wright took interest in the proto-feminist 
writings of Mary Wollstonecraft and wrote to her daughter, Mary Shelley, hoping 
unsuccessfully to interest her in joining Nashoba.24 Wright is perhaps most associated 
with the Utopian reform movement of Robert Owen. While Owen certainly played a part 
in Wright's reform project, and she consulted him while preparing to establish Nashoba, 
Wright deserves credit for her independent thought. Wright also spent considerable time 
in Paris where she encountered Utopian writers Charles Fourier and Henri de Saint-
Simon.25 While Wright did not adopt their approaches, she learned from their ideas. Like 
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Saint-Simon she considered equality of opportunity for the working class to be essential 
to the progress of civilization.26 Unlike Fourier, Wright did not view communalism as 
the answer to all of society's problems, instead she turned to it as a tool to solve a 
specific problem, that of slavery. George Rapp’s communities at Economie, PA and 
Harmonie, IN shaped the design for the communal labour project at Nashoba, although 
Wright did not share Rapp’s apocalyptic or religious visions. His authoritarianism also 
conflicted with her libertarian style.27 
Wright found the approach of conventional abolitionists and the inaction of 
politicians dissatisfying. Wright’s interest in slavery was as a libertarian. She tied 
equality for blacks into the larger fight for equality for all people regardless of race, 
color, sex or class. A close friend, Amos Gilbert, writes of her, “She did not free her 
slaves because they were black but because they were men and women.”28 For Wright, 
the issue was simply that all people should be free and equal. Her goal at Nashoba was 
an experiment on a small scale to demonstrate the viability of an economic and social 
plan to take slaves and educate and train them on a working profitable plantation side by 
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side in harmony with whites. Once the slaves had worked off the capital expenses of 
their purchase plus six percent interest ($6000 per family) she would emancipate and 
settle them in freedom outside the slave laws of the United States. Wright considered 
California and the Mexican territory of Texas before deciding on Haiti as the site for 
colonization.  Wright drew up a prospectus and published it in the Baltimore abolitionist 
paper of Benjamin Lundy, Genius of Universal Emancipation, under the title A Plan for 
the Gradual Abolition of Slavery in the United States Without the Danger of Loss to 
Citizens of the South. Wright hoped to gain support both in the North and South for her 
experiment by demonstrating that she was rational and had considered the economic 
concerns of Southern slaveholders.29 The prospectus included a detailed budget and 
provided for the experiment to continue indefinitely for as long as required. Wright 
believed that as emancipated slaves left the South free white labour would move in to 
replace them with no negative economic effect, noting that there was a supply of poor 
whites in need of employment.30 
As Owen had at New Harmony, Wright advertised for members; putting a notice 
of her plan in Lundy's paper and calling for like-minded reformers to come join her. 
Wright announced her project in Europe through a letter published in Paris.31 The white 
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members of Nashoba came from reform and communal backgrounds.32 Wright had 
intrigued them with her radical and hopefully pragmatic plan to work towards making 
emancipation feasible and attractive in the South. While they all shared Wright's 
commitment to modelling a Utopian future, like the New Harmonists under Owen they 
lacked the commitment to the hard work necessary to build a new community on the 
Tennessee frontier.  
Establishing Nashoba required skills and experience with independent living that 
these idealists also lacked. The other members of the community were slaves who 
Wright purchased or she received as donations from slaveholders who believed in her 
plan. At Nashoba the enslaved members gained skills and an education and worked on 
building the community until they worked off their purchase price. Once the slaves 
reached that point, Wright relocated them to Haiti to start their lives as freedmen. 
Wright's decision to include slaves rather than free blacks derived from both legal and 
ideological considerations. In Tennessee at this time the law required slave owners to 
petition the court to request permission to manumit their slaves. If granted, the 
government required the slave owner to post a bond of the amount set by the court to 
cover any damages the freed slave might cause.33  Further, Wright's project entailed 
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demonstrating that slaves could work off their purchase price, thus not costing the 
plantation owners for their emancipation. She also desired to prove to Southerners that 
they could educate slaves and train them with skills necessary for the free labor market 
allowing them to integrate successfully into white society. Beginning with free blacks 
would not have had the desired result as these already possessed skills or trades and 
functioned in white society.  
Abolitionism as a reform movement was in its nascent stage when Wright 
established Nashoba.34 Colonization predominated as a plan for ending slavery in the 
South. The idea behind colonization was that it would be dangerous and untenable to 
simply free all the slaves as they outnumbered the white population in most of the South 
and Southerners feared reprisals. Further most whites believed that black people were 
inferior morally and intellectually and were therefore unfit for integration into white 
society. Colonization resolved these concerns by seeking to transport the free slaves to 
Africa or the Caribbean where they could establish a free black state. Of course, this plan 
ignored, or disregarded as unimportant, the historical fact that slaves in the United States 
no longer had ties to Africa and that they had no desire to return there. The importation 
of slaves into the United States had ended in 1807, and so the slave population was now 
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generations removed from Africa. It was not simply a matter of returning slaves to their 
homes, but rather a plan to transport them to a place they had never been.35  
The American Colonization Society (ACS) began in December 1816 out of 
concerns about how to Christianize Africa and how to remove free blacks from 
American society because the founders viewed blacks as unassimilable into white 
society. “From their condition and the unconquerable prejudices resulting from their 
colour, they could never amalgamate with the free whites of this country.”36 Britain 
banned the Atlantic slave trade in 1807, and American leaders began thinking about the 
eventual demise of the peculiar institution. From the perspective of the founders, this 
was a best of all possible worlds’ solution, benevolent and practical. “It was not 
proposed to deliberate on, or consider at all, any question of emancipation, or that was 
connected with the abolition of slavery.”37 These men viewed themselves as the 
inheritors of a Jeffersonian ideal of ending slavery in America, but with the belief that a 
post-slavery society offered no place for African-Americans.38 The underlying reasoning 
for colonization denied freed blacks the possibility of uplift and personal growth through 
education and training. It seemed contradictory and hypocritical to claim that colonized 
blacks would serve a missionizing purpose to uplift African blacks as Christian 
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Americans, yet the Society deemed them unfit to remain in American society. The ACS 
and similar groups established colonies on the West coast of Africa beginning in 1822 
including Cape Palmas and Fishtown; in 1846 Liberia would become an independent 
nation. By the time of the Civil War 13,000 freed slaves relocated to Liberia through 
colonization societies, peaking between 1848 and 1854. 39 The over-riding goal of these 
societies, while acknowledging that slavery represented a social ill, was to remove it 
from America and move the associated racial concerns elsewhere. In the early republic 
period contemporary to Nashoba, the ACS actively colonized slaves to Liberia, 
relocating 567 in that time alone.40 
 Garrisonian-style radical abolitionism had not yet taken off. In 1825, Garrison 
was still a moderate. Garrison’s objections came after an investigation into the work, 
writings, and private discourse of the ACS after which he concluded that he must expose 
them as “unchristian and anti-republican…that the great mass of its supporters at the 
north did not realise its dangerous tendency.”41 Specifically, Garrison recognized that the 
ACS lacked an achievable plan despite their grandiose promises. Further, Garrison 
highlighted the ignored objections of free blacks to the colonization project, and the 
“stigmatization” of African-Americans by the ACS by equating them with Africans 
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rather than American citizens.42 For radical abolitionists these represented unacceptable 
hypocrisies. Garrison viewed the colonizationists as little better than slaveowners in their 
views on white supremacy. If all men were created equal, argued Garrison, then they 
were entitled to equal rights and education, and society should treat all men as equals 
regardless of color. The belief of the ACS that slaves were incapable of assimilation into 
white society because they were inherently inferior flew in the face of this Biblical 
teaching.43 
  This work differs from that of Gail Bederman in its conclusions about Wright in 
the context of early abolition movements.44 While Bederman is critical of Wright 
because she chose colonization, this work argues that the question should be viewed 
with greater nuance. While ultimately Wright did choose to colonize the slaves from 
Nashoba, she did so with the understanding that it was the best solution available to her 
at the time. Her end goal was assimilation not colonization, and her understanding of the 
future of race relations differed from that of the ACS in that Wright believed in the 
potential of enslaved blacks to become equals in American society. Unlike the ACS she 
did not view slaves as the problem to be solved, but rather she saw slavery and white 
attitudes about slaves as the source of social disharmony. 
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Frances Wright did not belong to the ACS or to the mainstream radical abolition 
movement. She staked her own territory in the fight against slavery on a broader basis 
than the abolitionist, proclaiming equality for all humans regardless of race, or class, or 
gender and encouraging individual slaveowners to manumit their slaves rather than 
seeking a government solution. Wright presented her ideology in thousands of 
pamphlets, lectures and articles over her decades-long career, the earliest of which pre-
date Garrison’s Liberator, founded in 1831, by at least five years.45 Benjamin Lundy, 
abolitionist and sometime collaborator with Garrison, initially supported Wright in his 
paper, Genius of Universal Emancipation. Lundy also explored the idea of colonizing 
emancipated slaves to Haiti,46 but broke with Wright on miscegenation and her disdain 
for religion.  
While Wright shared the goal of emancipation with Garrison and Lundy she 
differed in that she believed a gradual approach necessary for peaceful and successful 
assimilation. Unlike Garrison, Wright believed that she could move within the system by 
influencing the men who held the power in regards to slavery, both slaveowner and 
politician, to effect change. To an extent this reflected her privilege as a member of the 
educated elite, but as a woman she nonetheless carved out her own space to access the 
men in power.  
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When Wright established Nashoba in 1825 on land purchased through Andrew 
Jackson in the wilderness of west Tennessee, now thirteen miles from Memphis, the site 
was entirely raw. Upon arrival, the new communards faced the daunting task of building 
a settlement on uncleared, swampy land. While the reformers were committed to 
Wright's vision, what they lacked, however, included carpentry, farming and 
management skills to actually create and run a working plantation with laborers. We 
must note, the laborers at Nashoba were both black and white, working side by side.47 
They had similar living conditions, and they raised and educated their children together. 
Although the white members treated the black slaves with more dignity and kindness 
and gave them more rights than slaves on most Southern plantations, these were still 
slaves. They did not have the freedom to leave. They were bound to Nashoba until they 
worked off their purchase price with interest.48 
 The physical project proved too much for Wright and she succumbed to either 
malaria or dengue and left Nashoba to recuperate at New Harmony. During her stay, 
Wright decided to use a deed to place the decisions about Nashoba under the control of a 
board of trustees to protect the project in perpetuity in case of her death or disability.49 
                                            
47 This was not a problem unique to Nashoba, other Utopian communities such as New Harmony 
and Brook Farm also lacked skilled labor. 
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Once she established the board, Wright felt it was safe for her to leave Nashoba in their 
hands and travelled to France with Owen's son, Robert Dale. She never again took up 
residence at Nashoba. 
 The Deed also made changes to the structure of Nashoba. The project moved 
towards an organization resembling Robert Owen's restructured New Harmony. Instead 
of all members sharing equally in the labor at Nashoba, the Deed shifted the burden of 
manual work to the enslaved members. With Wright away, the quotidian management of 
Nashoba fell to her overseer, James Richardson. This proved to be a fatal mistake for the 
project. Although Richardson's ideas on race were really no more radical than those of 
Wright, his decision to make them public in Benjamin Lundy's newspaper caused a 
scandal that forced Wright to take a stand that collapsed her support. Richardson's 
statement in Lundy's paper outlined his extramarital relationship with Josephine Prevot 
the fourteen-year-old mixed-race daughter of the commune's schoolteacher.50 In her 
defense of Richardson, Wright criticized the institution of marriage as harmful to 
women's rights and defended miscegenation as the path for racially harmonizing society 
by removing the stigma of dark skin.51 
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The board included Lafayette, Robert Owen and his son Robert Dale, New Harmony educators Robert 
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After the scandal over miscegenation and free love many of Wright's friends 
shunned her and her financial backers pulled out. Exhausted physically and emotionally, 
lacking the resources to carry on with the experiment, Wright decided to end Nashoba. 
She contacted President Boyer of the new black republic of Haiti and arranged to 
colonize Nashoba's thirty-one slaves there.52 Wright sent occasional letters to Robert 
Dale Owen, her partner in publishing the Free Enquirer, and he published the updates.53 
One can glean from her reports that the trip took about a week and that the former slaves 
were successfully settled in Haiti under Boyer's "immediate protection." Benjamin 
Lundy briefly noted Wright's voyage in Genius of Universal Emancipation, crediting her 
for freeing thirty slaves while asserting his disagreement with Wright on religion.54  
Harmony Society 
While the records for Nashoba are uneven in terms of continuity and the 
recording of members' voices, Harmony Society left a substantial archival presence, 
although also favoring the memories of men over women, and business over personal.  
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George Rapp, a vinedresser from Iptigen in southern Germany, near Württemberg, 
acquired not only a reputation as a prophet and preacher but as a radical Pietist Separatist 
in the late eighteenth century. The town council demanded an accounting of his views in 
1793 after they called Rapp before them.55  The council put out a statement to the law 
enforcement agencies advising them, among other stipulations, to tolerate the Separatists 
provided that they limited their teachings and practices to the religious sphere, a demand 
that, given the nature of Württemberg institutions, proved impossible for Rapp and his 
followers.56 
In 1798, Rapp wrote up a statement of his beliefs and submitted them to the 
council.57 These included Biblical justifications for his teachings. The council proved 
unmoved by Rapp's arguments and fined him and his followers for their civic offenses 
                                            
55 Rapp had accumulated a sizable number of followers by this time and their behavior concerned 
their neighbors and the council. Pietist beliefs were more mystical and fundamentalist than Lutheranism 
and challenged the authority of both church and state. Rapp and his followers did not attend Sunday 
services at their local church, instead Rapp preached to a private gathering. They did not baptize their 
children in the state Lutheran church. Historian Karl Arndt points out this decision had lifelong 
implications as without baptism the church would not confirm or marry a person. Further, without the 
legitimacy conferred by baptism, Separatists could not work for the state in positions from clerks to 
midwives as the authorities did not consider them loyal. (Karl Arndt, George Rapp’s Separatists, 1700-
1803. A Documentary History (Worcester, MA: Harmony Society Press, 1980), xxv.) The Rappites 
refused to send their children to town schools, fearing the corrupting influences. They also, and perhaps 
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rejection of the authority of the state. 
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and put greater restrictions on their gatherings.58 As a result of what the Rappites 
believed to be unjust persecution, they considered immigration to Russia or Hungary. 
Rapp decided on the United States believing it more tolerant of religious differences, 
purchasing a tract of land near the small center of Pittsburgh in western Pennsylvania.59 
Friedrich Riechert (later Rapp) wrote to his adopted father during Rapp's scouting trip to 
America in 1803, warning Rapp that the Elector hated him and would have him killed if 
he returned to Germany.60 In 1805, two shiploads carrying over five hundred Germans 
crossed the Atlantic to Pennsylvania, journeying on to what was then the frontier.61 Once 
in Butler County the Rappites assented to the Articles of Association that formally 
created the Harmony Society.62 
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These articles included an agreement to donate all their assets to the Harmony 
Society, forfeiting them if they chose to leave, and to obey the decisions of George Rapp 
and his representatives. In return Rapp would provide all the necessities of life to his 
followers: shelter, clothing, food, employment, healthcare, childcare and spiritual 
guidance.63 Communalism provided practical benefits to the group in that it allowed 
them to purchase land for their settlement and pooled the labor necessary for creating 
home, food, and income. Rapp justified the decision with reference to Saint Paul's 
writings in the book of Acts:  
32 And the multitude of them that believed were of one heart and of one 
soul: neither said any of them that ought of the things which he possessed 
was his own; but they had all things common. 
33 And with great power gave the apostles witness of the resurrection of 
the Lord Jesus: and great grace was upon them all. 
34 Neither was there any among them that lacked: for as many as were 
possessors of lands or houses sold them, and brought the prices of the 
things that were sold, 
35 And laid them down at the apostles' feet: and distribution was made 
unto every man according as he had need.64 
Contemporaries to the Harmonists viewed communalism as a pragmatic choice for 
community economic survival rather than an ideological decision. "As individuals they 
need no money and fear no shortage."65 
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The Harmonists believed in the imminent Second Coming of Jesus, therefore 
they focused their lives on preparing themselves for that event. These preparations 
ranged from perfecting themselves by leading (ideally) sinless lives, to the perhaps less 
obvious decision, celibacy. It is not unusual for Utopian communal groups to address 
marital relations and gender and family dynamics as they seek to create a better life for 
themselves.66 Both conservative and progressive beliefs on gender drove these changes, 
both sharing the conviction that mainstream society had either moved to or adhered to 
institutions and practices that proved harmful. In some cases, pragmatic concerns also 
played a role. In the case of George Rapp’s Harmony Society celibacy did not originally 
form part of their theology, but rather Rapp added the standard in 1807, two years after 
they made their immigrant movement into a communal society. 
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Rapp found his influence over his followers' sexuality waning as he aged and 
they entered a new generation. Many young men and women who had not moved to the 
United States with Rapp and did not share their parents' devotion to their prophet 
resented his interference in their personal lives. In 1832, issues of celibacy, 
communalism, and the power of the prophet came to a head with the entry on the scene 
of a confidence man, Bernhard Müller, calling himself Count Leon. Count Leon offered 
the Harmonists all that Rapp had denied them including marriage, sex, equality for 
women, an end to their asceticism, and even the philosopher’s stone.67 For those who 
were already questioning Rapp’s authority and theology, Leon proved irresistible 
although they would later regret their fickleness.68 The Schism marked the beginning of 
the decline of the Harmony Society. Two hundred and sixty-five members, one third of 
the population, left in spring of 1832 to follow Leon.69 The Schism struck the 
Harmonists severely, not only due to the numbers who departed, but also because it 
marked a loss of highly skilled members including doctors and artisans. Without the 
crisis of religious persecution in Germany, or the challenge of establishing their first 
community in America, this generation found it less compelling to obey the authoritarian 
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dictates of an elderly man whose prophecies now appeared less believable.70 While the 
original settlers who came from Germany with Rapp could be expected to retain Old 
World understandings about submission to authority as a natural part of the social order 
this did not prove the case for the second generation Harmonists. It would be a stretch to 
argue that celibacy was the cause of the 1832 Schism, the reality was far more complex. 
Members lived in isolation from the outside world, and because of this, largely 
avoided direct conflict or confrontation with disapproving outsiders. Leaving Harmony 
Society was a huge step for members to take; few of them spoke English, they had no 
assets to take with them, they were unlikely to have outside relations or friends to turn to 
in the United States, and for many of them it was the only life they had never known. It 
took more than simply discontent to leave. It took courage and a deep unwillingness to 
continue in community. The defectors that left with Count Leon had a much easier 
decision. Rapp allowed them a monetary settlement of $105,000 and they left as a group, 
with others they knew well and a new leader they believed in.71 Occasionally members 
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did make the decision to depart, alone, with a prospective spouse, or with their family, 
but leaving was difficult and often ended badly.72 Some attempted to return, but with 
few exceptions they were rejected.73 Presumably Rapp believed that allowing the 
barriers between membership and outsider to be fluid would be dangerous for group 
stability. If members could leave and return at will it would have been more difficult for 
Rapp to maintain control over them and would introduce outsider ideas and experiences 
into the closed society. When Rapp died in 1846, Harmony Society faced a potential 
crisis of leadership and faith.  
Rapp was not just the social leader of the community, he was their prophet. His 
teachings that the Second Coming was imminent, that it would happen in his lifetime 
had clearly proved false. After his death Harmonists confronted the question of Rapp's 
fallibility and what that implied for their continued belief in his theology and the 
practices he enacted. Outsiders predicted the immediate and certain demise of Harmony 
Society after Rapp's death because his personality bound them together but also because 
celibacy doomed them to extinction.74 No charismatic leader stepped up to replace Rapp, 
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instead a council of trustees took his place as per the new community agreement.75 These 
new leaders maintained Rapp's policies and focused their attention more on diversifying 
Economie's business interests.  
As Harmony Society's members aged and new young members coming in failed 
to sufficiently replace them , the workforce of the community diminished. The new 
council shifted the bulk of the community's economy from manufacturing towards 
investments in new industries such as railroads and oil and gas exploration.76 Further, 
they hired wage labor to replace Harmonists in the factories that they retained and, in 
their fields, to produce food for the community. Despite the transition in leadership, 
Harmony Society remained stable, although continuing its decline, because members 
remained committed to the Utopian ideals and practices laid down by Rapp until the 
eventual return of Christ. 
George Rapp developed his ideology based on his own interpretation of the Bible 
and the influence of German Pietist mystics like Jakob Boehme, Jakob Spener, August 
Hermann Francke, and Gerhard Tersteegan.77 While early Utopian thought seems not to 
have influenced Rapp, certainly there is evidence of interactions between Rapp and 
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contemporary Utopians. Beyond casual visitors, and businesspeople that spent time at 
Harmonie, New Harmony, and Economie, were the deliberate interactions with Utopians 
ranging from fellow alternative religious movements like Shakers, Oneidans and 
Zoarites to secular reformers like Robert Owen, Frances Wright and Josiah Warren.78 
These visitors shared ideas and often had enthusiastic debates with Rapp. Étienne Cabet 
of Icarian fame, Frances Wright and Robert Owen all looked to the example of Harmony 
Society when they developed their Utopian projects, although Rapp did not approve of 
their progressive ideals.79  
Wright specifically referenced Harmony Society in her plans for Nashoba, “It is 
distinctly from the inspection of the German colony of Harmonie, and afterward of 
Economie, that Frances Wright dates a first conception of the mode in which might be 
effected the gradual abolition of negro slavery in the Southern States; and equally the 
gradual reformation of civilized society.”80  Rapp wrote of Owen's plan for New 
Harmony after they met before Owen bought New Harmony from Rapp. "I did not have 
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time to ask him about religious matters. It seems to me that he doesn't bother very much 
about them either. In such respect he is probably closer to the ‘Shaker Quakers’ than to 
us, but in matters of practical morality he is an extraordinarily active man.”81 While not 
approving of Owen's secularism, Rapp could nonetheless appreciate Owen's work to 
create a better society. The writings of Shakers and Zoar Separatists describe many 
positive aspects of Harmonist life but express their disdain for Rapp's theology. Shaker 
Elder Giles Avery ended his description of his visit to Economy by observing "But, 
before I left Economy I did know, and feel that this people were pining for those 
Blessings which the Ministration of a Mother could supply." He contrasted this with his 
own community in which "we have found a mother in God."82 Rapp likewise rejected 
the approach of other religious communities after discussing their ideologies with them. 
In 1816 a Shaker delegation visited the Harmonists with the goal of blending their 
communities. Despite the many similarities in practices, Rapp proved unimpressed with 
the Shakers' beliefs and considered them "far behind them [the Harmonists] in religious 
knowledge."83 
Authoritarian religious leadership and commitment to a single ideology created 
long-term stability for Harmony Society, allowing them to outlast most of their 
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nineteenth century contemporaries. Rapp brought the original Harmonists from Germany 
to escape persecution and establish a new life in America where they could prepare for 
the Second Coming in peace. Along the way, although it was not part of their original 
plan, the Harmonists established far-reaching and successful business ventures attracting 
the admiration and resentment of outsiders. Rapp kept careful control over the 
community, isolating his followers from the dangers of the greater world and only 
allowing a few trusted members to manage business interests. Within Harmony Society 
the vast majority of members committed to obey Rapp's rulings and live by the practices 
he established even such nonconforming ideas as communalism and celibacy. These 
members enjoyed a comfortable standard of living, support of a harmonious community 
and as a result they stayed within Harmony Society for the remainder of their lives. Later 
generations proved less committed to Rapp, resulting in a major Schism in 1832 that 
began the decline of Harmony. Rapp and the Harmonists represent an unusually long-
lived and harmonious community that aside from their yearning for the Kingdom of God 
largely achieved their Utopian goals. 
Modern Times 
Robert Owen influenced several founders of Utopian communities besides 
Frances Wright. While New Harmony did not endure as a communal society it did 
provide a crucible for the development of radical ideas about education, economics, 
gender and politics that members took away with them to new projects. Josiah Warren 





collectivism as the basis for social reorganization.84 "It is in Combination or close 
connection, only, that compromise and conformity are required--Peace, harmony, ease, 
security, happiness will be found only in INDIVIDUALITY."85 Warren instead viewed 
individualism as the key to a better world, later earning him the soubriquet of "America's 
first individualist anarchist" for his writings. After leaving New Harmony, Warren 
returned to Ohio to put his ideas on the labor theory of value into practice at the Time 
Store in Cincinnati, and the village of Utopia, before moving on to collaborate with 
radical Stephen Pearl Andrews in founding the Utopian community of Modern Times on 
Long Island in 1851. 
Both Warren and Andrews came from a background of challenging the status 
quo on issues from personal liberty, to capitalism and wage labor, to abolition, and free 
love. Their personal styles could not have been more different. Warren was as 
introverted and pragmatic as Andrews was flamboyant and charismatic. Both men used 
their keen intellects to invent and to write about their solutions to social problems in 
America.86 Warren believed that the state by its very existence imposed unnecessary 
restrictions on individual liberty. He targeted coercion as the inherent condition of living 
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under the state identifying it as inimical to freedom. Unlike Locke who defended a state 
chosen by the people as the proper replacement for the monarchical system, Warren 
viewed even representative government as oppressive.  
Warren wrote in the context of the expansion of the market economy and 
industrialization in the antebellum period. He was concerned by the instability of free 
market capitalism, the boom and bust swings that troubled the economic life of the 
working class, the exploitation of artisans pushed into wage labor, and the regular 
financial crises of the new nation. He also seems to have considered the upheavals in 
Europe in the mid-nineteenth century as he developed his Utopian plan. "All the world is 
convulsed with revolution! LABOR has at last recoiled from the degradation, the 
starvation allotted to it, and claims its rights--Alas! What are they?"87 He articulated a 
view of society in which men's and women's rights to individual sovereignty were 
upheld and they would cooperate voluntarily because it was in their interest to do so.  
Although Warren had rejected Owen's reliance on communalism as a basis for 
society, he continued to respect both Owen as an individual and his goals.88 Warren also 
built on Robert Owen's ideas about labor notes to develop his own ideas about equitable 
commerce. Warren worked in the context of mid-nineteenth century criticisms of 
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capitalism and monetary policy. John Stuart Mill, in his 1848 Principles of Political 
Economy, showed his willingness to consider the communist and socialist critiques of 
capitalism. Marx and Engels represented the theoretical face of a growing labor 
movement that challenged classical liberalism and the exploitation of the working class 
by industrial capitalists. After Modern Times had run its course, these protests increased 
with the Grange and populist movements of the Gilded Age. 
At the Time Store Warren sought to offer an alternative to a capitalist industrial 
system that exploited workers and devalued artisan labor. Warren, not unlike Marx later, 
argued that workers must control their production. In True Civilization, Warren 
described as cannibalism the use of value, or demand, to set prices.89 Even to the sale of 
land, his position was that land should be re-sold for the cost plus any labor required to 
improve it. He would observe that principle at Modern Times. Warren did not reject 
private property ownership, in fact, he viewed communal property as a significant factor 
in the failure of New Harmony. Interestingly, unlike many Utopian reformers in the 
nineteenth century, Warren did not envision a world without economic inequality. He 
accounted for individual differences such as desire or ability to work, and instead 
focused on making the playing field level so that everyone had equality of opportunity.  
Stephen Pearl Andrews was a Fourierist, early feminist and abolitionist when he 
met Josiah Warren. The flamboyant Andrews traveled in New York's radical circles after 
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the pro-slavery faction forcibly ran him out of Galveston for his abolition activities in 
1843. In 1850 when Andrews first heard Warren lecture he was actively proselytizing 
Pitman shorthand and publishing a journal, The Phonetic Propagandist, to promote his 
ideas on Pitman, labor rights, women's rights and commerce.90 Andrews was 
immediately taken by Warren's concept of equitable commerce, although as a Fourierist, 
he struggled more with individual sovereignty. In his own writing, particularly The 
Science of Society, Andrews tried to reconcile Warren with Fourier and in doing so 
gained a greater audience for Warren's work. Andrew became Warren's greatest 
propagandist, a role Warren willingly ceded to him as he was not constitutionally suited 
to the spotlight while Andrews actively sought it out. 
Warren and Andrews, with the encouragement of Robert Owen and Frances 
Wright, determined to found a Utopian village near New York to test out these concepts 
in practice.91 The duo had for some time promoted Warren's philosophies in their journal 
Free Enquirer.92 Similarly, Warren addressed directly the readers of the Free Enquirer 
in his Peaceful Revolutionist to announce the founding of his Utopia village.93 Warren 
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believed that it was necessary to site the village close to a major city to provide a source 
for selling labor and providing goods until the village could achieve the critical mass for 
self-sufficiency. Further, New York provided a source of like-minded reformers to 
support and nurture the project, or so Warren thought. Hard as it is for today's reader to 
imagine, in 1850 Long Island was a wilderness. Less than three thousand inhabitants 
lived in small villages along the coast, supporting themselves through farming, fishing, 
hunting and oyster gathering. Developers considered the island inappropriate for large 
scale industry or farming with poor access to markets and land that required too much 
expense and labor to make it viable. Historian Roger Wunderlich notes that Modern 
Times also differed from most Utopian communities in the nineteenth century in that it 
looked eastward for a new frontier rather than following the pack in westward 
expansion.94 In doing so Warren and Andrews appealed to idealists without relying on 
the romance of Manifest Destiny or the western promise of adventure. The Long Island 
Railway had a stop in Islip and it was near that village that Andrews and Warren 
purchased seven hundred and fifty acres in 1851.  
Adding to their incentive to choose this site was the willingness of the land seller 
to take a small down payment with the balance not due for five years. This allowed the 
duo, who had little cash to invest in the project, to buy the land upfront with hopes of 
selling it all before the note came due. They subdivided the land into one-acre plots laid 
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out on wide streets with community wells in the alleys. Warren and Andrews sold the 
plots, no more than three to a purchaser, at cost of twenty dollars each.95 The expense 
necessary to improve the land by clearing and chemical fertilizers tripled the cost to the 
buyer. Andrews and Warren advised prospective buyers of the purpose of the project and 
the concepts under which it was conceived but, did not require them to accept these 
ideals or promise to abide by them.  "Collaboration of equals without coercion, authority 
or any arrangement except the kind that left 'every individual at all times at liberty to 
dispose of his or her person, time and property.'"96 Warren and Andrews expected that 
the village, given its location and their promotion, would only appeal to the like-minded. 
Coercion to conform to a set of beliefs or by-laws contravened the concept of individual 
sovereignty. They assumed that members would be convinced and choose out of their 
own interest and beliefs to stay and participate.  
Warren did not write in a vacuum, nor was Modern Times unique to its time in 
terms of its intentionality. Numerous contemporary writers addressed concerns about the 
power of the state over individuals, exploitation of workers in the market economy and 
women's rights. Interestingly, there seems to have been no awareness, or at least no 
mention of these parallels in many of the most prominent writers of the time. For 
example, Transcendentalists Ralph Waldo Emerson and Henry David Thoreau wrote 
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extensively on liberty, the individual and the state,97 yet they did not reference Warren, 
nor he them. Roger Wunderlich notes that while their circles of influence overlapped 
there is no indication they ever met.98 Charles Codman observed, "I have found the 
following in the writing of Adam Smith, the celebrated Scotch writer on Political 
Economy: 'Labor is the real measure of exchangeable value of all commodities.' It may 
be the source of Mr. Warren's inspiration, though I am not sure."99 We should note, 
Codman was writing years later and the quote he cited is from Smith's Wealth of 
Nations, published in 1776, decades before Warren wrote his Equitable Commerce. 
Again, there is no evidence that Warren had read Smith. While inventive and intelligent, 
Warren was largely self-educated, and possessed a small library. Karl Marx and 
Friedrich Engels wrote about Utopianism in this period, critically about the ideal village 
movement. They viewed Utopian communalism as too idealistic and unscientific, 
missing the necessity of revolution to overturn the social order.100 Warren lacked faith in 
reform of existing institutions and believed individual action held the spark for 
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revolutionary change. It is entirely possible, although there is no direct evidence, that 
Warren became acquainted with these broader currents in social criticism and 
Enlightenment thought while he was resident in the intellectual community at New 
Harmony.  It may be, although again there is no explicit evidence, that members brought 
to Modern Times ideals and experiences from other communities and intellectual circles. 
For example, Henry Fish and Sister Seaver from Hopedale, Quaker Isaac Gibson, Ellen 
Lazarus Allen of Brook Farm, and former Fourierists Andrews, Gove, and Nichols.101 
All of these Utopian projects had attempted various solutions to resolve social problems 
including gender inequality and the economic and social consequences of industrial 
capitalism. 
At the time Warren and Andrews established Modern Times, the United States 
had a long history of intentional communalism and there were numerous contemporary 
communities including Oneida, Shakers, Harmony Society, Bettina, and Hopedale. The 
recent collapse of several Fourierist phalanxes including Brook Farm, and other noted 
groups such as Fruitlands gave the duo hope that they could fill a gap left by this demise. 
These contemporaries explored different Utopian solutions to many of the same 
concerns in which Warren was interested. In general, these communities did not attack 
each other, although they might make occasional disparaging comments.102 Given the 
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tendency of members to move from one community to another it is perhaps surprising 
that the leaders did not feel the need to compete. Then again, those who choose to live in 
Utopian communities tend to think and live cooperatively, weaving the movement's 
fabric of Utopian threads available for all to draw upon. 
Modern Times differed from many of its contemporary Utopian communities in 
that Andrews actively sought out members with skills, artisans who felt disillusioned 
with industrial capitalism and could benefit from Warren's equitable commerce. This 
reflected Warren's nature as a pragmatic Utopian. Warren had become frustrated at New 
Harmony by the way that intellectuals relied on the labor of other members to support 
the community, and wanted to ensure that there were no freeloaders at Modern Times.103 
He noted particularly the dismal contrast to the prosperity of the community under 
George Rapp before Owen bought it. This lack of members who could do the work 
necessary to build a community on the frontier and maintain it as self-sustaining led to 
the demise of many nineteenth century intentional communities.104 However, despite this 
concern many of the members depended for their livelihood on skills for which there 
was insufficient demand at Modern Times so they resorted to venturing into New York 
City to seek wage labor. Warren anticipated that this would be necessary in the 
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beginning, hence the choice of site close to a major market. Convictions apparently 
outweighed economic opportunity as evidenced by members' refusal of an entrepreneur's 
offer to site his cigar factory at Modern Times based on their rejection of tobacco as 
unhealthy.105 
Modern Times initially grew quite rapidly. By 1853 the town was well-
established with numerous houses of various types and boulevards planted with fruit 
trees for all to enjoy. Warren built himself a house, and a vocational school/workshop 
that became known as the Mechanical College.106  In 1850 people who were concerned 
about the trajectory of American society or its institutions had numerous options for self-
expression and social experimentation. While the government had restricted citizens 
from writing or speaking critically of the state or its officials in the early republic, the 
Alien and Sedition Acts had long since expired. The censorship enacted under the 1873 
Comstock Act was still in the future. Mid-century Americans had considerable freedom 
of expression in terms of government legislation although there was still social stigma to 
being a radical. For those who felt merely expressing their concerns through writing or 
speaking was insufficient to create a difference, numerous social movements from 
abolition to early feminism to reform of institutions such as schools, prisons and asylums 
actively pushed for legislative and personal change. Perhaps, the most extreme option 
was to remove oneself from one's friends, family, workplace and familiar practices and 
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institutions to create a separate alternative. For many of the members of these intentional 
communities breaking away provided an opportunity to make a better life for 
themselves, often without concern for how they would impact the rest of the nation. 
 While only a tiny fraction of Americans chose the Utopian alternative, many 
options for this path lay open to them. At Modern Times, certainly members sought a 
better life, but ideology proved the draw for a greater number.107 Warren's Utopian ideas 
appealed to them and they were interested in participating in his experiment to put them 
into action. Although the intent of Utopians may not have been to change the rest of 
society, their movement between Utopian communities, and their activity in reform 
movements ensured that the ideals of Utopianism filtered out into the mainstream. 
Utopian communalism as a movement, intersected with reform and protest in terms of 
both membership and ideals.108 This work adds to the existing literature on reform 
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movements and on Utopian communalism by connecting the two streams by examining 
the ways in which Utopian communalism was itself a social movement actively engaged 
in the work of reform, whether internally on the micro level, or externally on the macro 
level. 
Indeed, the community at Modern Times drew heavily on those involved in 
various reform or alternative thought movements from abolition and feminism to 
phrenology and spiritualism.109 It was association with such fringe ideologies that caused 
strife at Modern Times and condemnation from outsiders. Warren asserted often that 
individual sovereignty included the right to hold whatever beliefs one chose, religious or 
secular. It was not up to him to determine which of these were worthy. "True religion is 
my individual religion, and so with everyone else's. No two have precisely the same 
conception of it! The recognition of the inherent right of individuality is the only 
harmonizer."110 Some of the members were, in fact, former ministers of various sects 
who gave up their pulpit when they moved to Modern Times.111 Modern Times 
tolerated, as a result, a wide range of views considered extreme or eccentric by the 
mainstream. In general, this did not present conflicts within the community.  
The serious issues arose when outsiders reacted to what they were convinced 
were dangerous practices at Modern Times. Unfortunately, as at Nashoba, when one of 
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the founders of the community, in this case Stephen Pearl Andrews, espoused these ideas 
it inflamed criticism and created internal turmoil. The difficulty for Warren in this 
turmoil was that his individual sovereignty beliefs prevented him from enforcing those 
ideals. While he insisted that everyone must have the right to live and believe as they 
chose, that meant he could not condone expelling free love advocates Thomas Low 
Nichols and Mary Gove Nichols because of their refusal to conform to his ideal of 
tolerance. The Nicholses's choice to proclaim their beliefs on free love publicly with the 
claim that they represented the entire community of Modern Times brought these 
tensions to a head.112 Warren clarified that people at Modern Times had freedom to live 
according to their principles but that there were not ruling ideologies governing the 
community.113 Ultimately, the Nicholses chose to move on but this problem was to raise 
its head again over the introduction of a Positivist apostle to the community. Henry 
Edger had visited Modern Times and admired the community enough to choose to move 
there in 1854. Oddly he arrived with the plan to proselytize for August Comte's Religion 
of Humanity, hoping to convert the village to the scientific humanist faith. In doing so he 
entirely misunderstood Warren's individual sovereignty by seeking to impose his faith 
on Modern Times as an official creed.114 Further, given Comte's restriction of women to 
traditional domestic roles, and restriction of sex to procreative purposes and only within 
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marriage, it seems again that Edger was oblivious to the feminist, free love leanings of 
the community. Warren became frustrated at the attempt to impose what he viewed as an 
offensive, elitist, sexist, ideology on the village through coercion and in this Andrews 
and most of the community concurred. Edger only converted a handful of members and 
although he stayed at Modern Times for the remainder of his life, gave up on 
establishing his church.  
Another way in which Modern Times lived up to its rhetoric was through its 
structure as an anarchist community. Firstly, Modern Times defied outsider expectations 
by not descending into chaos and violence. Contrary to the mainstream understanding of 
anarchism, Warren successfully demonstrated that a leaderless, consensus driven, 
voluntary community that defended individual sovereignty could be at least as 
harmonious as traditional society. Unlike many Utopian communities, because the 
members did not share their property in common, each individual was responsible for 
their own care and maintenance. The voluntary aspect of the community presented fewer 
challenges because it evaded the issue of freeloaders and resentment over being 
compelled to do undesirable work. Like any community, communalist or traditional, 
religious or secular, Modern Times faced the question of how to ensure that citizens 
behaved socially and responsibly. Modern Times however, did not rely on bylaws to 
compel conformity and obedience. Instead Warren relied on the conscience of the 
individual to act in the best interests of both themselves and the community. The shared 
vision of the members largely deserved credit for the level of success in this endeavor 





Warren actually achieved what he set out to do in terms of individual 
sovereignty. He gritted his teeth and allowed all kinds of unusual behavior to pass 
without comment providing it did not impede the rights of others. Warren expressed his 
concern over these extremists, "One man began to advocate plurality of wives, and 
published a paper to support his views; another believed clothing to be a superfluity, and 
not only attempted to practise his Adamic theories in person, but inflicted his views upon 
his hapless children. A woman with an ungainly form displayed herself in public in 
men's attire, which gave rise to the newspaper comment that ' the women of Modern 
Times dressed in men's clothes and looked hideous.' Still another young woman had the 
diet mania so severely that after trying to live on beans without salt until reduced almost 
to a skeleton she died within a year."115 Warren's concern seems to stem from the 
outcome of their behavior rather than their unconventional beliefs. However, despite his 
disdain at their folly, he tried diligently to avoid imposing rules to rein them in. Charles 
Codman marveled how at Modern Times "every new and strange proposition was 
welcomed by a respectful hearing, and debated and considered."116  
Typically, anarchist communities have been short-lived, largely because their 
lack of membership qualifications led to problems with cranks and troublemakers that 
they had no mechanism to expel and to problems with freeloaders who took advantage 
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of the non-coercive nature of the organization.117 While there were internal tensions 
caused by extremists trying to impose their will on the membership, the village of 
Modern Times protected individuality and people took responsibility for their own 
actions and needs. Modern Times stands out because it outlasted not only most anarchist 
communities but also most nineteenth century Utopian communities of all types. 
Particularly with anarchist societies, there is often a distinct gap between the group's 
stated rhetoric regarding their intentions and the lived experience of their members. This 
phenomenon is perhaps more prominent among anarchists than other intentional 
communities because of their commitment to eliminating mainstream institutions and 
ridding their Utopia of hierarchy and coercion. Ultimately most of these groups find that 
institutions, particularly patriarchy, linger; they devolve into paralysis unable to make 
decisions without leadership; or those members who live responsibly come to resent 
those who freeload off their efforts. These challenges limit severely the longevity of 
anarchist groups as they find they must either compromise their ideals or collapse into 
failure. Warren avoided taking the role of leader at Modern Times. Charles Codman 
criticized him for this, arguing that had Warren been a strong charismatic leader the 
community would not have lost its way.118 Although Warren disapproved of some of the 
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behavior within Modern Times, and even made comments about it, he did not take 
action to control or coerce members into conforming with his ideals or preferences 
except, as in the case of Gove and Edger, when he felt they were trying to impose their 
will on others. 
While men like newspaperman and reformer Horace Greeley, leader of Hopedale 
Community Adin Ballou, and social commentator Dr. John Ellis felt comfortable making 
sweeping criticisms of free love practices at Modern Times without ever setting foot in 
the community, others wanted to see for themselves. Visitors would take the Long Island 
Railroad out to try to catch a glimpse of nudists, free lovers or "unsexed" women and 
men (a reference to the unfashionable women's cropped hair and men's flowing locks). 
Accounts of these visits demonstrate the disdain of outsiders for the perceived practices 
and beliefs at Modern Times. Henry Edger took two visits and made references to 
Warren in an 1857 letter as "ignorant mechanic" engaged in "quackery" at Modern 
Times, before he contradictorily concluded by saying, "although I could see many 
difficulties I was ready to take them for granted…so I came down here, bought an acre 
of land."119 Apparently the quack was able to dispel Edger's doubts sufficiently for him 
to buy in to the community. Early Warren biographer, William Bailie recorded, "A 
minister of the gospel from Cincinnati visited the Colony to investigate, and was 
courteously treated. He returned home, and published in the Gazette a virulent attack 
upon the inhabitants of Modern Times. Of twenty-six statements therein purporting to be 
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facts, Warren declared that 'twenty-five were wholly or partly false and one was 
equivocal.'120  
In 1862, Josiah Warren decided to leave Modern Times. The Civil War created 
conflict within the community and internally for Warren. Warren objected to war as the 
ultimate example of state coercion of both conscripted men and the states that had 
seceded. While Warren viewed slavery as an abominable violation of individual 
sovereignty, he also respected the right of Southerners to their beliefs, their institutions 
and to secede if they did not want to live by those of the Union. The idea that the 
government should force men at Modern Times to fight or pay a substitute offended 
Warren to the core. Warren remained consistent on this point over decades, having made 
a similar argument in 1833 during the Nullification Crisis.121 However, fifteen members 
of Modern Times chose to fight for the Union.122 Not only did internal tensions lead 
Warren to depart but the economic boom after the war drove up land prices, and opened 
new jobs. Warren lacked the charisma to prevent members giving up equitable 
commerce for participation in industrial capitalism.123 Modern Times became 
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Brentwood, no longer a Utopian community but simply another Long Island village. 
From Modern Times, the members followed varied paths but many retained their 
commitment to reform or Utopianism.124 As seems to be the case for most Utopian 
societies, there was a significant interconnection between members of Modern Times 
and other communities; with members either coming from or going to reform 
movements and intentional communities.  
Modern Times, like Nashoba and Harmony Society demonstrates the 
interconnectedness of membership, ideas, goals that support the contention of this work 
that Utopian communalism is a movement. These groups did not arise or exist in 
isolation, but were closely tied to each other coherently, evidencing Charles Tilly's 
requirements for a social movement: campaign, WUNC (worthiness, unity, numbers and 
commitment) displays and political action.125 The Utopian threads in this period formed 
a weft of horizontal ties between communities communicating with each other and 
building off each other's work. They established foundations for threads to traverse to 
the future, leaving lessons for future utopians to build upon. 
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BACK TO THE FUTURE: LATE TWENTIETH CENTURY COMMUNALISM 
Introduction 
Communalism continued to be a minority figure in the broader spectrum of 
social protest and reform throughout the twentieth century. Even in the 1960s and 70s 
when communes exploded in number, they remained a fringe approach to Utopian goals. 
The impact of communalism on American culture and the broader recognition of this 
type of social protest far outweigh the small proportion of the population who engaged 
in communal experimentation. The interconnectedness of Utopian communards with 
reform and protest movements and their legacy of social and cultural change marks the 
historical significance of late twentieth century communalism. This chapter introduces 
the three late twentieth century Utopian communities, Peoples Temple, Diggers and 
Kerista, that figure into this discussion of communalism as a movement, and Utopian 
threads linking past and present communalism. 
While by the mid-twentieth century American society had certainly made great 
strides in terms of race, gender and economic inequality, many Americans, particularly 
those belonging to marginalized groups, believed that there was still much work to be 
done. Slavery no longer oppressed African Americans, but they still faced 
institutionalized racism and discrimination in their daily lives.1  Women may have 
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gained the right to vote, and made dramatic strides in education and workplace equality, 
nonetheless feminism continued to struggle both politically and socially to achieve 
equality for women.2 Society still expected men to confine themselves to traditional 
men's occupations, to provide for their families and repress their feelings.3 Certainly, not 
all men conformed with these standards and the way that men experienced the effects of 
patriarchal expectations varied based on their racial or ethnic, class and regional identity, 
and men increasingly challenged these standards beginning in the 1960s.4 The LGBTQ 
community began in mid-century to publicly identify themselves and organize to fight 
against discrimination.5 Although America after World War II had economically 
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recovered from the Depression of the 1930s and more Americans in this period achieved 
upward mobility and economic security, these benefits failed to reach all Americans.6 
Many, particularly those belonging to marginalized groups, struggled to prosper. In this 
environment, Utopian communalism continued to provide an alternative to mainstream 
reform and protest movements and to experiment with creating a better and more equal 
world for its members. 
Peoples Temple 
In 1954 in Indianapolis, Jim Jones initiated the first stage of what would 
eventually become the Utopian communal society known as Peoples Temple. He formed 
his own church with a focus on interracial harmony and activism to encourage economic 
equality. From the beginning, Jones aimed at outreach to poor black communities, an 
unusual move for a white preacher in the 1950s. Yet even in that deeply divided period 
of American society, Jones succeeded in drawing in idealistic white followers who were 
committed to creating a better world for all. 
Influenced by the success of the Father Divine mission on the East Coast, Jones 
decided to relocate his church to Ukiah, CA.7 Jones had had a vision that convinced him 
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that the end was near and that he must move to a more remote, and therefore safer site. 
Not every Indianapolis member made the journey to California. Some were unconvinced 
by Jones' prediction of nuclear disaster, others had become disaffected with Jones 
himself, some simply could not imagine moving to such a foreign place. Dozens of 
members committed to the move, leaving behind family, friends, and jobs to follow 
Jones to this rural region not far from Eureka.8 They hoped to acquire land and use it to 
create a self-sufficient community that would act as a Utopian model of racial harmony 
and equality. Jones required his followers to donate every penny they could spare to the 
church. He quickly convinced local media that Peoples Temple would be a benefit to the 
community and gained control over the reporting on his church.  
Reading the local media coverage on Peoples Temple, Jones's influence is 
evident from the positive imagery and the elaborate descriptions that differ greatly from 
the press on other area churches.9 Tolerance from the community would be essential for 
Jones to expand his church and more aggressively pursue his goals for social justice. He 
wanted and needed political influence and greater financial resources to achieve his 
aims. Jones and his members recruited college students and local professionals, taking 
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advantage of the dearth of activities in the area to invite them to church services and 
social gatherings. Members who joined in this period comment on how attuned Jones 
was to their concerns and criticisms of society. Laura Johnston Kohl remembers how she 
came to Peoples Temple from the Black Panthers and the counterculture looking for a 
safe place where she could live according to her ideals. Jones talked to her of her 
progressive heroes, told her what she wanted to hear. Peoples Temple seemed to embody 
her anti-racist, socialist, egalitarian progressive beliefs and people in the group appeared 
healthy, happy, sober.10 "Jim and everyone else talked about socialism and equality and 
then lived it. I loved what I saw."11 
Ukiah was not the most promising source for attracting wealthy and idealistic 
white members or black members who would need and desire the outreach from Peoples 
Temple, so Jones turned his sights on San Francisco.12  In the late 1960s, Peoples 
Temple shifted their attentions from subsistence activities to greater outreach in San 
Francisco and Los Angeles. Over the course of 1969, Peoples Temple tripled its 
membership to about five hundred who came to services regularly.13 Jones used revival-
style preaching, faith healings and other miracles, and inner-city activism to reach both 
the black communities and idealistic young white activists. Although Jones faked his 
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supposed gifts such as extrasensory perception and healing with the aid of his closest 
allies in the group, the act was convincing enough to bring in both members and 
donations. Former members acknowledge now how Jones deceived them and try to 
rationalize it. "It's suspension of disbelief. It's very powerful. It makes you feel important 
in a very strange way. It does. It makes you feel chosen recognized, important."14  
Jones' approach to social justice differed considerably from the that of most 
Christian churches in the mid-1960s. Although Christianity underwent a renewal in the 
1960s and 70s seeing the growth of ecumenism, liberation theology, and particularly 
charismatic movements, there was limited outreach to people of color within the United 
States from white-dominated denominations.15 Missionary and charitable work in the 
Global South boomed, but "it was Christian individuals, not the churches as a whole who 
agitated to gain civil rights for blacks, Native Americans and other ethnic minorities."16 
Many traditional black churches did try to help their communities; however, their 
conservative ideology encouraged the blacks to work within the system to reform 
American society and its institutions,17 or they treated the poor as a charity to give to 
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rather than an injustice to be rectified.18 More conservative members found those 
churches that allied to a Black Power narrative disturbingly militant and insular.19 Jones 
actively and vociferously advocated outreach to non-white communities to create a 
better world for them in the here and now. Unlike many activists of the 1960s, Jones put 
action before ideology. It was not enough for him to preach equality and compassion, 
members had to practice this. He very much aspired to be the "white savior," to the black 
community but also Father to his white followers. Jones proclaimed that he was the 
reincarnation of Buddha, Lenin, Gandhi and Jesus Christ.20 Most members referred to 
Jones as Father and accorded him respect and deference as a holy man despite his 
shortcomings including vulgarity, lying, cruelty, and sexual profligacy. 
While it is tempting to paint Jones as a monster, Jones based his ideology on 
Utopian socialism and equality. Putting aside the tragic outcome of Peoples Temple at 
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Jonestown, no one went into Peoples Temple looking to commit suicide. Jones attracted 
members by telling them how they could change the world for the better and convinced 
them that he was the one to lead this change. People joined Peoples Temple because they 
believed that Jim Jones could guide them, and ultimately society, toward economic and 
social equality for all. "…we wanted to change the world. And we are accountable for 
what we did, whether in the context of Peoples Temple or the Vietnam War or whatever 
it was. We are accountable for our own actions."21 
Although Jones did not reference Utopian thought, these writers influenced some 
of the educated whites who worked closely with him. Tim Stoen, for example, 
specifically connected his radicalism to seventeenth century English Utopians, the 
Levelers and the Diggers.22 While Jones preached a Utopian ideology of creating a better 
world through racial harmony and economic equality there is no indication that he drew 
on earlier Utopian communities to develop these ideas. Father Divine and the Black 
Panthers were the only contemporary communal groups with which he communicated 
and he largely disavowed them when he recognized that he could not co-opt their 
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membership.23 When talking to activist college students, Jones turned to Marxism as an 
influence and focused on the social justice aspect of Temple ideology. He spoke of 
empowerment, equality and self-sufficiency to inner city blacks.  
Peoples Temple welcomed people from all backgrounds including those with 
histories of substance addiction and criminal behavior. Strict rules against drug and 
alcohol use, discouragement of sexual activity (except when directed by Jones), help 
with job searches and placement made Peoples Temple seem to many outsiders to be a 
positive alternative to counterculture communalism prevalent at that time in California.24 
The group acquired a reputation for its drug rehabilitation program, becoming well-
known locally for its success rate and for not charging participants. Other services 
provided by Peoples Temple included medical, legal, and elder care, again all free to 
members. These services plus the food and shelter provided to members living in 
Peoples Temple homes offered an opportunity to low income people to enjoy a better 
standard of living less dependent on the state. We should note that although these aid 
programs were available to anyone, regardless of color, because Jim Jones targeted inner 
city blacks beginning in 1969, that demographic dominated this sector of the 
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membership. Peoples Temple not only helped those people it was trying to recruit, they 
also performed community service as part of their ideology and to smooth their 
relationships with outsiders.  
Jim Jones encouraged a mindset among his members that contributed to their 
decision to increasingly cut their ties with the outside world. He did so by limiting their 
access to outside sources of information and by reiterating the idea that Peoples Temple 
was the safest place for members in a dangerous world. Specifically, the dangers he 
emphasized were nuclear holocaust and race war. Jones proclaimed that the world was in 
jeopardy from the arms race prevalent during the Cold War. This concern was hardly 
unique; many Americans had feared nuclear destruction since the bombing of Japan 
during World War II. Increasingly Americans protested the arms race and the war in 
Vietnam seeing it not only as a danger to individuals directly affected by the conflict but 
as a threat to world peace.25 Few Americans took the drastic step of trying to remove 
themselves to a quotidian place of safety although many built bomb shelters in the yards 
for protection from an attack.  
Jones used these fears to deliberately isolate his followers from outside 
influences by moving them to rural Ukiah away from their families. When Peoples 
Temple re-located to Guyana, one of Jones' justifications for the move was to protect 
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members from the racist institutions of the United States, claiming the government 
would intern all blacks and whites who supported civil rights.26 In giving the order to 
commit "revolutionary suicide," Jones declared that the government would not allow 
Jonestown to continue and claimed that the army was coming to kill or enslave them all. 
That the vast majority of members at Jonestown believed his claims demonstrates the 
effectiveness of Jones' propaganda campaign. Annie Moore's final statement perhaps 
best sums up the state of mind at the end, "We died because you would not let us live in 
peace."27 
How well did Peoples Temple achieve its goals or live up to its ideology? This is 
a contentious issue. In the memoirs and interviews with former members many assert 
that this was the best time of their lives, that they were acting against inequality in a 
meaningful way. They blame Jones for destroying a beautiful community and its good 
works. Others are more focused on the problems within Peoples Temple, particularly 
with the leadership of Jones and his inner circle and cannot step back from this to assess 
the community objectively. This is a significant challenge for studying Peoples Temple. 
It is necessary to balance a respect for the individual's understanding of their own 
experience with a recognition of the impact of abuse, shame, regret and other factors on 
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their accounts. Because it ended so horrifically it is difficult both for former members 
and for outsiders to separate Jones and the Jonestown tragedy from the years of the life 
of the community that preceded it. Those who left early felt disillusioned and many 
worked actively to stop Jones' worst behavior and end Peoples Temple.  
Those who survived Jonestown are more mixed in their accounts. Some, 
including Stephan Jones, Laura Johnston Kohl and Garry Lambrev, are nostalgic for the 
good times they experienced with Peoples Temple while still critical of Jones and his 
inner circle. Jones recalls "It really was the best time of my life…It was a good time in 
my life, you know, and I learned how to work…My father was a narcissistic madman, a 
sick guy, and everywhere you went it just became about him. When he wasn't there I 
really felt that sense of community that I never felt in the Temple [Jones is referring to 
the time he spent with other members building Jonestown before his father arrived, i.e. 
that Jones undermined the purpose and communal spirit of Peoples Temple]. I felt it. A 
common purpose."28 Kohl believes that Peoples Temple could have endured and 
continued to work towards its goals without Jones, but she also sees the devolution of 
Jonestown as beyond anyone's control.29  
Media reporting on Peoples Temple was and still is highly subjective. Jones's 
influence on the local press meant that at many newspapers he personally vetted any 
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stories about himself or Peoples Temple resulting in propaganda rather than reporting. 
Journalist Phil Tracy claims that Jones went beyond charming the press to threatening 
those who wrote negative articles.30 Peoples Temple was implicated (although later 
cleared) in a break-in at New West's office,31 and used protests to pressure the Examiner 
into suppressing negative articles. These stories, beginning in the early 1970s, were 
extremely critical of the group, such as Lester Kinsolving's multi-part exposé in the San 
Francisco Examiner and a piece in New West magazine by Marshall Kilduff and Phil 
Tracy that caused Jones to catastrophize that the authorities were closing in on him. 
Articles after the tragedy at Jonestown are filled with factual errors, sensationalism, and 
clear prejudice against alternative religions and communalism.32 While it can be 
expected that stories from this time period would reflect the horror felt by the American 
public, the stereotypes generated at this time would haunt communes and small religious 
sects for decades to come.33  
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Examining these polarized sources and balancing them against each other, it 
appears that Peoples Temple as an organization provided substantial uplift to the black 
inner-city community in San Francisco including medical and legal aid, drug and alcohol 
rehabilitation, employment and job placement services, elder and child care, educational 
programs for children and college scholarships for teens, and providing food, shelter and 
clothing to poor members. Beyond the material assistance, Peoples Temple offered a 
sense of purpose and community to people who had lost hope and a sense of meaning in 
their lives. This was true for the broader membership not only those in straitened 
financial circumstances. Based on these accomplishments, Peoples Temple was 
successful in San Francisco at meeting many of its goals.34 
There are however, numerous criticisms of Peoples Temple's work. These 
include that the drug rehabilitation program was not nearly as successful as claimed, 
with many members continuing to use drugs, even hard drugs like heroin. Jones had 
members beaten, often brutally, when he caught them using drugs or breaking other rules 
like frivolous spending, sex with outsiders, or especially publicly questioning Jones' 
authority. Yet, many members who Jones physically abused or publicly humiliated view 
this as an appropriate punishment necessary to keep order within a large community. 
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Jean Clancey argues, "Abuse happened. In my mind it happened because we are in 
limbo, this purgatory, this hell…and pretty soon you are no longer thinking your own 
thoughts or being your own person: you are a penitent in this process of becoming the 
socialist entity."35 Clancey was not claiming lack of agency so much as that members 
chose to cede their will for the greater good. Physical abuse, particularly, proved a 
polarizing issue, resulting in member defections. Reporter Phil Tracy notes that in the 
exposé he wrote with Marshall Kilduff they did not even discuss Jones' sex problems; 
they found enough in the physical abuse and questionable financial dealings.36 
Peoples Temple was much more than the sensational behavior of Jones or the 
tragic outcome of Jonestown. Despite Jim Jones' many flaws as a leader and a human 
being, and despite his descent into madness, the members of Peoples Temple joined for a 
positive purpose and a hope of creating a better world for everyone. Former member 
Richard Tropp later testified, "To be brief, I have found a place to serve, to be, to grow. 
To learn the riddle of my own insignificance, to help build a future in the shadow of the 
apocalypse under which I felt I was always living."37 It is worthwhile to appreciate 
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Peoples Temple as a Utopian society with positive aspirations. Doing so does not 
diminish the devastating way in which nine hundred and eighteen people died, but rather 
brings their deaths back into balance with the way in which they lived their lives. As 
former member Rod Hicks recalls, "They didn't leave here saying, 'Well, we're going to 
go over here and be a bunch of crazy people.' …They were looking for something 
good."38 Investigator Jack Palladino contends that "The people who died there, and the 
people who have been left behind, may represent some of the best and most fundamental 
impulses in American culture."39 
Diggers 
If authoritarian-led groups like Harmony Society and Peoples Temple represent 
one end of the spectrum of internal structure for Utopian societies, the 1960s San 
Francisco Diggers stand at the polar opposite. Drawing on the influence of Gerard 
Winstanley's seventeenth century radicals,40 the modern Diggers took on not only their 
name but also their philosophy of creating economic equality by starting locally. The 
Diggers embodied the ideal of think globally, act locally in their creative and anarchic 
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approach to countering mainstream values and institutions.41 Member Judy Goldhaft 
explains, "We put together a credo, which was, "Do your own thing"—no restraints, no 
rules—and 'Everything is free.' That [credo] provided so much open space that anything 
could happen, and . . . did."42 Digger Emmett Grogan attributed the writings from Dutch 
anarchist commune, the Provos, with helping the Diggers crystallize their concept of 
combining art and activism.43  According to member Peter Coyote, "a big key was 
Gregory Corso's poem, where he said: 'Power is standing on a street corner doing 
nothing.' Because what we were about was autonomy, finding what authentic, 
autonomous impulses were. And then being responsive to them, and not making excuses, 
not waiting for the revolution."44 From their perspective, the Diggers wanted to be the 
revolution, to live it one person at a time. Although they only lasted as a community for 
a few years, the Diggers left a lasting impression on the Haight and created a precedent 
for organizations that endure to the present day. To borrow Utopian scholar Lj Russum's 
neologism, the Diggers represent an "intrautopian" moment in that they created 
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temporary liminal spaces for people in the Haight to experience Utopia.45 The inclusion 
of the Diggers in this study serves to highlight the ways in which this understudied 
community is woven into the broader Utopian fabric of communalism. 
In the mid-1960s, the Haight-Ashbury district of San Francisco underwent a 
transformation from declining working-class area to hippie central. Historian Anthony 
Ashbolt links suburbanization and redevelopment-driven white flight from the Haight 
with rising property values in the Beat district of North Beach to explain the emergence 
of Haight-Ashbury as a counter-culture center in the mid-1960s.46 The San Francisco 
Mime Troupe (SFMT) played a key role in this emerging counter-culture as purveyors of 
social criticism through guerilla theater. While the SFMT continued its satirical attacks 
on the mainstream throughout the sixties and even to the current day, some of its 
members grew dissatisfied with the approach and broke off to expand their activism. 47 
Peter Berg led the defectors, if led is the right word for an anarchist group, including 
Emmett Grogan, Billy Murcott, Judy Goldhaft, Phyllis Wilner, and Peter Coyote among 
others, to create a new approach to social criticism.48  
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The Diggers continued the SFMT love of the absurd as a tool to draw attention to 
injustices in society. Where SFMT stopped at guerilla theatre, the Diggers took the same 
analysis and dismissal of the status quo and put it into action to change life in Haight-
Ashbury. The Diggers rejected capitalism as a system for economic interactions because 
of its inherent exploitation of the working class and the way it fueled economic, social 
and political inequality. They developed a critique of capitalism based less on ideology 
than on direct action: praxis as a tool to revolutionary change. Digger practice revolved 
around being free in all its implications. This guiding principle that they referred to 
simply as Free was deliberately vague and yet all-encompassing, expressing their desire 
to live life without the constraints of mainstream society. The Diggers embodied the 
change they wanted to see in the world with the goal that others would embrace their 
ideas and expand them to change greater society. Peter Coyote's description, “Diggers 
was an anarchistic experiment dedicated to creating and clarifying distinctions between 
society’s business-as-usual and our own imaginings of what-it-might-be, in the most 
potent way we could devise,” emphasizes its essentially Utopian character.49 
The Diggers attracted mostly young men and women in their twenties, well-
educated with middle class upbringings and artistic leanings. They shared a disdain for 
mainstream institutions and values including capitalism, racism, patriarchy, religious 
hypocrisy, and commodified academy art. They were frustrated by New Left politics, by 
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putative activists putting orthodoxy of ideology before action to create real change. The 
Diggers coalesced in a time of social upheaval, of widespread questioning of social 
norms and values. Many young people were dropping out of university, defying their 
parents' hopes and expectations for their futures and either joining activist groups to 
protest and agitate for social change or living an alternative lifestyle as hippies and 
communards.50 Communal societies scholar Judson Jerome estimates the number of 
hippies living communally at 750, 000 in tens of thousands of communes, with many 
more living outside communes.51 The Diggers, then, did not arise in a vacuum but rather 
were just one more part of a vast interconnected rejection of mainstream society in the 
1960s.52 The Diggers were Utopian anarchists in a period rife with Utopian  possibilities 
and dystopian fears.  
The Diggers deliberately eschewed public attention and formal hierarchical 
structures: there were no leaders, no one was a spokesperson, their actions while not 
strictly anonymous were always attributed to the group not an individual.53 One step 
taken by the Diggers to ensure anonymity and perhaps, evade responsibility, entailed 
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having the leases signed for Digger projects by drifters, that is not by regular members.54 
This policy of anonymity caused conflict between the Diggers and the Yippies, Abbie 
Hoffman and Jerry Rubin, who took a similar absurdist guerilla approach to protest but 
wanted to always be in the spotlight.55 To be a Digger ultimately meant to live one's life 
by one's one standards, apart from the expectations of society; to be authentic, that well-
used sixties term. Coyote defined Free in this way, "From our point of view, freedom 
involved first liberating the imagination from economic assumptions of profit and 
private property that demanded existence at the expense of personal truthfulness and 
honor, then living according to personal authenticity and fidelity to inner directives and 
impulses. If enough people began to behave in this way, we believed, the culture would 
invariably change to accommodate them and become more compassionate and more 
human in the process."56 
At this point, Diggers lived communally in flats scattered through the Haight, in 
many cases as squatters in empty buildings or splitting the low rents among many 
tenants. The Diggers sought out cheap rooms or empty spaces and made them available 
to homeless hippies to get them off the streets and into shelter, much like the activities of 
Up Against the Wall Motherfuckers on New York City's Lower East Side.57 Unlike the 
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Motherfuckers, however, the Diggers did not use force to protect kids sleeping on the 
streets. Instead, the Diggers sought to protect the huge influx, as many as 100,000, of 
young hippies, many of them runaways in their mid-teens, by providing care and 
information on the dangers of living on city streets. Digger crash pads, while crowded, 
provided a safe space with few rules, except no needles or drug paraphernalia, and no 
weapons permitted on the premises. This served to protect both the youth using the pads 
and the Diggers from legal harassment.58 Digger flyers advertised their "Survival 
School," a three-day seminar to "save you from becoming a psychedelic casualty." Local 
veterans of the hippie scene offered their knowledge and experience on potentially life-
saving topics including: "Sex Lore, Street Wisdom, Health & Hygiene, The Scene, Drug 
Lore, Policemanship," that the Diggers recognized naïve young newcomers lacked.59 
Father Harris of All Saints' Episcopal Church and the leadership at Glide 
Memorial Church in San Francisco worked with the Diggers to support their activities. 
Harris brought the proposal of assisting the Diggers to his followers and despite the 
potential consequences of homeless and indigent hippies invading their sacred spaces, 
the congregation voted unanimously to help.60 Harris and other "squares for hippies," 
proved to be in the minority as most mainstream organizations deemed the Diggers and 
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counterculture in general a menace to society. In particular, San Francisco Police Chief 
Thomas Cahill enforced the city bylaws to the point of persecution, going after the 
Diggers and other hip organizations for health violations, city planning offenses, and any 
other means he could use to encourage hippies to move out.61 Admittedly, during the 
Summer of Love of 1967 the population of indigent unemployed youth in the Haight 
burgeoned to the point that infrastructure could not handle the population effectively. 
Shortages of housing, increased crime, drug overdoses, and other issues were real and 
significant points of concern for the community, both hip and straight. 62 Harassment by 
law enforcement, commercialization of hip culture, and concerns about safety in the 
Haight all contributed to the end of the hippie moment in San Francisco.63 
Other communal groups and activists shared information and resources with the 
Diggers as well. For example, the Olompali Ranch, Kaliflower and One Mind Temple 
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communes baked bread for the Free Bread program.64 During the 1960s there was 
considerable fluidity between various groups, partly because of their experimental nature 
and also because of their limited lifespan. Individuals regularly left one commune for 
another as they dissolved or personal conflicts arose. Most of the Diggers came from 
other communes or activist backgrounds including red diaper babies who grew up with 
Old Left parents, campus radicals such as SDS, and of course, SFMT. They chose the 
Diggers because that group satisfied their need to put direct action before theorizing and 
talk. This interconnectedness of membership and the connectivity between communal 
groups as they strove towards similar goals contribute to the understanding of Utopian 
communalism as an ongoing movement that has ebbed and flowed over time. 
 
The Diggers stand out because of their relatively unusual anarchist organizational 
structure. Anarchism as an organizing principle inherently brings with it many 
challenges for coherence, longevity, and simply getting things done. Anarchist 
Utopianism depends on the voluntary commitment and contributions of members. All 
members have equal status and voice in decisions. But even within an anarchist group, 
some members are more equal than others. Historian Timothy Hodgdon notes that in the 
Diggers assertive men tended to take precedence over the introverted.65 Whatever their 
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differences, Diggers shifted in and out of leadership roles depending on the activity; no 
one person made decisions for all. Many groups used consensus to determine all 
decisions, leading to the common sixties complaint that members spent hours weekly in 
meetings without ever deciding anything. The underlying expectation in an anarchist 
community is that members will choose to cooperate and participate in the activities 
necessary for the group to exist and that if they decline to do so the group cannot compel 
them. In some groups there is a mechanism whereby they can ask uncooperative 
members to leave, but others cling more rigidly to anarchist principles and allow anyone 
to join, to stay to participate as they choose. Typically, these more ideological anarchists 
struggle with freeloaders and troublemakers.  
In the case of the Diggers, the group's fluidity allowed members to choose their 
level of commitment and involvement. Simply put, when the group put out an idea for an 
activity, those who wished to participated, those who were uninterested did not. 
Somehow, the Diggers made this work for them, at least in the short-term. Member 
David Simpson recalls, "We came and went freely like the winds. Unfortunately, 
sometimes we made messes we didn't clean up. But generally, there were, it was a 
certain level of responsibility. These were not people who were out to trash the world. 
We were arrogant to the extreme, but it was not a planetarily irresponsible arrogance."66 
Likely, judging from the example of other anarchist groups, if the Diggers had not 
dissolved for other reasons, this lack of structure and compulsion would have proved 
                                            






fatal before long.67  As Peter Coyote put it, "Who will empty the garbage, clean the 
toilets, and do the dishes are mundane but vital questions…If I prefer washing my face 
in a clean sink and someone else doesn't, it is a difficult problem to resolve from an 
ideological position."68 Within the Diggers, they managed to adhere to their principles 
relatively well, staying non-hierarchical, anonymous and voluntary. Hippies en masse 
proved intimidating to straight San Francisco, with the Diggers drawing attention or ire 
because of their activism rather than because of their anarchism.  
Americans have long feared anarchists. In the late nineteenth century, they 
became associated in the sensational press with bomb-throwing terrorists. Individual 
anarchism is a personal philosophy rooted in liberty and freedom. The Diggers's 
approach reflects the work of Gerrard Winstanley of the original seventeenth century 
Diggers, and the writings of Josiah Warren of New Harmony and Modern Times. The 
Diggers used these Utopian threads to develop their approach to attacking capitalism and 
consumerism and rejecting American institutions of retail commerce, wage labor, and 
private ownership. Peter Berg also drew ideas from the writings of Russian anarchist 
Peter Kropotkin and the French Situationistes.69 Their work on anarcho-communism 
encouraged Berg to create the Diggers as a non-coercive communal group. The Oracle 
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and other hip papers published information about earlier Utopian communal projects, 
making these available to the sixties communards.70 Publishers issued re-prints of books 
by Thomas More, Étienne Cabet, Charles Fourier and other Utopian thinkers in this 
period as well, and many students read these before they dropped out of university.71  
Outsiders failed to consider the Diggers and the counterculture as Utopian, 
viewing them instead as both a threat to mainstream values and an oddity. In the late 
1960s tour buses would travel through Haight Ashbury so that straight tourists could 
safely view hip culture like they were at a safari park watching the lions. The Diggers 
staged a response to the tour buses, passing out mirrors to hippies to hold up to the faces 
of the gawking tourists turning their gaze back on themselves, or spray-painting the 
windows or the tourists' camera lenses.72 David Simpson described, "There was a certain 
amount of nudity, and word got out, so there were always people coming around on 
weekends, hoping to see nude people."73 The press labelled hippies including the 
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Diggers as dirty, unpatriotic, sexually debauched drug addicts who were destroying 
American youth and therefore a threat to the future of society.  
Ironically, these supposedly bad neighbors, the Diggers, organized events 
focused on cleaning up the neighborhood.74 Some businesses called on the police to 
drive out the hippies, resulting in a rebuke for their hypocrisy from the Diggers, "The 
'hip' merchants along Haight Street with notable exception (Psych shop and Phoenix) are 
talking about ridding the street of 'loiterers' (on public streets?) and panhandlers -- the 
kids that made the scene they are there to capitalize on."75 Specifically, the Diggers 
objected to the promotion of San Francisco as the City of Love by local businesses for 
the purpose of luring youth to the Haight. The Diggers contended that businesses did this 
so that they could sell hip products to these youth. More concerning, businesses 
employed young hippies for "sweatshop wages" to produce more items for sale while 
ignoring the dangers to these young people.76 The Diggers "Death of Hippie" was partly 
in response to what they viewed as the commodification of hip culture. Mainstream 
society began to consume sanitized representations of hip culture because it viewed 
hippies as edgy just as they did with black culture. The mainstreaming of longer 
(although not to hip lengths) hair for men, bell bottoms, tie dye, ethnic textiles, and 
"homemade" looks like macramé and patchwork represent this co-optation of 
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counterculture style.77 Ironically perhaps, while the Diggers objected to square society 
adopting hip culture they did not apply the same critique to hip culture's appropriation of 
black and Asian styles, philosophies, slang, or food. 
When the Diggers decided to dissolve, after performing the "Death of Hippie" in 
late 1967, members became the Free Family and moved on to live off the land at Black 
Bear ranch and to other communes. Just as members of other communities moved into 
the Diggers, they too moved on to other Utopian projects, drawing the threads laterally. 
Member David Simpson attributes the shift to a sense that the world was hostile so the 
activism they had been doing was no longer feasible. It was better to focus inward on 
creating a better world for themselves.78 Despite the short time the Diggers existed, the 
threads of their legacy stretch to the present. Peter Coyote argues, 
In my estimation, the alternative culture won the war, but initiated its 
changes on such deep cultural levels, that it has not surfaced in the media 
or political dialogue very often. There is virtually no place in the United 
States today where one cannot find organic food, alternative medical 
therapies, environmental, consumer, legal reform, and civil rights groups 
struggling for progressive change. The political oligarchy struggles to 
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continue their chow- down at the trough, sending confusing signals and 
explanations to the populace at large, who, though fooled by the details, 
know enough to stay away from the electoral process in droves. 
Meanwhile, they look to themselves and their communities for solutions 
they have long since abandoned hope of from their leaders. 
The Digger Family sent spores everywhere, as people realized how caring 
only for themselves was too easy to be interesting. The liberating 
potential of "free" was infectious, and more people accepted the challenge 
of playing their lives in that manner. The country was awash in a new 
sensibility. Small pockets of people existed everywhere who were 
intuitively connected to that sensibility and working to express it more 
fully.79 
The multiple examples of individuals and groups taking up their banner of 
community action to challenge the failings of capitalism and embody the Utopian 
society in which they wanted to live support Coyote's estimation. These extend beyond 
the Haight into greater San Francisco and even further across the United States. The 
Diggers influenced the founding of Free Stores in New York City and Kansas City as 
hippies moved back East.80 There is still the Haight-Ashbury Free Medical Clinic in the 
Haight, begun in the 1960s and modelled on Digger ideals,81 although it should be noted 
that the Diggers criticized the Clinic initially for profiting off hip youth by pairing with 
researchers looking into drug addiction and treatment.82 Dozens of groups across the 
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country offer free medical aid on this model, providing much needed aid to indigent and 
transient youth.83 Groups across San Francisco provide food for the needy, housing for 
the homeless, free legal aid, the city even offers free community college to the benefit of 
both those who cannot afford higher education and businesses who require trained staff. 
The Free Print Shop operates on the web providing information to San Franciscans about 
these services.84 
Beyond the community service sphere, San Francisco is home to numerous 
cooperative businesses and barter networks that continue to challenge the mainstream 
economic model for trade. The Free Software Movement, for thirty years now, 
challenges the capitalist model of computer usage using the Digger ideology of Free.85 
Really Really Free Markets operate in San Francisco and New York City on the Free 
Store archetype.86 The Occupy movements of recent years have borrowed heavily from 
the Digger precedent, including "a free store, a free kitchen, free library, and multiple 
collectives organizing all the work to maintain and sustain the community, just as had 
been envisioned in the article 'Post-Competitive, Comparative Game of Free City,' part 
of the Diggers' last publication from 1968."87 These organizations embody not just 
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Digger references to "Free" but the underlying philosophy and ideals. Other radical 
movements including Riot Grrls have drawn on the example of the Diggers to develop 
their critiques of capitalism and mainstream values.88 "The Diggers, a group based in 
San Francisco, combined spontaneous street theatre and anarchistic action with political 
art happenings, providing free music events, food, medical care, transport and temporary 
housing. Feminist, women's liberation and lesbian gay bisexual transgendered and queer 
(LGBTQ) movements also drew upon this legacy of DIY cultural subversions to resist 
and establish control over the negative representations of women, feminism and LGBTQ 
individuals and concerns in popular culture."89 The online Digger Archives exists for the 
purpose of providing modern activists with a prototype that they can build upon, 
extending their Utopia threads into the future. The Diggers changed the lives of the 
individuals they touched by offering them a new frame of reference that they carried 
with them into the future. Former Digger David Simpson asserts "It's essential to 
recognize that people living in specific places can take responsibility for the places they 
live, and really make a huge difference."90  
While it would be absurd to argue that the United States has moved away from 
capitalism or achieved economic, social and racial equality, the legacy of the Diggers 
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remains in the continuing counterculture's persistent resistance to traditional values and 
institutions. Member David Stewart saw the influence of the Diggers on a micro level, 
"people were just tremendously generous with their lives. We shared what we had. We 
didn't hold onto much."91 Peter Coyote muses on the different way we now 
conceptualize what was for the Diggers authenticity.  
I cannot resist observing how people who act on their beliefs are currently 
labeled activists, as if the norm were to have ideas and beliefs and do 
nothing about them. Adding the “ists” to the verb, lumps such people 
along with communists, socialists, feminists, environmentalists, etc. all of 
whom we are supposed to assume represent a tiny minority of extremists. 
In such a way the integrity of the community is broken up into tiny, 
impotent, single-agenda fragments. When I was young, we called people 
who did not act on their beliefs, hypocrites. Who and what is served by 




Kerista, a San Francisco intentional community that lasted from 1971-1991 also 
pursued personal responsibility and free love, although of a different style, but took a 
very different approach to community governance. Kerista's leader, John Presmont,93 
was charismatic, intense, and controlling. Kerista grew out of the Haight-Ashbury scene 
of the late 1960s in San Francisco, and beatnik bohemian enclaves in New York City. 
Presmont and Eve Furchgott, aka Even Eve, co-founded Kerista in 1971 upon ideals of 
economic communalism, democracy, equality, using structures such as polyfidelity and 
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mutual criticism to achieve these goals.94 Brother Jud proclaimed himself the "prophet of 
Kerista" as early as 1956, after a mystical experience.95 The voice that spoke to Jud 
informed him that he would become the leader of a new religion. "Kerista is a religion of 
joy and freedom, a religion without dogma or restriction, and a religion of ecstacy, [sic] 
for the Voice had told Jud the Prophet, 'Have a ball, enjoy yourself to the utmost.'"96 
There are no monographs about Kerista; it has thus far escaped the attention of 
historians. This work will introduce the community of Kerista, with the plan to further 
develop a full scope history of the group in a later monograph.  
During the 1960s, counterculture groups regularly explored spirituality and non-
Judeo-Christian religious influences in search of more satisfactory answers to world 
problems than those provided within mainstream American religious institutions.97 This 
was by no means a novel phenomenon; intellectuals like Thomas Jefferson and early 
nineteenth century Transcendentalists reached out to other traditions to seek solutions. 
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From the late nineteenth century until the mid-1960s, however, opportunities to explore 
Eastern influences became more limited due to restrictions on Asian immigration to the 
United States. When the government passed a revised Immigration Act in 1965 it lifted 
these restrictions and many Americans sought out spiritual guidance from Indian gurus, 
Buddhist monks, and Eastern writings. Jud's religion of Kerista borrowed heavily from 
these traditions and pulled on the Utopian threads of early communities and thinkers to 
shape his ideas. 
While Jud created strict and extensive rules about living in Kerista, his religious 
musings appear far vaguer and more esoteric.98 Although these teachings underpinned 
the standards of Kerista, apparently, not all members accepted Jud's religious thought. 
Member Kipspeaks, as editor of the Kerista Commune website noted, "I am abridging 
the complete glossary to focus on terms with relevance for non-Keristans, and avoid the 
religious and WorldPlan mumbo-jumbo."99 His vision of heaven was of an island 
inhabited by Keristans living together in "Humor, Equality, Liberation and Love."100 He 
seems to posit a quasi-millennial view of his Utopian  communalism ushering in a new 
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age as a "Messianic Force."101 The details of how all that would come about and what it 
would look like are less clear. Kerista publications refer to Kerista Consciousness as a 
"Confederational theology" that acknowledges the interconnectedness of human 
experience and draws on this as a basis for creating a new social order.102 The 
progression towards a new world order, according to Jud, began with the formation of B-
FICS, their removal from mainstream society to form a communal group, the application 
of Keristan energies to philanthropic outreach including education, arts, ending world 
hunger, ending poverty, ending crime and curing mental illness. "B-FIC: Short for 'Best 
Friend Identity Cluster', the formal name of a Keristan family. A B-FIC (pronounced 
'bee-fick') starts with a group originator and grows to a maximum of 36 adults. Each 
member joins the group with a current intention of lifetime involvement and a 
nonpreferential feeling of deep affection for all other members."103 B-FICs were not just 
a communal group but the basis for polyfidelity. The Keristan Planetary Peace Plan 
would move society towards the ideal, however there is little evidence that Kerista 
actually succeeded in eradicating these social problems.  
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Jud offered respect and tolerance for other religions, acknowledging that they 
serve a purpose to their followers. He described a supreme being who was "all-knowing, 
omnipotent, pantheistic, non-corporeal [and] benevolent", called Kyrallah.104 Kerista's 
comic book series, Far Out West, referred to Kerista as a black hippie goddess and sister 
to Jesus Christ.105 Jud and his Kerista community explicitly described their vision as 
Utopian and linked it directly to the historical precedents of nineteenth century Utopian 
communalism. References to these predecessors including Robert Owen, Nashoba, 
Oneida, Fourierism at Brook Farm, and to Marx's writings on Utopian socialist run 
throughout Kerista publications.106 Kerista viewed these experiments as establishing the 
foundations for living in racial harmony, eliminating economic inequality and creating a 
society in which all were equal. They sought to build on these foundations, adding their 
non-coercive version of Oneida's complex marriage to develop a model, that like that of 
Fourier, could spread to create a global movement.107 They also criticized these 
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predecessors for their failures in achieving their Utopian goals. For example, an article 
about worker's collectives distinguishes their approach from that of Marxists, arguing 
that the collective avoided the hierarchy of communism that took power away from the 
workers, adding "We need to take responsibility for liberating ourselves."108  
Kerista further looked to twentieth century Utopian influences as diverse as the 
Kibbutzim movement in Israel, for whom they named Mileb the Keristan spirit of 
communalism, and the science fiction works of Robert A. Heinlein.109 "Kerista's 
polyamorous sexual practice was influenced, as was that of the Church of All Worlds, by 
Robert A. Heinlein's (1907-88) science-fiction novel Stranger in a Strange Land (1961), 
in which the Martian-raised human Michael Valentine Smith founded The Church of All 
Worlds, preached sexual freedom and the truth of all religions, and is martyred by 
narrow-minded people who are not ready for freedom."110 Other Kerista documents 
reference Aldous Huxley's Island and Austin Tappan Wright's Islandia as negative 
influences, in the sense that the Keristans viewed technology as necessary for Utopia  
rather than a dangerous development. Thomas More's Utopia also formed a vision for 
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Kerista to react against, in this case to More's anti-democratic ideals.111 While Jud's 
ideas on Utopia moved towards voluntary democratic communalism, he drew on past 
Utopian threads to attempt to learn from their mistakes and build upon their successes. 
Jud had worked on his vision of Keristan Utopia since his post-World War II 
days in New York City. His original "old tribe" of Keristans were anarchist and 
practiced an unstructured form of free love. In the early 1970s Jud met Eve and they 
worked together to develop a structure that would allow members to live freely and 
cooperatively without the tensions that tore the old tribe apart. Where Josiah Warren 
condemned communalism as the death of the individual and instead turned to an 
anarchist model for his community, Jud and Eve moved far in the opposite direction, 
imposing a strict plan for living together. Scholar Annalee Nimitz views Jud's Air Force 
experience as the source of this regimentation.112 It seems likely, however, that Jud's 
experiences in the old tribe also played a significant part as suggested by his insistence 
that Kerista as a philosophy worked better than traditional religion or Utopianism 
because it adapted from its missteps. Eve represented well the people who sought 
membership in Kerista. Most members were educated, white, middle-class, and 
disgruntled with mainstream values. They came from a background of experimentation 
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with alternative lifestyles, including communalism, open relationships, drug use, and 
cooperative economics.  
Eve and Jud believed that rigid rules structuring the community and the 
relationships and behavior of the members were key to avoiding conflict and helping 
them transition to an alternate lifestyle.113 The rules at Kerista were long and detailed, 
covering all aspects of behavior and thought. In 1973 they numbered twenty-six;114 by 
1983 the community subscribed to eighty-four standards and noted that "The complete 
social contract of the Keristan Islanders includes hundreds of points, many of which are 
understood in the oral tradition (that is, they are not written down)."115 Some of these 
standards were basic to group living, such as "18. Clean Up Your Own Mess," and "19. 
Non-violence (Except in Case of Self-Defense)."116  
However, the rules also went into considerable detail to control member's sex 
lives and personal relationships with other members and even their beliefs and 
emotions.117 The details of Kerista's polyamorous project will be discussed in greater 
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details in later chapters. That Jud moved from anarchism to the oppressively restrictive 
rules of Kerista perhaps reflects his assertion of leadership and privilege within the new 
tribe in addition to his experience that anarchy as an organizing principle could prove 
destabilizing. In the old tribe Jud was prophet but not leader, in the new tribe Jud acted, 
not only as prophet, but guru and supreme leader. Despite the proclamations of equality 
and democracy, observers and former members have criticized the "cult-like" 
atmosphere in Kerista where members feared to dissent and Jud exercised oppressive 
control.118  
Potential new members underwent a complex screening process to determine if 
they were suited to the Kerista lifestyle. They had a term for people who did not make 
the cut, ABNQ, Almost But Not Quite.119 It was important that potential members be 
compatible with the B-FIC that they were joining, both as housemates and sexual 
partners. Members assessed compatibility, calling it their flair, "Beyond agreement on 
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social contract standards and being nice, there seem to be other factors connected to 
compatibility such as sex appeal, gestalt intensity, and a person's pace in her/his own 
personal growth."120 Publicly Kerista shared their seventeen standards in an undated 
flyer from one of their outreach programs. The ideals listed in this document differ 
dramatically from those used internally in that they focus on the basis for their Gestalt-o-
rama program rather than polyfidelity or other more controversial practices.121 The 
seventeen standards included such general good behavior as no duplicity, accountability 
and rejection of sexism, racism, classism and ageism.122   
Kerista sought subscribers to their correspondence classes in Utopian theory, 
through which they endeavored to teach the basics needed to create a Utopian 
community on the Kerista model.123 There are apparently no records to show how many 
people did in fact sign up for these courses or for Kerista publications. The slow growth 
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of the community does not necessarily mean that there were few Kerista-curious 
subscribers. It is more likely given the proliferation of these documents through the 
counterculture and college communities in San Francisco that many people read them 
and passed them on. 
Kerista was never very big, averaging about twenty-five to thirty members, 
although those individuals varied over time. Despite this they had a considerable 
influence on the post-Summer of Love counterculture of San Francisco. Kerista actively 
sought opportunities to proselytize to the broader community in San Francisco, using 
their publications from comic books to alternative religion, workshops, and forums, 
sometimes in collaboration with aligned groups. Kerista placed The Storefront 
Classroom in local stores for free, like other underground papers in the 1960s. It offered 
information on living communally, making sustainable choices, Utopian theories and art 
work including what became Far Out West comics. A few years later, in 1976, Far Out 
West became a full-fledged comic book promoting scientific Utopian ideals in a graphic 
form.124  
Keristans dreamed big as reflected by the absurdly convoluted organization 
charts that they created for their planned (though not clearly actual) Utopian projects. 
For example, the chart for Performing Arts Social Society, Inc. (P.A.S.S.) snakes around 
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like a Seussian creature showing above P.A.S.S., its sources of income. Under the chart 
for P.A.S.S., which notes the group's function is to redistribute Kerista funds back into 
philanthropic education and recreation programs, there are eight sub-programs including 
a mobile school and health information center.125 Kerista's standards indicated the 
significance of good mental and physical health for the community.  While it is tempting 
at times to reduce discussions about Kerista to their radical departure from sexual norms, 
there were many other radical ideals and plans adopted at Kerista. Much of what Kerista 
practiced or proposed was rooted in 1960s counterculture. Scholar Judy Kutulas argues 
that "Lifestyle rests on a very postmodern idea, that reality is self-consciously 
constructed and self-consciously read; and it was both the constructing and reading that 
grew out of the sixties movements, with their undermining of established truths and 
conventional wisdoms."126  
The emphasis on health is an example of this. The 1960s marked a tremendous 
expansion of public awareness of health and safety issues and discussion about living 
well. Yoga, vegetarianism, organic farming and meditation are all practices that took 
root in America in the 1960s. They form part of the hippie cultural legacy.127  Within 
Kerista, standards encouraged members to avoid the use of tobacco (although marijuana 
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was acceptable), processed foods, and food additives and practice healthy nutrition and 
exercise habits.128 While members seem to have accepted these standards for the most 
part or at least gave them lip service, it is harder to discern a significant impact on 
outsiders. Political scientist Michael Cummings visited Kerista in the 1980s and noted 
his surprise at the prevalence of fast food in the Kerista diet, a seeming contradiction to 
both the Kerista standards and to the lifestyle in other contemporary communities.129 
Compared to the Diggers' health programs and free food, which changed the lives of 
numerous Haight Ashbury hippies for the better, there are no records of action taken by 
Kerista to improve the health of their surrounding community.130  
Kerista put considerable effort into screening new members, and retaining them. 
This may reflect both Jud's authoritarian nature and the community's desire to avoid the 
problems many of their contemporaries faced due to lack of standards for joining. The 
group even sent out a questionnaire to members who left to try to learn from their 
choice.131 In some cases Kerista asked members to leave because they failed to live up to 
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the standards of the community. Again, this distinguishes Kerista from many other 
communes who, often deliberately, lacked a mechanism for disciplining or expelling 
members. Kerista employed a tool they called Gestalt-o-Rama, a rebranding of the 
popular 1960s communal practice of mutual criticism. Member Nu Luv criticized 
Gestalt-o-rama for encouraging silence and conformity, leading to resentment that 
eventually boiled over, leading to what Keristans called "schizing out."132 Keristans used 
this term to suggest one would have to be crazy, that is schizophrenic, to not be happy in 
Kerista. It can be difficult to determine why members departed, many left no record 
behind. Former member Tru argued that he should have been the perfect Keristan as its 
ideals and lifestyle were in theory aligned with his preferences and beliefs. And yet he 
left after a year and a half because, "the commune had failed to institutionalize 
happiness-promoting values; indeed, it had institutionalized a toxic value, the value of 
purity."133 By purity, Tru referred to the inflexible adherence to an ideal that tore apart 
many counterculture groups in the 1960s, including notably, Students for a Democratic 
Society (SDS).134 Jud held members of Kerista to often unreasonable standards, while 
considering himself above such things. 
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Jud's behavior often failed to live up to community standards. While a Utopia 
University publication proclaimed that "Anger, obnoxiousness, harassment or even the 
slightest hint of harassment are grounds for expulsion,"135 several former members 
describe Jud's behavior as aggressive, bullying and hostile. These tendencies only 
amplified as he aged.136 Members were afraid of Jud's rage and disparagement to the 
point where they avoided speaking up about their concerns during Gestalt-o-rama 
sessions.137 As one of the centerpieces of the Kerista plan for communal living, Gestalt-
o-rama proved a failure as much by insider standards as to the outside observer. The 
final breakup of Kerista came out of Gestalt-o-rama session in November 1991 when 
Eve and the so-called Gang of Five led an unprecedented criticism of Jud. According to 
one member, contact with outsiders through the Abacus business gave them the 
confidence and awareness of other practices to confront Jud.138 In the past, Jud had 
resisted criticism, throwing it back at his accuser, making the offenses their fault. In this 
final session there were enough members working together to pursue their concerns that 
Jud could not fend them off. Rather than accept these criticisms and discuss ways to 
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resolve them and move the community forward, Jud chose to leave firstly the Purple 
Submarine B-FIC, and then Kerista altogether.139 The community dissolved the 
following month. 
Kerista pushed the boundaries of societal norms to test their belief that 
polyfidelity would better serve the needs of individuals for companionship and sexual 
satisfaction without jealousy, that communalism would allow them to balance creative 
expression with capitalist participation as a means of economic support and that mutual 
criticism provided a means to resolve interpersonal conflict and grow as an individual. 
While their experiments did not always provide the anticipated results, members mostly 
view their time in Kerista with fond nostalgia as a Utopian adventure. It is difficult to 
argue that Kerista substantively changed the world outside their community, although 
they did contribute to the ongoing experimentation in alternative lifestyles and 
Utopianism. Other communities kept up-to-date on developments at Kerista through 
Kerista publications, interviews, and intentional communities' newsletters, and had the 
opportunity to learn from their successes and missteps; this interconnection developed 
the horizontal Utopian threads.  
 These three communities demonstrate the carrying forward of Utopian threads 
from the nineteenth century into the twentieth to provide object lessons in how to create 
an alternative society that furthers Utopian goals. The interconnectedness of 
communalism as a movement allowed the weaving of these threads both horizontally 
                                            





between contemporaries to share ideas, successes and failures to help each other to build 
a better world. These lessons continue to resonate in the twenty-first century offering 
both current communitarians and outsiders with examples of practical applications of the 
desire for racial, gender and economic equality.  Communalism continued in the 
twentieth century to evidence Tilly's characteristics of a social movement, sustaining its 
challenges to social and institutional standards, exhibiting and challenging traditional 
measures of WUNC, and offering political action both in traditional ways such as legal 
challenges and untraditionally by offering an alternative for government and society to 
adopt. The following chapters examine how these six communities addressed social 
injustices in the areas of race, gender, and class to demonstrate how their work 
represented part of a larger social movement, how they drew on and created Utopian 









While Utopian societies generally choose harmony as an ideal, not all of them 
actively work towards creating racial equality. In terms of concrete communal 
contributions to the quest for equality in the United States, race is the area in which 
Utopian communities consistently fall short of their ideals. As with their attempts to 
challenge economic and gender inequality, their success varied. A significant limiting 
factor for achieving their Utopian goals has been the persistence of mainstream 
structures and institutions. Despite the intention of rejecting racism, race-based 
stereotypes and racial hierarchies proved difficult for communards to relinquish. Utopian 
communities consistently conformed to many problematic social and economic attitudes 
and behaviors while confronting these. Particularly before the 1950s, this aspect of 
harmony received little attention in Utopian communities. This reflects the priorities of 
the predominantly white communards rather than obliviousness to the grossly unequal 
context of race relations in their time. It also stems from the inability of communalism as 
a movement throughout its history to attract nonwhite members at a meaningful level. 
This chapter examines the ways in which six Utopian societies addressed, or overlooked, 
questions of racial inequality. Of the six, Nashoba, Peoples Temple and the Diggers 
explicitly acknowledged the context of racism and discrimination in which they existed. 





without considering the spectrum of racial and ethnic discrimination in America. The 
discussion in this chapter reflects the sources available but acknowledges that racial 
issues in the United States are, and have always been, far more complex than the sources 
from the communities under consideration indicate. 
The communalist movement in the twentieth century traced Utopian threads back 
to the nineteenth century, taking the examples of their predecessors into consideration as 
they created their own communities. The lack of emphasis on racial equality and 
integration in twentieth century groups reflects a similar disinterest in the nineteenth 
century. Nashoba has proved to be the most enduring influence regarding race, mostly 
because it was the most significant white-led communal project to consider this 
question.1 Communities also shared information, resources and members with their 
contemporaries, linking together the movement laterally. When racial equality proved an 
important ideal of the community, members promoted their critiques and solutions 
publicly, seeking to garner both public and institutional support for their cause and to 
prove the worth of their movement. 
 The racial climate in the twentieth century clearly differed dramatically from 
that of antebellum America; however racial inequality persists as a social concern to the 
present day. The context might have changed in terms of details, but the ideals of racial 
harmony and the practical critiques of the ways in which America has failed to reach its 
goals remain constant and relevant. For people experiencing marginalization and 
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discrimination the knowledge of where we as a nation have come from in terms of those 
issues may be less compelling than their current experience and understanding of how 
far we have yet to go. Utopian communalism as a movement existed and exists in a 
context of racial inequality. Unlike people of color in mainstream society who could not 
avoid contending with institutional racism and everyday prejudices, isolation and the 
color of their skin afforded white Utopian communards a greater privilege in choosing 
whether to engage with or ignore concerns of race. 
Nashoba 
Frances Wright's Nashoba was unique in the nineteenth century because it 
explicitly attacked the institution of slavery. Critiques of slavery were increasing at this 
time, but no other Utopian community sought to resolve this social problem. Certainly, 
Wright’s colonization project contained its fair share of flaws. While her plan for uplift 
at Nashoba included education and culture, there is nothing to indicate that Wright 
considered that French language instruction might be helpful to future settlers in a 
French speaking republic like Haiti. Educated urban blacks objected to colonization in 
general because it would in many cases move skilled artisans into agricultural roles for 
which they lacked skills and inclination. This is reminiscent of Indian Removal and the 
forcing of nomadic hunters into sedentary agricultural social patterns because it better 
suited the government and settler society’s needs. A significant difference between 
colonization and Indian Removal is that colonization remained mostly a voluntary 





Wright’s Nashoba colonization plan suffered less from this flaw than most 
colonization projects as she freed slaves from plantations who had been working in 
agricultural labour and were moving to positions as yeoman farmers in Haiti. A larger 
issue with Nashoba and with colonization in general was the lack of consideration for 
the desires of the African-Americans as people, with agency, with desires and concerns 
of their own. While Wright’s rhetoric focused on equality for all people regardless of 
gender, race or class she fell into paternalistic attitudes and felt entitled to make 
decisions for “the helpless beings who look to my countenance and lean upon my 
protection.”2 
 Clearly, the white members of the commune agreed to the practices at Nashoba. 
Commune manager James Richardson sent regular excerpts from the Nashoba Book, the 
community log, to Benjamin Lundy for publication in his abolitionist paper Genius of 
Universal Emancipation as part of the commune's practice of updating interested parties 
on the progress of the project. While most of these were quotidian, Richardson excited 
concern from readers in 1828 with two entries. The first excerpt revealed that one of the 
female slaves at Nashoba had requested a lock on the door of the cabin she shared with 
another woman after one of the male slaves had entered their quarters uninvited 
demanding sexual favors. Richardson denied her request for the lock. Now, this story on 
the surface presented no issues. Enslaved people had no expectation of privacy on 
plantations, so to deny them that at Nashoba probably would not have raised any alarms. 
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However, Richardson’s rationale for refusing the lock did: “we consider the proper basis 
of the sexual intercourse to be unconstrained and unrestrained choice of both parties. 
Nelly [a slave] having requested a lock for the door of the room in which she and Isabel 
[another slave] sleep, with a view of preventing the future uninvited entrance of any 
man, the lock was refused, as being, in its proposed use, inconsistent with the doctrine 
just explained; a doctrine which we are determined to enforce, and which will give to 
every woman a much greater security, than any lock can possibly do.”3 Richardson 
announced to the world that at Nashoba not only did blacks and whites live and work 
together in harmony but that they were expected to be open to free love. This proved too 
much for even the most liberal readers to accept.  
 Camilla Wright defended Richardson’s statement in letters to friends and family, 
“The conduct of my friend Mr. Richardson in forming a connection in the manner 
[stated]—so far from exciting my reprobation, or that of any individual associated 
here—had their sanction and approval.”4  It is not evident how Richardson's reaction 
would have played out if it had been Camilla Wright requesting a lock for her door after 
an unwanted visit from a black member. We cannot extrapolate from the records 
whether the members’ actions matched their views on equality. Similarly, there is not a 
direct statement to indicate whether they offered slaves a choice as to whether they 
wished to adopt the free love ideology of the commune, although the request for a lock 
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suggests that they were not consulted. This again brings into question the vaunted 
equality and liberty ideals of the commune. 
To respond to that question, one can look to the writings of Frances Wright. Her 
response: “Neither the red savage not the negro slave can be converted into American 
citizens by acts of legislation; and this not because the one is black, nor the other red, but 
because the one is a savage and the other a slave.”5 Wright believed that the problem 
with the inequality of men (and women) was not that they were born inferior but that 
society and its institutions created a system that oppressed them and restricted them from 
access to the education and culture that they required to achieve equality and liberty and 
become full citizens. So, at Nashoba, whites did not allow the slaves the choice of 
subscribing to the ideals of the commune because they did not believe the enslaved 
members to have yet achieved the level of education and culture to make an informed 
decision. We may view this today as paternalistic, yet, for the period, it represented an 
unusually enlightened and hopeful view of race relations.6 For example, one of the 
reasons the American Colonization Society promoted colonization was their lack of 
confidence that slaves, once freed, could achieve a level of education and acculturation 
sufficient for successful assimilation into white society.7  
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As was her nature, Wright immersed herself in her subject, travelling with the 
Marquis de Lafayette to Virginia to stay first at Monticello, the home of Thomas 
Jefferson, then at Montpelier, the estate of James and Dolley Madison.8 While at 
Montpelier, the guests spent four days discussing the issue of slavery with Madison and 
his neighbours, also planters, allowing Wright and Lafayette the opportunity to learn 
about the economic and political concerns of Southern slaveholders.9 Wright visited 
Washington DC to read the laws on slavery and attend Congressional debates to further 
her understanding of the matter.10 What is not apparent is whether she talked to any 
slaves to understand their perspectives. It is, however, clear that Wright had no interest 
in joining the abolition movement, then in its early stages: “From the very outset she 
[Wright speaking of herself] had but little sympathy with professed abolitionists; among 
whom she [Wright] usually found much zeal but little knowledge …Hatred of the planter 
seemed oftentimes to be a stronger feeling [for abolitionists] than interest in the 
slave…and to believe that their own [abolitionists'] view of every subject is precisely the 
right one are apt to take little pains to investigate the views of others.”11 
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These considerations aside, it is problematic that Wright considered herself to 
have the right to dictate what was best for the slaves taken into the project. There are no 
indications that she discussed participation with the black members of Nashoba or 
obtained their consent. Because of her education and wealth, Wright believed herself 
enlightened and better able to envision the correct path forward for Southerners and the 
blacks they enslaved. This was hardly a unique perspective. Reformers historically have 
been convinced that they were in some way superior to those they sought to change, and 
therefore entitled to dictate the lives of others. Prevalence of a belief, however, does not 
render it accurate or appropriate. Wright had never owned slaves, and was an immigrant 
with no personal stake in the slavery argument. Her decision to become an American and 
to directly attack the slavery issue using her own personal fortune to pay for it reflected 
her commitment to equality. It is evident from the following comment from Benjamin 
Lundy, associate of William Lloyd Garrison and publisher of the abolitionist paper 
Genius of Universal Emancipation, that readers showed considerable interest in Wright's 
project. "The editor of the Genius of Universal Emancipation is authorized to request 
that all communications addressed to Frances Wright on the subject of her establishment, 
may be postpaid; so many being received as to incur considerable expense."12 
Wright did intend for Nashoba to improve the lives of the slaves in the 
community but with the goal that they would stay at Nashoba until they worked off their 
purchase price and gained an education and then would be moved elsewhere. That is, 
                                            
 







Wright did not design Nashoba to provide a permanent or even long-term home for the 
individual slaves, new slaves would cycle through as earlier enslaved members achieved 
their goals and moved on. Further the white members living at Nashoba were there to 
oversee the project and help the slaves meet their goals. While these radicals would 
benefit in the sense that they would fulfill their reformist agenda and they would have 
the opportunity to take direct action on their ideals, the white members did not join 
Nashoba with the idea of living a better life in the usual Utopian sense. Nonetheless for 
the duration of the project members committed resources, labor and their support to 
living together and creating an experiment in emancipation. 
Richardson, and through her complicity, Camilla Wright betrayed Frances 
Wright's ideals of equality for all. After Wright left Nashoba due to illness, Richardson 
used physical violence to discipline the slaves in the presence of Camilla. Lundy 
published Richardson's account of these proceedings in Genius.13 There is no record of 
Frances Wright's response to Richardson's abuse of power. This seems out of character, 
both because Wright did not shy away from owning up to controversial opinions or 
confronting men, and because Richardson's behavior totally undermined Wright's project 
at Nashoba. While Wright had been present onsite, the practice had been to avoid 
coercion and accept that the enslaved members would need time to learn what was 
expected of them.14 A further disconnect in terms of Wright's practice at Nashoba was 
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the separation of black children from their parents. The children spent their days in 
school, and their parents were kept away from them with the goal of culturally and 
socially preparing the children for assimilation.15 It appears again that this arrangement 
took place after Wright left. Her instructions to the trustees were to maintain the school 
and that the white and black children were to be educated together.16 The position on 
separation, while not in place while Wright lived at Nashoba, was consistent with 
Wright's later project for boarding schools for working class children. 
Wright's original plan had not attracted a great deal of attention outside 
colonization circles and Nashoba was quite isolated so it largely went unnoticed. There 
is nothing to indicate that locals were aware of the experiment Nashoba carried out in 
their midst.17 That is, they remained blissfully ignorant until Richardson's admission of a 
romantic and sexual relationship with Josephine Prevot, the fourteen-year-old, mixed-
race daughter of Nashoba's schoolteacher inflamed outsiders, even those who considered 
themselves abolitionists. While radicals were comfortable talking about emancipation 
and even equality for blacks, miscegenation remained a taboo. Josephine's age and the 
imbalance in power between her and Richardson did not apparently concern these 
readers. However, the mixing of races and the lack of a sanctified marriage between the 
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two proved intolerably radical. Richardson proudly declared his support for 
miscegenation and free love, meaning relationships based on love and not requiring the 
sanction of church or state to initiate or end them.18 Richardson reiterated the 
commune’s views on race “He told them that, in our estimation all colours are equal in 
rank, and that whatever distinctions may be established on this place, colour shall form 
the basis of none of them.”19 At this point, Lundy broke with Richardson as he viewed 
the relationship with Josephine as no better than a master forcing himself on his female 
slaves.20 Wright's supporters and friends became alarmed at the threat to Wright's 
reputation and first discussed the issue among themselves and then alerted her to 
Richardson's outrageous statements, demanding that she address the issue publicly.21  
Of course, they expected Wright to denounce Richardson's behavior and assure 
her backers that this would not continue. In private Wright wrote to Richardson, not 
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condemning him for his views or behavior, but suggesting that he should pick his battles 
more carefully. “I am far from the conceit that it lies with us to convert the world. But I 
do believe it is in our power to influence it. I do believe that it lies with us to attract 
slowly and gradually much attention and to command not merely for our theory but for 
our practice the respect of our fellow creatures.”22 Wright, while radical herself, 
recognized that most people would need time and convincing to accept her beliefs.  
When Wright took up pen to comment publicly, however, she did not repudiate 
Richardson. In fact, she effusively supported his decision and even took it further. 
Frances Wright responded to the clamor by issuing a printed defense, “Explanatory 
Notes Respecting the Nature and Object of the Institution at Nashoba and of the 
Principles Upon Which it is Founded” in the New Harmony Gazette. The foreword to 
this document reveals Wright's mood:  “A friend of the much calumniated, and much 
abused Frances Wright…conceives it necessary in vindication of her character from the 
vile aspersions of the diurnal press, to publish the following documents entire.”23 Keep 
in mind this was written several years before her speaking career took off and she 
acquired the epithets "Red Harlot of Infidelity" and "Priestess of Beelzebub."24 Nashoba 
and Wright, because of Richardson, received threats of violence and abuse.  A writer, 
only identifying as "J.W." had defended Wright early on from a statement from a South 
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Carolina planter, asserting, "everyone who has had the pleasure of meeting with that 
lady [Wright] must be fully satisfied that the most disinterested benevolence, alone, 
actuates her conduct and has endured very great sacrifice of society and ease in civilized 
life."25  
Wright defended Richardson in her "Explanatory Notes." She asserted, “The 
education of the race of color would doubtless make the amalgamation more rapid as 
well as more creditable; and so far from considering the physical amalgamation of the 
two colors, when accompanied by a moral approximation, as an evil, it must surely be 
viewed as a good equally desirable for both.”26 So, to Wright, miscegenation was not 
only a permissible practice but a common good which society should encourage. She 
believed that equality would be easier to achieve if everyone was of mixed race. This 
assertion inflamed the prevalent nineteenth century fear of miscegenation. Winthrop 
Jordan references the influence of several eighteenth-century writers including Oliver 
Goldsmith and David Hume who essentialized human capacities based on skin colour, 
affirmed the superiority of whites, and outlined the dangers that race mixing would 
cause in undermining that purity.27  
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Wright's view that the intermingling of races would benefit society provides an 
interesting parallel with the stirpiculture writings of John Humphrey Noyes of Oneida, 
and Dr. Edward Newbury of Modern Times. 28 Their approach to Utopian procreation 
focused on selection for superior genetics as a means to create a more healthy, intelligent 
and moral population. These early eugenics programs promoted science while ignoring 
its racist and classist undertones. While Wright also believed that selective breeding, in 
the sense of encouraging miscegenation, would improve society she focused less on the 
purported genetic superiority of the individual, than on creating a more harmonious and 
equal environment for all. Wright naïvely believed that if everyone was of mixed 
heritage, there would be greater equality and less excuse for prejudice. 
What other shocking revelations did Frances Wright expose the unwary public to 
with these "Explanatory Notes?" Once she defended miscegenation and free love the 
public stopped listening as she clarified her reasons for creating Nashoba, that is, the 
social conditions that helped spur her to action. She explained the goals of the commune 
and what went on at Nashoba. She wrote of how in the United States there existed 
certain principles (liberty and equality) which the nation had since its inception 
advocated but not practiced. America lacked equality of all people based on race, color, 
sex, and class; a disconnect between rhetoric and reality that Wright could not accept 
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and spent her entire career fighting. These references to the Constitution and Declaration 
of Independence reinforced both Wright's idealism and also her belief that her audience 
would connect to these American icons. Wright knew that these were meaningful and 
evocative documents so she used that shared understanding to establish her credibility as 
an American reformer rather than an outsider critic of American society. Wright felt that 
she possessed the necessary mental courage and passion to stand up to popular opinion 
and create an experiment to demonstrate that these ideals were viable.29  
There is no available record of what happened to the thirty slaves that Wright 
emancipated and colonized in Haiti. The white members of Nashoba joined because of 
their commitment to the reform ideals espoused by Frances Wright and to the Utopian 
dream that they could show the South a way forward out of slavery. Wright believed in 
gradualism; she was committed for the long haul. She was convinced that social, 
cultural, and political change of the type she believed in required a complete re-
education of the American people beginning with the children and would take 
generations to accomplish.30 Frances Wright was a radical not a revolutionary. 
Communalism was a phase in her trajectory as a reformer, not an end in itself. The end 
of Nashoba marked not a failure for its white members but rather a step forward. For its 
formerly enslaved members it marked a movement towards freedom and independence. 
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Wright did not intend for Nashoba to be a permanent commune or to free all the 
slaves of the South; neither goal would have been feasible. Wright did however 
demonstrate that her ideas about education and assimilation had merit. Unfortunately, 
the scandal over miscegenation and free love overshadowed the positive work at 
Nashoba. Antebellum society could not accept Wright’s support for miscegenation or 
free love philosophies as a means to greater equality for all people and rejected her good 
intentions and accomplishments as tainted. Southern planters did not in fact take up her 
ideas for educating and training their slaves. Wright had provided an opportunity for 
planters to have their slaves work off their purchase price as a path to emancipate them 
without a financial loss and with a lesser cultural shock. It was not enough. Wright did 
not expect it of the planters. She did not believe they were yet enlightened enough.  
Unlike Wright, most of Southern society and for that matter, the American 
Colonization Society, could not accept the concept of equality for all people including 
blacks. Wright, after Nashoba, continued to lecture and advocate for equal access to 
education for people of all sexes, races and classes as the means to transform society and 
end inequality. “’All men are born free and equal!’ they are born, but do they so live? 
Are they educated as equals? And if not, can they be equal? And, if not equal can they 
be free? Do not the rich command instruction, and they who have instruction must they 
not possess the power? And when they have the power will they not exert it in their own 
favour?”31 For Wright, the possibility of equality for all people existed. The essential 
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difference between Wright and the American Colonization Society lay in their belief in 
about the possibilities of black equality. Wright believed that with education slaves 
could join whites as equals in American society. The members of the American 
Colonization Society and the vast majority of Americans disagreed. Wright colonized 
her slaves as a means to offer them freedom when no other opportunity existed in 
America, while the ACS sought to rid themselves of an inconvenient social problem.  
Scholars have wrongly criticized Wright’s Nashoba as a failure because of its 
short duration and spectacular scandal.32 When re-assessed in comparison to the ACS, to 
Wright’s goal, and placed in context as a stage in her overall reform project we can see 
that Wright achieved much of what she set out to do, including the emancipation of 
thirty slaves, an unusual accomplishment for a young woman in 1830. Wright's ideas, 
and perhaps even more so their source, proved a challenge for antebellum audiences to 
accept. Over time, however, appreciation for Wright increased and radicals and 
reformers alike looked back to her writings and her work as a model to build upon.  
Renowned American poet Walt Whitman admired Wright from the time he was a 
teenager, paying tribute to her, "She was a brilliant woman of beauty and estate, who 
was never satisfied unless she was doing good, public good, private good."33 Wright's 
portrait appears on the cover of Communities Magazine: The Journal of Cooperative 
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Living as part of a collage of inspirational leaders in a special issue on vision and 
leadership.34 Her ideas continue to resonate with modern communalists for her powerful 
defense of equality for people of color, women and the working class. While Nashoba 
was short-lived and did not kick off a movement in the South for plantation owners to 
emancipate their slaves, Wright continued to write and speak, promoting and inspiring 
the cause of equality. This work concurs with scholar Alison Parker that biographical 
studies of Wright have focused far too much on sensationalizing her personal relations 
and not enough on Wright's influence as a radical thinker.35 In the context of the reform 
movement of the nineteenth century, Wright and Nashoba provide an interesting sidebar, 
challenging the notion of what characterized a reform, and standing out as an active 
alternative to slavery and racial discrimination. 
Modern Times 
Other nineteenth century Utopian communities proved less interested in racial 
equality than Nashoba. While Josiah Warren founded Modern Times with goals of 
equality of opportunity and freedom to live as members wished, he did not explicitly 
consider race in his plan. This seems to have reflected Warren's privileged position as a 
white man in the North, removed to a large extent from contact with slaves. It does seem 
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an odd omission that his partner, Stephen Pearl Andrews, who was chased out of Texas 
for his abolitionist activism, did not encourage Warren to include racial equality in the 
community's ethos. Modern Times lacked any bylaws or constitution, so members were 
free to follow their hearts on the issue of slavery rather than taking a stance as a group. 
Modern Times attracted people with skills of various types, from doctors to 
shoemakers, because of Warren's economic theories and the opportunity to own land. 
Historian Roger Wunderlich noted that the many errors in the 1860 census provide 
challenges for researchers seeking quantitative information about Modern Times. 
However, Wunderlich did glean from that record demographic details that indicate 
Modern Times was much whiter and more Anglo in heritage than other areas of Long 
Island which had more people of color, and more Irish and Dutch immigrants. He 
concluded that it was not that Modern Times banned or made unwelcome non-whites, 
the precepts of the community were explicitly open-minded. Instead he posited that freed 
blacks were unlikely to choose to endanger the security of their reputation or income by 
living in a controversial community that would only draw attention to them.36  
Harmony Society 
Similarly, Harmony Society did not directly concern itself with the question of 
racial equality, but their reasons for ignoring the issue tied directly to their millennial 
goals and their cultural heritage. Unlike Frances Wright, when George Rapp came to the 
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United States, he did not involve himself in the problems of his adopted land. There is 
nothing in Rapp's writings to suggest he ever considered the question of African slavery. 
His quest was far more narrow than Josiah Warren's, grounded in perfecting his 
followers for the Second Coming. In Württemberg where the Rappites originated, 
questions of racial harmony were immaterial to their daily existence. Their insularity 
was not strictly racial; the Harmonists did not seek to convert outsiders, regardless of 
their heritage, to bring them into the fold of the elect.  
As white Europeans, the concerns of black slaves were extraneous to their lives. 
Their privilege allowed them to disconnect the plight of the unfortunate from their 
Christian beliefs in duty to those in need. Americans in the nineteenth century, 
particularly Protestants of British heritage, grew increasingly suspicious of immigrants 
who spoke other languages or practiced other religions.  As German immigrants, there 
were occasions when the Harmonists had to defend themselves against ethnic slurs and 
discrimination, petitioning the legislature for protection or appearing in court to respond 
to suits. Outsiders resented the financial success, and insular nature of the Harmonists, 
and during the war of 1812 questioned their patriotism. For example, in 1818 a petition 
to the state Legislature by twenty-one of the Harmonists' neighbors asked for action on 
rates charged by the Harmonist mills, more oversight of Harmonist influence in the 
banking industry, and demanding that the Rappites pay fines for not serving in the 
militia the same as other men in the state.37 
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The Rappites were too isolated and focused on the Second Coming to worry 
about slavery, although they did support the Union army with supplies during the Civil 
War. Records show that later in their existence, when numbers were dwindling due to 
celibacy and decreased immigration, the Harmonists loosened their membership 
requirements. In this period, they took in non-Germans, including a free black family 
that does not appear to have conformed to the Harmonists' spiritual beliefs. Whether this 
was an act of kindness to a family in need, or perhaps the community needed laborers in 
a time when their population was aging, is unknown. In 1827, after the Harmony Society 
returned to Pennsylvania from New Harmony, they reaffirmed their commitment by 
signing a new set of Articles. A group of dissenters broke away at this time and 
reconstituted themselves as the Teutonia Society or Society of the United Germans. 
Although they still accepted many of the rules of Harmony Society, they sought a more 
democratic, less theocratic structure. Among their articles of incorporation was a 
commitment to "use a part of our means for the redemption of our Black brethren, not 
only out of bodily slavery but also for their reformation into quiet, peaceable and 
industrious men, and exemplary Christians. Something similar we have in view, with 
regard to the Aborigines of our blessed country--we shall not shun any pains, to convert 
the Indians to Christianity, and ennobling civilization."38 
It is clear from this document, that while Rapp may not have been willing to 
conform to the American ideal of democracy or make an overt statement against slavery, 
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several members of Harmony Society felt strongly enough about these issues to break 
with Rapp. While their missionary plans may be critiqued for their presumptions about 
nonwhite civilization and their attempts to destroy indigenous and slave religions, they 
are of a part with the missionary work of other religious contemporaries including the 
Baptists and Methodists.39 The only public mention of a Harmonist stance on slavery 
that this author could locate was Frederick Rapp's vote in favor of barring slavery from 
the Indiana Territory (except when used as a penal punishment) when he participated as 
a delegate to the Constitutional Convention of 1816.40  
The Harmonists appear to have felt concern and disapproval of the conditions of 
chattel slavery, at least when they felt indentured immigrants had been subjected to 
comparable treatment. They redeemed German immigrants from indenture to protect 
them from harm.41 Despite this concern for the mistreatment of German immigrants and 
the awareness, at least superficial, of the conditions of chattel slavery, Rapp did not 
extend his charity to actual slaves. It seems that again in this situation, Rapp did not 
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consider matters unconnected to the perfection of his Christian community to be worthy 
of his time and energies. 
One other example of Harmonist attitudes on race is notable. As the population 
of Harmony Society aged and dwindled, they could no longer supply internally the labor 
demands of their commercial interests. To that end, in 1873 the Harmonists hired three 
hundred Chinese laborers who had come to Pennsylvania to work on the railroads. Once 
they completed that work, they lacked for employment so the Rappites took advantage 
of this opportunity to take these Chinese workers on at their cutlery factory, the largest 
in America at the time.42 Harmony had other day laborers at this time; they did not join 
the Society, but contracted for four years with the Board for work, without the 
knowledge of the membership, interestingly. Apparently, this decision proved 
contentious, not only internally but because nativist outsiders raised their standard cry 
that foreign immigrants were taking white American jobs. The Cutlery Company 
defended its decision against the protests by pointing out that they had searched for local 
labor before hiring the Chinese as a last resort. To pacify the protesters, the Society 
decided to take the profits over the time of the contract and use them to benefit the 
outside community through donations to churches, schools and charity for the poor. 
They further warned that if protests continued, they would take all contributions from 
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the County, a considerable threat given that Harmony Society had the largest income 
locally and had built the town of Beaver Falls for outsiders.43  
Early communal scholar Charles Nordhoff, on his visit to Harmony in 1874 
noted that "it is creditable to the Harmony people that they look after the intellectual and 
spiritual welfare of these strangers as but too few employers do."44 Harmonist records do 
not indicate what this care consisted of, but given the group's emphasis on learning and 
religion, they likely taught the workers to read and write and introduced them to the 
Bible. We also do not have the opinions on members about this hiring decision because 
they were not aware of it and because it did not impact their lives directly. Harmony 
Society's record on race does not reflect activism, but rather consideration for the non-
whites that they encountered. They did not take a stance in the national debate on slavery 
and their decision to conscientiously object to service in the Civil War was consistent 
with their actions in the War of 1812. This position represented resentment towards the 
government asking them to take time aware from their perfectionist pursuits rather than 
pacifism or a rejection of the cause.45 
Over the next century the position of non-whites in America improved 
dramatically from the days of slavery, Indian Removal, the Chinese Exclusion Act and 
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other state acts of oppression; however, the mid-twentieth century burgeoning of civil 
rights movements illustrates that people of color and their supporters believed the United 
States still had far to go on this front. Jim Crow laws institutionalized racism towards 
African-Americans after Reconstruction and well into the twentieth-century. Civil rights 
activists challenged these laws in a wide variety of areas ranging from segregation in 
public spaces including transportation and lodging, to education at all levels, to 
employment and voting rights. White supremacists used violence to counter these threats 
to their power and try to intimidate nonwhites into silence. Although the government and 
social institutions oppressed other people of color throughout the twentieth century, this 
discussion focuses largely on African-Americans because of the limitations in the 
examined sources. 
Peoples Temple 
When Jim Jones began his church in Indianapolis in 1954, he dealt with 
considerable criticism from the public and threats from the Ku Klux Klan for his views 
on integration and equality. After moving the group to Ukiah, CA in 1963, many locals 
continued to be not only suspicious of Peoples Temple, but openly hostile. Racial 
integration of membership and services raised many concerns in this predominantly 
white community. Right-wing propaganda had also had its impact, demonizing blacks as 
freeloaders and social activists as dangerous communists. Peoples Temple, not 
surprisingly, challenged the comfort level of locals by introducing en masse a 





responded by shunning Peoples Temple members at work and school, with rudeness in 
town businesses, and later with threats and violence.46 Jones encouraged his followers to 
respond with friendliness and kindness to locals with the goal of building relationships 
that would soften their hostility even if Peoples Temple could not win them over 
completely. 
Jones preached that the state was inherently racist and oppressive, so he created 
an alternative model for Peoples Temple. This model allowed wealthier, mostly white, 
members to contribute materially and poorer, mostly black, members to benefit and 
improve their life situation. Peoples Temple attracted a diverse group of followers, 
loosely categorized as 1. young, white, middle class and idealistic, 2. older, black, lower 
income and religious. Jones offered the first group a way to expiate their feelings of guilt 
for their white privilege and take substantive action towards their Utopian ideals at a 
time when American society was deeply divided over criticisms of capitalism, 
imperialism, and systemic institutionalized racism, and fearful that peace could not be 
achieved globally or nationally.47 In this, Jones' approach parallels that of Frances 
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Wright, who drew on the community of Utopians and abolitionists for her white 
membership. For some, it was difficult to live in the world under their Utopian ideals 
and Peoples Temple offered a safe haven. Former member Vern Gosney recalls "We 
couldn't rent an apartment at that time because no one would rent to an interracial 
couple, so we wanted to be part of the Redwood Valley community. It was, in a way, 
Utopia."48 Many other young people in this period dropped out of university, rejected 
their parents' values and lifestyles and either protested war, oppression and capitalism or 
lived in isolation from them. Whether hippies, anarchists or activists, youth rejection of 
mainstream American society occurred in the 1960s and 70s on an unprecedented 
scale.49 For many of his followers, Jim Jones offered a meaningful life and a positive 
alternative to both the mainstream and the counterculture. 
The second group--older, religious, lower to middle-class blacks--is somewhat 
more complex. Communalism was far less common among African-Americans in the 
1970s. Father Divine's mission and some of the Black Panther organizations are the best-
known examples. Within Peoples Temple some black members were better educated and 
had higher incomes. Their attraction to Peoples Temple lay in Jones' appeal to black 
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empowerment, a message more influenced by Black Power than traditional black 
churches offered. Because they were somewhat older, and held more mainstream values, 
Jones attracted them more than groups like the Black Panthers which appeared too 
radical and dangerous. Many of the older blacks in Peoples Temple came from a 
Garveyite background and viewed Jones as offering a satisfying Utopian vision of 
economic and racial equality.50 Marcus Garvey came to America from Trinidad in 1916, 
bringing with him his ideologies of black nationalism and Pan-Africanism. Garvey 
attracted a purported four million supporters to his Universal Negro Improvement 
Association. The UNIA worked in the early twentieth century to promote black civil 
rights and economic advancement, although often in conflict with the NAACP.51 For 
elderly blacks, Jones offered the opportunity to be active in their community in ways that 
valued their experience. Peoples Temple activities allowed them to interact with people 
of all ages, and to act on their religious beliefs. For many elderly people, old age is 
isolating. As their friends become less active or die and their families are busy with their 
own lives, the elderly can find life lonely. Peoples Temple provided an alternative 
lifestyle for elderly members that was active, caring and social.  
For lower income blacks, Peoples Temple assisted them with childcare, job 
placement, housing, medical and legal aid while empowering them to contribute to the 
community as equals. This model promoted self-help and encouraged personal 
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improvement. Former member Nell Smart recalls, "We lived in LA. There was police 
brutality even back then, drugs were on the rise, and there were gangs. I was a single 
mom at the time with four kids, trying to go to school in the evening and working full 
time. My kids wanted to be at the Temple instead of hanging out with gang members, 
and I thought, 'This is good.'"52 Nell's children, mother and uncle all died in Guyana after 
she left the group. While there were charities and government agencies that provided 
some aid to inner city blacks, these were mostly programs established under President 
Johnson and they were still working out many of their challenges to delivering effective 
and efficient aid. Nation of Islam in San Francisco chastised inner city blacks for turning 
to a white man for help, calling them sell-outs.53 Many members of Peoples Temple 
collected some form of government assistance including welfare, social security, and 
child benefits which they contributed to the group in return for housing, transportation, 
food, clothing allowance, and medical care. While some criticized Jones for taking 
advantage of desperate people, unlike at Nashoba the black members of Peoples Temple 
ultimately had a choice of whether to join and whether to continue with the group. 
Jones preached on the divisive issue of race relations in America. He warned 
followers that the American government would round up blacks and intern them in 
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concentration camps and that those who tried to ameliorate this oppression would face 
government persecution also. 
All right now, you brace yourself. I've prophesied the date, the hour, the 
minute, and the year, they're gonna put people in this country in 
concentration camps. They're gonna put them in gas ovens, just like they 
did the Jews. You say, "We're not having any concentration camps." The 
jails are filled with nothing but poor. As Senator Edward Brook said--the 
black senator from Massachusetts--he said, we already have concentration 
camps. He said the prisons of the United States are filled with 80 percent 
black, poor white, Chicano, but most of them are black. He said, that's 
already a concentration camp. [Pause.] You say, "Well, they're there 
because the committed crime." Oh, is that so? [Pause.] They were hungry 
and they wanted some food. [Pause.] Fifty percent of the black youth 
today have no jobs. Fifty percent of the Indians have no jobs. 
Unemployment's rising rapidly. The prime interest is 9.7 percent today. 
You know what it was in the Crash of 1929? Ten. [Pause.] This country 
has always had to have a war, or a depression. I tell you we're in danger 
tonight, from a corporate dictatorship. We're in danger from a great 
fascist state, and if the church doesn't build a Utopian society, if it doesn't 
build an egalitarian society, we're going to be in trouble. [Pause.] 
Watergate? Did Vice President Spiro Agnew go to jail? Nah. Did 
President Richard Nixon go to jail? Never, never. But if a black takes a 
piece of bread, he'll go to jail.54 
Jones' worldview proved convincing enough to members that most willingly followed 
him to Guyana and tragically believed that the American government would not allow 
them to continue living and seeking their Utopian goals in Jonestown. 
Mike Touchette, one of the original settlers at Jonestown, still feels "I loved 
Jonestown. I miss it…Other than the birth of my children and grandchildren, Jonestown 
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was the greatest time in my life."55 Mike's wife Debbie, told interviewer Rebecca Moore 
that once they got back to the United States a psychologist told them all they had been 
brainwashed. Touchette disputed this. Peoples Temple had brought her family out of 
poverty, and they willingly chose to follow Jones because of what Peoples Temple did 
for them. She believed in the work Peoples Temple was doing because they saw 
evidence of it.56 Mike's dad Charlie, also an original settler, acknowledges that he hates 
Jim Jones now but credits Jones for breaking down his racial prejudices and creating 
harmony within Jonestown. He admits that he would never have accepted a black 
daughter-in-law (Debbie) if not for Jones.57 Jeannie Mills similarly admitted that her 
time at Peoples Temple broke down her prejudices against black people. She joined 
because of her husband's commitment to civil rights, but for some time found it very 
uncomfortable to be in close proximity to people of color. Spending as much time as she 
did, working side by side with black people helped her recognize and appreciate their 
shared humanity and commitment to Utopian ideals.58 It can be disturbing to read the 
positive recollections of former members, knowing as we do the horrific finale of 
Peoples Temple; however it is important to separate the Utopian ideals and actions of the 
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group's members from the behavior of Jim Jones and the tragedy in Guyana. It is 
possible both for Jones to have behaved abusively, and for members to have believed 
that Peoples Temple provided them with a better home in which they lived closer to their 
Utopian goals than on the outside. 
 Many former members describe their time in Peoples Temple positively, 
focusing on the internal success they believed the group achieved in creating racial 
harmony. While most of these memories come from white members, there are some 
records from non-whites who corroborate this testimony. Part of the reason for the 
limited black records, according to oral historian Leigh Fondakowski, is that there is a 
stigma in the black community after Jonestown that resulted in many of the black 
members feeling embarrassed to admit that a white conman had duped them.59 Jim 
Jones, like Frances Wright, felt entitled as a white, educated reformer to act as a "white 
savior" and decide for his black followers what was best for them. Several of those 
African-American members who have left testimonies were old enough to have been the 
children of former slaves, to remember Jim Crow, and to have experienced the changes 
to civil rights over the first half of the twentieth century.  
Theoretically, at least, blacks had equal rights in America when Jones started 
Peoples Temple. Lyndon Johnson's government passed laws at the federal level to 
protect the rights of African Americans and provide assistance to combat legal, political, 
                                            







educational and economic discrimination. By the late 1970s interracial conflict had 
calmed down considerably since the race riots that engulfed the nation in 1968; however, 
Jones convinced black members that their lives were in danger and that Peoples Temple 
was their salvation. "I'll never go back to the U.S. again. Jonestown is the onliest place 
you can relax, it's the onliest place you can be safe, and I love it out here. I wouldn't go 
back to the United States if I had the best room in the best hotel in a silk suit and a 
pocket full of money." Henry Mercer had lived through Jim Crow, the Depression, 
McCarthyism, and witnessed lynchings. He died at Jonestown, age ninety-three.60  
His peer, "Pop" Jackson, aged one hundred and four at his death in Guyana 
expressed similar sentiments, "Now, when it comes to Jonestown, I'm telling you it's the 
best place that ever was. I want Jonestown to be cared for because it cared for me. When 
I came here it was just getting started. I been fooling around the United States for a 
hundred years and it didn't do a thing for me.  The United States is the last place you 
ought to stop to. You in danger."61 Survivor Hyacinth Thrush, who hid when nurses in 
Jonestown injected elderly members with cyanide, insisted in retrospect that she had 
always been skeptical. Although she continued to believe that Jones had cured her of 
cancer, Thrush resented that Jones had accepted more than $150,000 from her and turned 
out to be deceptive. She accepted a small settlement from Peoples Temple after 
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Jonestown.62 Thrush is representative of the middle-class religious black members who 
believed in Jones' gifts and his message of empowerment. 
Beyond the activist goals of Peoples Temple, as with most Utopian societies, its 
members sought to create alternatives to mainstream organizational structures and 
division of labor, values and gender roles. While Peoples Temple's activities aligned 
well with its ideals in many ways there were still many shortcomings beyond those of 
Jones personally. Like George Rapp, Jones's authoritarianism created challenges for his 
followers to act independently and when necessary reject his teachings. The power in the 
community stayed with the leader even when his judgment failed. Although the group 
claimed equality as their standard for organization and interactions within the 
community, the leadership of Peoples Temple, and particularly Jones's inner circle, the 
Planning Commission, was almost exclusively white, middle class, and educated. 
Regardless of education and experience, black members had less status and 
responsibility. Jones imposed the constraints on black members' opportunities within 
Peoples Temple, however overall the group aided and cared for its black members 
beyond what they had experienced on the outside.  
Beyond the dichotomy of black and white, a few other non-white members 
joined Peoples Temple seeking aid for drug addiction, poverty and abusive relationships. 
The group had acquired a reputation for its drug rehabilitation program, becoming well-
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known locally for its success rate and for not charging participants. Janice Wilsey, of 
Native American heritage, and Christina Renée Lucientes, a Latina, represent the only 
examples found of members who were neither white nor black. Both came to Peoples 
Temple seeking help with addictions. Wilsey appreciated that the group supported her 
withdrawal and guided her towards post-secondary education.63 Lucientes found it 
difficult to live in community, to give up her independence and privacy and to follow the 
strict rules even while acknowledging that it helped her control her drug use.64 Both died 
at Jonestown. 
Jim Jones founded Peoples Temple on ideals of racial harmony and economic 
equality. While the tragic end of the community at Jonestown overwhelms scholarship 
on the San Francisco years of Peoples Temple, the Utopian activities of this community 
that members dedicated their lives to furthering deserve more attention. Undisputedly, 
Jim Jones behaved abusively and irresponsibly towards his followers; however, the 
members of Peoples Temple actively worked to create a better world according to the 
ideals laid down by Jones. It is reasonable to criticize the inner workings of the group for 
paternalism or for limiting the growth of its non-white members, but nonetheless they 
should be credited for providing substantial aid to inner city blacks at a time when it was 
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greatly needed. Peoples Temple offers lessons in the potential possible in an interracial 
Utopian community.  
Diggers 
Overlapping Peoples Temple chronologically and temporally, the Diggers 
showed less interest in confronting racial inequality instead broadening their focus to all 
of humanity. The Diggers guiding principle was Free, and they applied it to all aspects of 
human existence. The Diggers had few people of color among their members, but sought 
opportunities to help civil rights projects in San Francisco whenever possible. They 
showed an awareness of the concerns of nonwhites, unlike Modern Times or the 
Harmonists, but did not actively recruit anyone much less target people of color. The 
Diggers kept in regular communication with other groups in San Francisco including the 
Black Panthers. The Panthers might not have shared the Diggers' approach to social 
change but at times their interests or territory overlapped so they developed a friendly 
and cooperative relationship. The Panthers also led community outreach programs in 
Oakland to address local issues like food insecurity, education, childcare, safety and 
medical care.65 BPP founder David Hilliard credits the Diggers' delivery of food to their 
headquarters with inspiring Huey Newton to start his program to feed inner city 
children.66  
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Sociologist Fred Davis observed that blacks were not interested in the 
counterculture because they did not have the privilege to allow them to drop out. This 
argument is problematic in that it localizes the experience of the African American 
population into the those of lower socioeconomic standing, yet Davis does correctly 
acknowledge the limited participation of blacks of any class in the counterculture. In 
inner city San Francisco blacks focused on survival from poverty, crime, racism, and 
police brutality. They simply could not relate to middle class white kids choosing to give 
up their comfortable lives to live hand to mouth on the streets. 67 While this more 
specific analysis holds up, there was a minority of blacks involved in the counterculture, 
including the Diggers.68 Peter Coyote observed that African-Americans would 
cautiously approach them and then begin participating when they felt safe.69 Roy 
Ballard, a civil rights activist, for example belonged to the Diggers and started a Free 
Store in the poor black majority Fillmore District.70 This exception does not upset Davis' 
conclusions.  
Digger writings reflect concern for many of the issues raised by the Black 
Panthers including economic inequality, community conditions, police brutality, 
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harassment of community programs by local authorities, and racism.71 Peter Berg noted 
that Emmett Grogan and Billy Murcott, when they were developing the idea of the 
Diggers, looked at the race riots in Fillmore and discussed how that could translate to 
white activism.72 Sometimes this manifested as advocating against police brutality or 
supporting BPP members like Huey Newton in his legal struggles, other times as direct 
aid to BPP projects. The Digger Free Bakery program donated a large commercial oven 
to the Black Panthers to assist them with their programs to provide food to blacks living 
in food insecurity in Oakland.73 Digger programs were always open to people of color 
who came into the Haight including Free Food and health and legal services.74 However, 
the huge white influx into an area of San Francisco with low rents, and educated white 
youth taking jobs that might otherwise have been taken by people of color continued to 
create tensions with the non-white community in San Francisco throughout this period.75 
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The Diggers actively worked with non-whites to bring aid to underserved 
communities. Although there were few people of color who called themselves Diggers, 
the group did not discourage them from joining, and they did attempt to improve racial 
harmony in the Haight. The Diggers could have reached out to other non-white 
communities. Like the local black community, other people of color tended not to join in 
the counterculture or communal living in the Haight. Again, this may have stemmed 
from the survival concerns of inner-city non-whites, particularly vulnerable immigrant 
communities. It does not explain why middle-class people of color chose not to 
participate in the counterculture. 
Emmett Grogan particularly, seems to have made special efforts to acknowledge 
the challenges faced by the black community in San Francisco, and talked to its 
representatives to identify areas in which the Diggers could assist their existing social 
outreach programs. In times of crisis such as after Black Panther leader Huey Newton's 
arrest, or after instances of police brutality, the Diggers organized protests and petitioned 
the police department and City Hall to take action towards justice.76 The Digger Papers 
and other publications drew attention to local concerns, "The Justice Department takes 
cops to dinner with laws giving them the right to do almost anything."77 This line of 
protest in a larger poem could just as easily have been written today. When black 
protests turned into riots after Watts, the Diggers put out bulletins to the hippies letting 
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them know what was happening and to stay out of the way of the police for their own 
safety.78 Despite this awareness on the part of the Diggers a lingering racial problem 
remained in the Haight. Chester Anderson, who worked with the Diggers on their 
publications through his Communications Company published a critique of the Haight in 
1967 that resonated with the Diggers and their efforts. "I came here, a sanctuary & 
jumped into the psychedelic community with all the joyful abandon of an otter in water. 
Gradually, though, something dawned on me, clouding my joy. To wit: HAIGHT-
ASHBURY IS THE FIRST SEGREGATED BOHEMIA I'VE EVER SEEN!"79 
Kerista 
It was just a few years later that Jud Presmont established Kerista in Haight-
Ashbury. The area was in even greater decline than in its hippie heyday. Kerista focused 
on free love and economic equality far more than on race. It was not that society had 






• No special privileges accorded to anyone 
• Equal standard of living for all80 
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Kerista expanded on this ideal by the time they issued their revised standards in 1992, 
where they specified "no racial or ethnic group is inferior or superior to another. Treat 
people as equals regardless of their race or ethnic origin. Each human being is unique."81  
Rather, like Modern Times, Kerista simply did not make racial harmony a priority. As 
we will see in the discussion of gender, Kerista also failed to live up to its ideals on 
special privileges and to some extent sexism. 
In the old tribe, Jud had a black wife,82 Joy, but all mention of her disappears in 
the new tribe. Presumably she did not come to San Francisco with Jud. The old tribe 
included other black members who did not make the trip West.83 Kip argues that race 
proved easier for Keristans to deal with than homosexuality because members had more 
personal experience with people of color. Interestingly, when asked about race, Kip's 
responses revealed a binary understanding of race as a black/white issue. Kip clarifies 
that there were black members in the new tribe Kerista, namely Sol, Kira and Ska, but 
that race sometimes led to strained relations. He attributes this to the impact of racial 
conditioning that shaped the prejudices of members, even though they self-identified as 
progressive liberals.84  
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Kerista appears not to have followed through on its rhetoric of racial equality and 
anti-racism. On the rare occasions they had the opportunity to address racial prejudices 
internally, Keristans made excuses, or ignored the problems. Kerista may have been 
more diverse than many of its contemporaries but missed out on developing racial 
relationships towards greater harmony. In their writings on Utopia, Kerista referenced 
earlier Utopians, specifically criticizing Thomas More's Utopia for failing to eliminate 
the inequalities caused by sexism, slavery, and monogamy.85 "We pick up where Oneida, 
New Harmony, and Nashoba left off. We are egalitarian, non-monogamous and we have 
a plan for fostering social justice in the world at large."86 Kerista looked specifically at 
Nashoba as an example of a Utopian community specifically designed to combat racial 
injustice, yet failed to build upon the foundations laid by Frances Wright in the 
nineteenth century.87 Compared to the activism of the Diggers and Peoples Temple, 
Kerista appears self-centered and oblivious to larger world concerns about race. 
Nashoba provided the best nineteenth century model for creating an interracial 
community based on a quest for equality and harmony. Interestingly, the Diggers and 
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Peoples Temple, while looking back down the Utopian threads did not choose to 
consider Nashoba instead turning to the earlier Levelers and Diggers.88  It seems that 
despite actively addressing issues of racial inequality through their Utopian plans they 
did so through the lens of economic inequality rather than strictly race. In this sense, 
they offered a Utopian view of all people as equal in terms of their need for freedom and 
economic justice, while perhaps being blind to the intersectional struggles of low income 
people of color.  
These three communities showed awareness of the work of their contemporaries, 
drawing on their expertise to develop their Utopian programs. Again, Peoples Temple 
and the Diggers showed greater success in collaborating with the Black Panthers, local 
churches and other communal groups. All three groups argued for their worth as 
representatives of a tribe with shared identity whether it was their own membership, the 
local counterculture community or a broader constituency of disaffected citizens. They 
unified their followers around their goals and projects. When necessary they made 
appeals to the public for support and to political and institutional leaders to effect 
changes in their community to reduce racial inequality and provide services to people of 
color in need. Peoples Temple, the Diggers, and Kerista all exhibited the properties of a 
social movement and connectivity to the broader communalist movement.  
Race is a contentious area of social concern for Utopian communalists to address. 
While they enjoy white privilege for the most part, they also occupy a liminal space 
                                            





between mainstream white society and the marginalized areas reserved for people of 
color, immigrants, people of lower socioeconomic status, LGBTQIA populations and 
others.  Choosing an alternative lifestyle comes at the cost of a loss of status in the 
mainstream world. Secondly, as a largely white movement, Utopian communalists have 
great value as allies, but are not necessarily appreciated as leaders in racial justice 
matters. The modern communalism movement is cognizant both of the problem and their 
shortcomings in addressing it, and are actively moving towards greater engagement with 
marginalized people to learn how to improve. Communities magazine editor Chris Roth 
writes, "In short, intentional communities have a lot of potential for addressing questions 
of class, race, and privilege. And, as we see in this issue, they also have a LOT of work 
to do in all of these areas to create the conditions where reality can catch up to ideals. In 
many ways they are no further along in addressing these issues than the wider society 
is—and in some ways, they are often less far along in practical terms, even if they’re 
further along in “intention.”89 There are great opportunities for Utopian communalism to 
take a greater part by actively addressing racial harmony within their communities, by 
actively recruiting a more diverse membership, and by working to support community 
action for racial justice.  
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WHAT'S LOVE GOT TO DO WITH IT? 
Introduction 
For many Utopian communities, love, sex, relationships and gender roles are 
significant issues for critique and contention. Creating greater equality for women often 
drove these changes, but the gap between the rhetoric of empowerment and the lived 
experience in community was sometimes disappointing. Alternative gender structures 
were not the sole purview of progressive communities; conservative religious groups 
also revisited these with the intent of bringing their lives back into harmony with 
Biblical ideals. Utopian communities could provide a liminal space for experimentation 
with gender relationships and roles, family structures and child-raising, and gender 
expression away from the standards of the outside world. As a movement, communalism 
has critiqued social problems relating to gender throughout American history, with 
Utopian communities looking to each other for advice and support, weaving Utopian 
threads laterally between contemporaries and longitudinally across time.  
As with their attempts to challenge racial and economic inequality, their success 
varied. A significant limiting factor for achieving their Utopian goals has been the 
persistence of mainstream structures and institutions. Communalism often offered 
significant challenges to mainstream models of marriage, family and gendered labor but 
struggled to overcome deeply held constructs and institutions including patriarchal 





to many problematic social and gendered attitudes and behaviors while attempting to 
confront these. Their solutions to the inequalities in how we relate to and treat each other 
varied in their effectiveness, but nonetheless offer lessons to modern communities and 
outsiders. This chapter examines the way six Utopian communities over the nineteenth 
and twentieth centuries dealt with the concerns about gender, specifically how they 
attempted to create equality for women in ways that differed from reform movements.  
After the Second Great Awakening, women took on a greater public role in 
reform movements from abolition, to temperance, to suffrage. During the Second Great 
Awakening preachers encouraged participants at their revival meetings to re-commit to a 
personal relationship with God and to perfect themselves for the Second Coming. 
William Ellery Channing, for example, emphasized conscience and good works as the 
hallmarks of Christian morality.1 This theme of perfectionism carried through 
mainstream religious groups such as the Baptists and Methodists, Utopian communities 
like Oneida, and the early Mormons, and even to secular movements like the Owenites.2 
Perfectionism emphasized individual agency in improving one's life and one's 
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community. Middle class women greatly outnumbered male converts during the Second 
Great Awakening, gaining opportunities for greater self-expression, and began drawing 
on their moral authority as Republican mothers to create and join reform movements in 
the 1830s and 40s. While scholars such as Lori Ginzberg and Ronald Walters point to 
the influence of middle-class women in reform movements during the antebellum 
period, there is little academic consideration of women in Utopian communalism during 
this period with the exception of the Shakers, Oneida and early Mormons.3 
Women made dramatic strides towards equality by 1960, gaining the vote, 
greater opportunities in education and the workplace, and increasingly asserting control 
over their bodies and sexuality. Certainly, women had far more legal, political, economic 
and social rights than they did a century earlier, and in this decade the women's rights 
movement gathered in momentum, propelling gender equality near the forefront of 
American awareness by the end of the decade.4 The sixties, as an era permeated with 
protest in a kaleidoscope of permutations, birthed (or perhaps rebirthed) modern 
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feminism, civil rights, pacifism, environmental protection and critiques of capitalism and 
the state-- social issues that had achieved considerable attention in the nineteenth 
century. The Utopian communal movement continued, through the 1960s and beyond, to 
pursue alternative solutions to social problems including those of gender inequality, 
restrictive attitudes and institutions regarding marriage, divorce, sexuality and family, 
and gender norms. As with their attempts to challenge racial and economic inequality, 
their success varied. A significant limiting factor for achieving Utopian goals has been 
the persistence of mainstream structures and institutions. Despite the intention of 
rejecting or at least reconfiguring gender relationships, monogamy, sexism and 
patriarchy proved difficult for communards to relinquish. Utopian communities 
consistently conformed to many problematic social and economic attitudes and 
behaviors while confronting these. To varying degrees these Utopians drew on threads 
reaching back to their nineteenth century or earlier predecessors, building on their 
foundation to continue challenging injustices.5 For example, Kerista criticized More's 
Utopia for clinging to "patriarchy, sexism, monogamy and slavery," while praising him 
for his reorganization of community labor.6 These communities formed an intricate web 
of communitarian fellowship, swapping members, ideas, and resources.  
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Frances Wright stands apart from her contemporaries for a few reasons. First, she 
preceded the expansion of women's role in reform. Wright spoke to mixed audiences of 
men and women ten years before the noted abolitionists, Angelina and Sarah Grimké 
took the stage. While she may not have been the first woman to do so, her popularity 
ensured that she reached a vast audience along the East Coast and throughout the 
Midwest.7 Nashoba also marked Wright as distinctive, in that there were no comparable 
examples of women establishing Utopian societies in the nineteenth century. Wright's 
leadership as a woman both in Nashoba and as a radical orator and writer earned 
reproaches for her lack of femininity and the inappropriateness of her public position.  
Unlike many Utopian societies, Wright had not founded Nashoba as a rejection 
of a broad range of mainstream values and institutions. The members did not seek 
freedom to practice an alternative religion; in fact, Wright and her cohort rejected 
religion as unscientific, irrational and oppressive. The white members of Nashoba had a 
background in reform and communalism movements and actively critiqued American 
society, but Nashoba was not their alternative solution to the broad scope of these. 
Instead it targeted a specific problem. While the goal of Nashoba was to create an 
environment in which they could demonstrate the uplifting of slaves to where they could 
                                            







be successfully integrated into mainstream free labor society, the members proved less 
concerned about addressing gender equality.  
This seems strikingly odd given that Wright was an outspoken supporter of 
women's rights and a rejector of societal norms regarding women's behavior and place in 
society. At Nashoba, men and women worked side by side doing whatever work was 
necessary to establish the settlement. This reflected necessity not equality. When it came 
to childcare and teaching, these tasks devolved to the women. Wright, personally and in 
her work, defended the right of women to equal access to education, encouraged women 
to question authority and particularly men in authority, and rejected marriage as 
demeaning to women. “I would ask every father not absolutely dead to human feeling 
how he can permit his daughters blindly to immolate all their rights, liberties and 
property by the simple utterance of a word, and thus place themselves, in their tender, 
ignorant, and unsuspecting youth, as completely at the disposal and mercy of an 
individual, as is the negro slave who is bought for gold in the slave market of Kingston 
or New Orleans.”8 However, there is no indication that the women at Nashoba followed 
suit. Men directed the financial matters and management of Nashoba, with the exception, 
of course, of Wright.  
Nashoba did address concerns about the inequality of sexual relations, although 
even here it is clear that men retained the power in controlling interactions despite 
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ideological expressions of equality. There is limited information in the documentary 
record about white women at Nashoba. Frances Wright spent little time there herself 
after her illness, and George Flowers' wife, Eliza, left as soon as she was able.9 Only 
Camilla Wright stayed through to the end.10 The lack of information about black women 
at Nashoba parallels that of black men in the community. That is, the silence seems more 
a matter of their race and lack of education than the result of their gender. White 
members chronicled what is known about black women at Nashoba, adding a layer of 
bias to their story. Commune manager James Richardson and Wright sent updates to 
abolitionist Benjamin Lundy to publish in his paper, Genius of Universal Emancipation, 
to keep supporters and other interested parties aware of how work at Nashoba was 
progressing. Richardson included excerpts from the "Nashoba Book," a journal of day to 
day activities. It became clear to the readers upon reading these excerpts that there was 
more happening at Nashoba that Wright's prospectus had described.11 The first excerpt 
from the "Nashoba Book" revealed that one of the female slaves at Nashoba had 
requested a lock on the door of the cabin she shared with another slave woman after one 
of the male slaves had entered their quarters uninvited demanding sexual favors. 
Richardson denied her request for the lock. Now, this story, at face value, likely 
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presented no issues for readers. Enslaved women had few expectations of privacy or of 
any right of consent to sexual encounters.  
Richardson revealed to the public that at Nashoba not only did blacks and whites 
live and work together in harmony, but that Richardson (later defended by the other 
white members) permitted and encouraged sex outside the bounds of marriage. Their 
free love ideology defended a woman's right to consent while simultaneously viewing 
physical safeguards to this right as extraneous to the ideology--that is, if all accepted 
these rights there would be no need for locked doors. While at this time many radicals 
outside of Nashoba defended women's rights within marriage, adding miscegenation to 
the mix, as Richardson did when he announced his relationship with Josephine Prevot, 
proved too much for even the most liberal readers to accept.12 This is not to argue that 
Nashoba was unique in practicing interracial relations, rather that Richardson's decision 
to advertise it, and Wright's choice to defend miscegenation as a social good challenged 
the norm of ignoring or denying such behavior.13 
 The conservative press, and even many radicals labelled Wright and the members 
of Nashoba as free lovers for their outrageous views. Conservatives used the label "free 
love" to demonize sex radicals in the nineteenth century, conflating what was often a 
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proto-feminist stance on equality within marriage with a hedonist desire for multiple 
partners outside of the bounds of marriage. Several questions arise about free love at 
Nashoba. Wright defended women's legal and economic equality within marriage. She 
compared, as was common at the time, women in marriage with chattel slavery.14 
Nashoba, however, pushed beyond a feminist stance to a more anti-state position. 
Camilla Wright echoed her sister, expressing her “entire disapproval of the marriage 
tie…but in the highest degree pernicious in compelling these individuals to continue 
united…I also view marriage as forming one of the most subtle invention of priestcraft 
for poisoning the purest source of human felicity and fostering and perpetuating the sad 
catalogue of misery and crime…”15  
While the women at Nashoba did not transcend outside gender expectations, 
Wright promoted the cause of women's equality and particularly access to education 
once she left Nashoba. Wright's convictions on free love and marriage paralleled those 
of many later radicals, such as Moses Harman and Francis Barry, who advocated for 
equal rights for women, but not until after the Civil War.16  Wright was ahead of her 
time, doing the difficult work of plowing the ground and exposing the inequalities 
inherent in post-revolutionary America. As a single woman, Wright's radical stance was 
particularly daring. She did not shy away from publicly asserting her opinion as an equal 
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to men, for which she was roundly criticized. George Washington's granddaughter, Nelly 
Parke Custis Lewis, a leader in Washington D.C. society was one of Wright's detractors, 
resenting Wright's influence with Lafayette and her ease with the upper echelons of male 
society.17 Despite Wright's very public espousal of race, gender and economic equality, 
equality failed to become a majority opinion in the nineteenth century, or even well into 
the twentieth.18  
While slaveowners and even other reformers in the antebellum period rejected 
Wright's radicalism, she influenced later movements for women's rights, education, 
workers' rights and equality. In their History of Woman Suffrage, Elizabeth Cady Stanton 
and Susan B. Anthony acknowledged their debt to Frances Wright as a pioneering 
feminist on the title page.19 A portrait of Wright appeared on the frontispiece. Anthony 
displayed a portrait of Wright on the wall of her study.20 Although Wright rejected the 
suffrage movement because she believed it would give additional power to married men, 
her advocacy for women's education and women's economic and legal rights positioned 
her as a powerful influence on the Seneca Falls Movement. Later feminists credited 
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Wright for her advocacy and the sacrifices her work entailed.21 Oneida founder, John 
Humphrey Noyes wrote of Wright in his 1870 book, History of American Socialisms, 
that "Our impression is, not only that she was the leading woman in the communistic 
movement of that period, but that she had a very important agency in starting two other 
movements that had far greater success and are at this moment in popular favour: anti-
slavery and woman's rights."22  
Josiah Warren had known Frances Wright at New Harmony and appreciated her 
views on equality of opportunity for all regardless of gender, race or socioeconomic 
status. The free lovers at Modern Times acknowledged Wright's early defense of 
equality within marriage, miscegenation, and rejection of the church and state as arbiters 
of personal relationships. The clothing reform and cropped hair adopted by many radical 
women in the 1850s "Bloomer craze" closely resembled the practical sartorial choices 
Wright chose for herself.23 Scholars of American sexual history John D'Emilio and 
Estelle Freedman credit Wright's influence on freethinkers and sexual radicals, and claim 
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that she "initiated a century-long free-love attack on sexual silences."24 As such, Wright 
set an example for later sex reformers to bring the discussion of inequality and abuse 
into the public eye. Even into the twentieth century, Utopians like Kerista looked back to 
Wright's Nashoba as a model for interracial relationships and communal equality.25 
Wright and Nashoba established Utopian threads that reached across and through the 
communalist movement into the future. 
Frances Wright visited other Utopian communities and talked to other Utopians 
before creating her plan for Nashoba. This included communication with George Rapp 
of Harmony Society, despite their significant differences in goals and approaches to 
social problems. This study differs dramatically from the work of Harmonist historian 
Karl Arndt when it comes to understanding Nashoba. While this study seeks to 
contextualize Wright and situate her work in the Utopian communalism of her time, 
Arndt dismissed Wright completely, "What Wright needed was some cracked ice for a 
cracked brain."26 Arndt's comments reflect a conservative critique of nineteenth century 
reform and Utopianism. Where Wright's interests over her career as a reformer lay in 
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finding Utopian solutions to race, gender and economic inequalities, Rapp sought to 
prepare his followers for the Second Coming, isolating them from a wicked and 
undeserving world. In his quest for perfection, Rapp did address problems of gender and 
economic inequality, although that was not necessarily his goal. He introduced 
communal property and celibacy with Scriptural justifications, incidentally creating 
greater stability and resources for Harmony Society.  
Harmony Society 
Rapp’s introduction of celibacy was intricately connected with his millennialism. 
Millennialist fervor was at a fever pitch in Western Europe during the Napoleonic Wars 
of the early nineteenth century.27 While Rapp’s ideas on the subject were not in and of 
themselves unique or unusual, they did hold sway over a significant population. Other 
Pietist German communities included Amana, Zoar, Ephrata and Bethel.28 Times were 
difficult for the new settlers, and this may have contributed to a crisis in faith, a doubting 
of their prophet. Instituting a new set of practices that set the Harmonists apart from their 
neighbours may have temporarily at least drawn them together as insiders.29  
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Rapp introduced celibacy as a group ideal in 1807, although many members, 
including Rapp, had been practicing it in Germany. Rapp never wrote celibacy into the 
Harmonists' bylaws; however, it became the majority practice for the almost hundred 
years remaining to the group. Rapp determined that husbands and wives could continue 
to live in the same household, but platonically as brother and sister. He ruled against 
young people courting each other and discouraged romantic and sexual relations. The 
Harmonists may have shunted to the perimeters of the community those that did choose 
to live as husband and wife so they would not provide a bad example to others, however 
it is also possible that couples chose to isolate themselves to avoid interactions with 
disapproving celibates. Harmony Society records clearly indicate that the Harmonists 
broadly observed the celibacy rule with only six marriages recorded in 1805, five over 
the next two years and then a gap of ten years before the next marriage. This in a 
community of hundreds of young men and women.30   
Demographic records indicate that few members left Harmony Society in the 
years immediately following the decision and by 1820 the number of children had 
dropped below statistical norms.31 The community brought in new members from 
Germany, adopted widows and orphans but slowly diminished in population until by 
1905 when it dissolved, only five members remained. Both pieces of data indicate that 
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members willingly accepted the practice and followed it even without penalties for 
disobedience. Visitor Charles Nordhoff asked members about this during his visit in 
1874 and received the following reply, "If you have to watch people you had better give 
them up. We have always depended on the strength of our religious convictions, and 
upon prayer and a Christian spirit."32 It is notable that this response came sixty-seven 
years after Rapp introduced celibacy, suggesting further that most members accepted the 
decision rather than that it was imposed on them. Anthropologist Michael Strezewski 
points out that significantly, Harmonists in the two decades or so following 1807 
continued to live in nuclear units with husbands and wives sharing a household yet very 
few children were born. This seems to indicate a high level of compliance with living 
platonically as brothers and sisters.33  
Although there were sound pragmatic reasons to adopt celibacy, including 
reducing the number of mouths to feed, and allowing women to devote their energies to 
necessary work, Rapp instead chose to justify it to his flock using a mystical theological 
understanding of early Christianity. He taught his followers that Adam before the Fall 
was both male and female in one body, hence sexual relations were irrelevant.34 Upon 
the Second Coming God would restore the Rappites likewise to this more perfect state. 
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Sex and marriage would no longer be necessary or desirable.35 The Harmonists believed 
that after the imminent Second Coming, mankind would again return to this state, so in 
practicing celibacy they were preparing for their inclusion in the Kingdom of God.36  
Celibacy proved a practice difficult for outsiders to overlook, although generally 
they tolerated it as an oddity of the Harmonists. Unlike polygamy, society generally did 
not view celibacy as threatening to public morality and the social order. "A Spectator" 
writing in Harris' Pittsburgh and Allegheny Directory in 1829 made the argument for 
toleration, noting that "Some peculiarities in their internal arrangements seem to us 
strange and singular, but having chosen the United States as their residence, and 
complying with all civic duties required by law, no one will pretend to question their 
free and undeniable privilege to select such a mode of living as in their opinion will best 
promote happiness here and hereafter."37 Similarly, German economist Friedrich List 
asserted, "I do not want to judge their religious principles or other rules for which they 
have been criticized. It is not my objective to quarrel about certain issues or to 
investigate conjectures. The future will decide on that."38 Visitors to the settlement 
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regularly commented on celibacy and asked members, in what now seems an intrusive 
way, about their sex lives or lack thereof.39 Louise Weil, who spent several months at 
Economie, noted with dismay, "How unfortunate that this community from its own free 
will will die out. They could be a model for all of the United States. They, like the 
honorable Penn, could have created another state were it not for the unnatural state of 
celibacy which they introduced."40 A story critical of the Harmonists appeared in The 
Atlantic. Among other things it explicitly linked celibacy to the essentialist 
understanding of women's lives foremost as mothers and wives, noting that the 
Harmonist women were moved at the sight of babies because Rapp so cruelly barred 
them from having any of their own. In his rebuttal to the article, Aaron Williams (an 
outside journalist) asserted that it was normal for women, whether Harmonist or not, to 
enjoy playing with babies.41  
Others proved less tolerant, and their comments smack of a paternalistic 
assumption common to nineteenth century reformers that they knew better than these 
foreigners/peasants/fanatics what was good for them and how they should think and 
behave. The idea that Society members might hold a sincere belief about their path to 
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salvation and the Second Coming, or that normal healthy youths might be willing to 
eschew marriage and sex for the promise of something better in the afterlife apparently 
was beyond the critics’ comprehension.42 One, calling himself "a friend to the Harmony 
Society," wrote to Daniel Lynn asking that he propose legislation in the Pennsylvania 
House to force Rapp to end the celibacy rule because, "it is shurly [sic] not Right that 
those who are man & wife should not Enjoy each other as such so as to please the old 
gentleman [Rapp]."43 This so-called friend apparently assumed Rapp's influence to be 
the only reason for Harmonist celibacy, an assumption belied by the continuation of the 
practice after Rapp's death. 
It is understandable that outsiders would have questions about life within 
Harmony Society and would want to verify the situation for themselves, especially after 
negative rumors began to circulate. However the idea of interrogating complete strangers 
about their marital arrangements seems out of touch with nineteenth (or even twenty-
first) century norms of polite conversation. 44 Harmony Society became something of a 
cause celèbre for reformers and entrepreneurs alike, attracting Europeans and Americans 
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who then wrote of their visit in their published journals.45 Even Lord Byron referenced 
the Harmonists' celibacy in Don Juan,  
When Rapp the Harmonist embargo'd Marriage 
In his harmonious settlement which flourishes 
Strangely enough as yet without miscarriage 
Because it breeds no more mouths than it nouristhes, 
Without these sad expenses which disparage what 
Nature most encourages…46 
 
Interestingly, when the Shakers, who were also celibate, visited the Harmonists they did 
not consider the practice worth noting.47  
 While the Harmonists expected outsiders to be tolerant of their practice of 
celibacy, Rapp did not extend that tolerance in the opposite direction. Rapp may have 
admired Frances Wright's quest to create greater racial equality at Nashoba but he had no 
patience for her promotion of free love. "For we must also know how the anti-Christian 
beast is still developing, for that Miss Wright, whom all of you know, once visited 
Harmonie and spied out everything among us and found a deep unity among us. And she 
also tried to build one [a Harmonie], but, of course, without light, and only with 
reason… And she went from us to New York and there spread her devilish doctrine, and 
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the President [Andrew Jackson] and his comrades were in agreement with her, and 
gradually they hoped to eliminate the old moral code and introduce a bestial way of 
life."48 
Although their old-fashioned style of clothing and manners had no tangible effect 
on outsiders, many found it representative of the Harmonists' foreignness.49 Visitor 
Louise Weil took a more aesthetic objection, "As dear as the ladies are, so noticeable is 
their mode of dress. I love these people dearly and I have received so much goodness 
from them that I would never say anything about them that would make them a 
laughing-stock; they certainly do not deserve that, but their clothes do nothing for them. 
In hesitation I wonder if God really would want to hide such lovely people he created."50 
A male perspective noted the modesty of the women in a statement that perhaps reflects 
more about his experience of outsider women than Harmonists. "Their costume is very 
plain; the women dress with no motive of conquest."51 Of course, Harmonist women had 
no reason to choose their dress with a view to attracting a husband, however, at least 
from this man's viewpoint, outsider women took this into consideration. Some simply 
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viewed it as quaint, a notably benign response when compared to the attacks on women 
who chose Bloomers or other clothing "reforms."52  
In a nation that values highly, at least rhetorically, independence, liberty, and 
self-sufficiency it is difficult to accept the domination of a leader over his followers' 
economic, ideological, political, and social lives as a positive norm. For outsiders, and 
many members, the very fact that George Rapp had ultimate decision-making power for 
all aspects of life within Harmony Society meant that he was a tyrant.53 We know less 
about women in Harmony Society as there are few personal accounts or official records 
of women breaking independently with Rapp. Interestingly, in a newspaper article 
responding to statements by Frederick Rapp, three men who were critical of Rapp also 
dismissed the women in Harmony Society by asserting, "Both Rapps were especially 
fortunate in making their plan effective through the second sex, where the weak side of 
women was very actively influenced by the leasing heads for their personal advantage, 
either by threats of endless damnation or by heavenly bliss without limits."54 Apparently 
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they believed that women (more so than supposedly stronger, wiser men) fell prey to 
Rapp's theology and were therefore willing to cede their property and liberty. There were 
women among the large group who departed Harmony Society with Count de Leon in 
1836 and records mentioned a few as defectors who left with Harmonist men to marry.55  
 Rapp did not promise equality for women within Harmony Society in the same 
way that many other communal societies did in the nineteenth century.56 Rapp declared 
that there would be equality in the Kingdom of God, and women did have equal status 
for purposes of contributing labor and assets and as members collecting benefits of 
housing, clothing, food etc. That is, Harmonists valued women's labor, such as in the 
textile factories, equally with men's labor. Outsiders do describe Rapp treating women 
with respect.57 Rapp discouraged marriage and pregnancy because they would draw 
women away from necessary economic work to unproductive childcare. Generally, 
women and men worked in separate spheres, with women taking responsibility for 
caring for the elderly, young and ill, working in the production of silk and other textiles, 
and clothing, general field labor, or as cleaning staff in the Harmonist hotel; while men 
worked as carpenters, masons, heavy manual laborers, distillers, shoemakers etc. or in 
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positions of authority such as teacher, lawyer, banker or doctor.58 There is no indication 
of what the response would be if women or men asked to work in nontraditional areas.  
Rapp's granddaughter, Gertrude Rapp, stands out as a woman given exceptional 
opportunities educationally and in terms of career, as Rapp put her in charge of the silk 
industry including dealing with outsiders in this business.59 She is the only woman 
shown in the records as a supervisor except Rapp's purported mistress, Hildegarde 
Mutschler, who acted as garden and  greenhouse inspector, and Susanna Duss at the very 
end of Harmony Society; although four women served at some point on the Board of 
Elders.60 Gertrude was one of the most vehement defenders of the Harmonist lifestyle, 
earning her the epithet of fanatic from historian Karl Arndt.61 In a response to her former 
teacher Christopher Müller, Gertrude Rapp showed her bitterness at being criticized and 
condemns him to Hell because he does not accept the teachings of her grandfather. 62 
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Gertrude Rapp represented an exception to the Harmonist norm that expected women to 
be modest, diligent and subservient to men.  
Women in Harmonist homes were responsible for housework on top of their 
factory or other day jobs, so they did not escape the double day plight of their working 
woman counterparts on the outside. Although men were generally the heads of 
Harmonist households, in some cases if the husband died and the male children were 
young, the widow could become head. This added responsibility and power did not 
exempt her from housework, however. Mainstream society expected women in the 
antebellum period to conform to the ideal of the Republican mother, that is, they were 
responsible for maintaining Republican values of good citizenship within the home, both 
as a moral influence on their husbands and as the educator of young citizens. As a new 
nation, the United States put this expectation on women in the hopes that they would 
mold a society according to values of Christianity, hard work, honesty, democracy and 
civic duty.63 After the Second Great Awakening women began to push this role out into 
the public sphere as they used their legitimacy as moral paragons to engage in reform 
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projects.64 Although women in Harmony Society rarely engaged with the outside world 
they did interact with everyone in their community including men in the workplace, in 
worship and in their homes. Harmonists expected women to contribute to the necessary 
labor of the community, to promote Harmonist values, but with an equal voice to their 
male peers in community decisions and an equal standing before God. In practical 
expressions of this belief, although Gertrude Rapp had some influence in the business 
sphere with her leadership of the silk industry, the Harmonist leaders permitted few 
women to serve on the council of leaders.65 The Harmonist ideal of equality for all as 
members of the elect preceded much of the movement in this direction during the 
Second Great Awakening by almost two decades. Although the Harmonists fell short in 
terms of real equality for women, Rapp did promote a sense of equality for women. All 
members were equal before God and carried the responsibility of perfecting themselves 
for the Second Coming.  
This narrow concept of femininity proved largely acceptable to Harmonist 
women. They seldom challenged Rapp or left the community because of this.66 Granted, 
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for women, at least in the antebellum period, Harmony Society offered a comfortable 
and secure home with marginally more equality than in the outside world. Although they 
were subject to Rapp's edicts, just as the men in the community, the restrictions on their 
behavior and opportunities were no more oppressive than those in mainstream society. In 
the post-bellum period Harmonist women did not have to fear the future without a man 
to support them unlike many of their counterparts in the greater world. Harmonist 
women worked, but their labor was balanced with considerable free time for study and 
worship, and enjoying hobbies such as gardening.67 Because of Harmony Society's 
communal nature, women did not have to fear poverty, or loneliness, and they were 
assured care in sickness and old age. The Articles of Association of the community 
included the provision,  
George Rapp and his Society promise to supply the subscribers jointly and 
severally with all the necessities of life, as lodging, meat, drink and 
clothing, etc., and not only during their healthful days, but also when one 
or several of them should become sick or otherwise unfit for labor, they 
shall have and enjoy the same care and maintenance as before; and if, after 
a short or long period, the father or mother of a family should die, or 
otherwise be separated from the community and leave a family behind, 
none of those left behind shall be widows or orphans, but receive and enjoy 
the same rights and care as long as they live or remain in the congregation, 
as well as sick or healthful days, the same as before, or as their 
circumstances or needs may require.68  
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While mainstream middle-class women chose to bear fewer children in the nineteenth 
century than they had in previous periods, celibacy offered women total freedom from 
the health risks and burden of raising a large family. The security and isolation of 
Harmony Society proved attractive to many women during the war, and immediately 
after, offering a haven for widows and orphans in an unsettled time. 
Modern Times  
Unlike George Rapp, Josiah Warren rejected coercion as a tool of conformity at 
Modern Times. This openness to a broad range of unconventional ideas and practices led 
to conflict within the community. Firstly, it is important to distinguish that it was not the 
beliefs per se that infuriated Warren but rather the presumption of those that held to 
them that everyone at Modern Times should comply. In 1854, Mary Gove Nichols and 
her husband Thomas Low Nichols came to Modern Times hoping to build a 
Hydrotherapy Institute to train young women in the practice. Their previous institute in 
Port Chester, NY had failed after scandal over the Nicholses' ideology on free love.69 
There were plenty of other members of Modern Times who subscribed to free love as a 
criticism of limitations on women's rights within marriage and of the state and church's 
authority to control marriage and divorce.  
Free love in the nineteenth century ranged from this feminist stance to anti-
statism to polyamory, but traditionalist critics conflated the reformist stance with 
                                            






immorality and an assault on the family. For example, John Ellis in his screed against 
free love and communalism asserted that Modern Times had "discarded both law and 
religion" and that "very few couples at Modern Times could boast legal sanction to their 
marriage." Certainly, there were no bylaws or creed that members were required to 
adhere to and there were no restrictions on the right to follow one's conscience in 
whatever direction members found most valid. Every member took responsibility for 
their own behavior and wellbeing. Further Ellis claimed that men at Modern Times 
regularly discarded their aging wives for younger women and that infidelity and 
polyamory ran rampant; however, there is no evidence to support this.70 
So, why did the arrival of the Nichols inflame public opinion on this topic? 
Warren's partner Stephen Pearl Andrews took up the cause of free love publicly. He 
participated in a debate series against Horace Greeley and Henry James Sr. on marriage 
and divorce published in Greeley's paper the New York Tribune from November 1852 to 
February 1853.71 It began as a response to commentary on the recently published free 
love tract, Love vs Marriage, by Gove associate Marx Edgeworth Lazarus. Interestingly, 
all three debaters had taken part in the Fourierist movement. Greeley adhered to the 
Brisbane school of Fourierism that ignored Fourier's more radical work on love and 
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marriage. James anonymously translated and published Love in the Phalanstery, a 
Fourierist work by Victor A. Hennequin on passional attraction, inflaming debate on the 
questions of gender relations.72  Andrews took advantage of this opportunity to portray, 
or in his mind expose, the supposedly progressive Greeley as a reactionary and to 
promulgate his own ideas, influenced by the Nicholses, on free love. Andrews published 
the debate, a series of letters, in his 1853 book Love, Marriage, and Divorce, and the 
Sovereignty of the Individual.73  
Greeley represented the conservative position of marriage being an inviolable 
eternal sanctified union between one man and one woman.74 Further, and more 
damaging for Modern Times, he characterized the free love position as hedonism driven 
by animal lusts, that is immorality, and conflated it with Mormon polygamy.75 
Interestingly, Greeley purchased land at Modern Times although he never took up 
residence there. Likely the purchase reflected his support for the ideal village movement 
and Warren's ideal of homes for the homeless.76 James's response was more moderate, 
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allowing that the existing laws on marriage and divorce created problems for women's 
sovereignty.77 He argued that women should have full legal and economic sovereignty 
within marriage and have the right to divorce incompatible husbands without losing their 
children, their reputation or the guarantee of economic support for their offspring. 
Andrews, however, argued similarly to Lazarus against marriage as an institution 
promoting instead that unions should be entirely subject to the consent and desire of the 
individuals involved, lasting only as long as the partners wanted it to. He further argued 
against marriage for economic reasons, that people, both male and female, should be free 
to choose a partner for love not financial need.78  
Scholar Lisa Higgins added another possible reason for the response to free love 
at Modern Times in her discussion of anti-suffrage rhetoric. Higgins described the 
association of the adulterous Wild Woman with suffrage, the idea being that 
enfranchising women sexualized them and offered them independence that would 
destroy the institutions of marriage and the family.79 Modern Times existed in the midst 
of the debate over woman suffrage and the free love argument bolstered the fears of 
traditionalists that their practices undermined mainstream social structures, threatening 
instability and chaos. Worse yet, Warren's economic theories, although not strictly 
speaking socialist, challenged capitalism, putting him into the same radical sphere as 
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Marx or Fourier. The media similarly portrayed Socialists, like suffragists, as leading 
women astray by offering them more independence from their husbands which, 
according to the rhetoric, would inevitably lead to immorality.80 
The situation at Modern Times was far from the hedonistic chaos of partner-
swapping suggested by critics like Greeley and Adin Ballou of Hopedale. In fact, only 
two women bore children out of wedlock, and although numerous members engaged in 
relationships unsanctified by church or state, these were generally long-term 
monogamous partnerships.81 Josiah Warren, for all his frustration with the free love 
label, likely lived with a woman, Jane Cran, not his wife throughout his time in the 
community.82 Modern Times presented a typical example of mid-nineteenth century free 
love in that while radical by mainstream standards, members were more interested in 
sending an ideological message of empowerment for women and in living their lives 
according to their personal inclinations not state or religious constraints. While some in 
the free love community did pursue polygamous relationships or made frequent changes 
in their partners, this was not the norm. Ballou presents a complicated picture of the 
criticism of Modern Times in that his Hopedale community promulgated anti-statism yet 
contradictorily required members to submit to Ballou's authority. In this sense it was not 
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anarchist, but simply substituted one state for another. Ballou forced out two members of 
Hopedale, Henry Fish and "Sister" Seaver, because of their extramarital relationship. 
They sought refuge at Modern Times. This acceptance of those he had cast out and the 
competition Modern Times presented for Hopedale encouraged Ballou to condemn 
Warren and Modern Times publicly and scathingly.  
Certainly not every member of Modern Times accepted the label of free lover. 
George Stearns left the community to shed the taint and published Art of Living to 
express his views on the topic.83 Josiah Warren similarly published his own response to 
the criticisms and to a Nichols' Journal article by Gove in in his 1853 Positions Defined. 
For Warren tolerance and personal responsibility were paramount. If members wanted to 
practice free love of any sort that was their individual right to freedom of expression, but 
declaring Modern Times to be a free love community ignored the rights of members to 
dissent from this and have their views tolerated. Gove and Nichols tried to prescribe the 
behavior of the community members and that was greatly offensive to Warren. "The 
greatest characteristic of this movement [Modern Times] is its “INDIVIDUALITY”—
that the persons engaged in it are required to act entirely as Individuals—not as a 
Combination or Organisation That we disclaim entirely, all responsibility for the acts, 
opinions, or reputations of each other."84  
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Warren objected to marriage as an institution because it entailed state control and 
limits on individual freedom but he did not want members to feel they could not choose 
traditional marriage if they so wished. Further he was concerned, oddly, given his anti-
state stance, that society should not abolish marriage without a replacement institution in 
mind. "One of these conclusions is, that with the sudden and total abolition of all 
marriage customs and habits, without replacing them with some definite, regulating, 
preserving thought and arrangement, our social condition would be worse, if possible, 
than it is now."85 Warren had committed to the free love stance on women's rights before 
coming to Modern Times. In 1848 in an article entitled "Signs of Returning Reason," he 
lauded the New York legislature for following the lead of other states in "unmak[ing] the 
laws heretofore preventing Married Women from the exercise of their right to Individual 
Property, beyond the control, and free from the liabilities of their husband."86 
Modern Times also served as something of a haven for those fleeing 
conventional marriage. Women leaving bad marriages could make a new start free from 
the stigma of divorce, desertion or single motherhood. Roger Wunderlich noted the 
difficulty of discerning who was married and to whom at Modern Times because many 
chose not to institutionalize their relationship and even among those who did were many 
"Lucy Stoners," women who kept their maiden names, a radical choice at the time.87 
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Women in the community had an equal voice in community decisions and the 
opportunity to pursue whatever education and work suited them. Josiah Warren and 
Stephen Pearl Andrews had promoted women's equality for decades before founding 
Modern Times. Even when not explicitly writing on that topic, the support was implicit 
in the inclusive language used in their writing. Like Frances Wright, Warren and 
Andrews were more concerned with equality than simply suffrage, with creating equal 
access to education and economic opportunities and within marriage and the family.  
It is difficult, however, to determine how many women actually took advantage 
of these expanded opportunities. The 1860 census data only lists occupations for three 
women, two teachers and an artist. Other information suggests that at least two other 
women sold their artwork. Undoubtedly women who married or co-habited with farmers 
worked in the family business. Similarly, those whose partner was an artisan with a 
home-based trade may have also worked with him. Certainly, Mary Gove Nichols who 
had left by 1860, was an active lecturer, educator and practitioner of alternative 
medicine.88 Many chose to crop their hair short and wear the newest feminist fad, 
Bloomers or rational dress. As with Frances Wright, who also adopted the style, critics 
pronounced the women at Modern Times and these other communities unfeminine, but 
the look proved far more economical, practical, and safer than corsets, long skirts and 
long hair for women working in fields or other manual labor. We should note, while 
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Warren and many outsiders criticized the modern look, some men at Modern Times 
found it quite appealing and understood that the goal was more pragmatic than shocking. 
Charles Codman wrote "Many of the ladies of this village adopted and wore the 
costume, thinking it both healthful and convenient, and as it was the custom of the 
women reformers to wear short hair, the bloomer costume gave a youthful appearance 
and added to their comeliness."89 Women at Modern Times, realized their goals for 
equality in practical terms to a greater degree than many contemporary Utopian 
communities. 
While Warren might not approve of women's behavior, he defended their right to 
choose for themselves. His biographer William Bailie asserted that "A woman with 
ungainly form displayed herself in public in men's attire, giving rise to the newspaper 
comment that 'the women of Modern Times dressed in men's clothes and looked 
hideous." He [Warren] criticized the papers for taking an isolated story about a woman 
who died of malnutrition after following a fad diet and turning it into the hyperbolic, 
"the people of Modern Times are killing themselves with fanatical ideas about food!"90 
While Warren resented the attention the unconventional members drew to Modern 
Times, he refused to compromise his anarchist beliefs by instituting bylaws to create 
uniformity of beliefs and practices. Warren and Andrews continued to write on topics 
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related to individualist anarchy after Modern Times dissolved and gained considerable 
recognition for their work.  
Peoples Temple 
Peoples Temple similarly to Harmony Society provided security in a time of 
upheaval, war and social change. Jim Jones appealed to individuals who felt that the 
instability of American society in the context of cold war nuclear proliferation and 
increasing social tensions threatened their personal lives.  Peoples Temple included the 
greatest diversity in terms of gender, age, race, and class of any of the Utopian groups in 
this study. As discussed in the chapter on race, while the general membership was 
ethnically and racially inclusive, the hierarchical nature of the community divided 
members on race and class lines. White women, particularly, held higher standing and 
trust from Jones because he believed he could control them more easily. Women in 
Peoples Temple took on roles of greater responsibility than many of their counterparts 
on the outside, particularly earlier in the 1960s. They dominated the leadership, 
controlled the finances, and many of the quotidian workings of the community. In many 
cases these women were the best qualified candidates for their positions, however that 
was not the determining factor in their promotion.91  
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The women in power in Peoples Temple were those that Jones had sexual 
relations with or that he held some other form of dominance over. Jones publicly 
demeaned his sexual partners for their weakness and dependence. He did not give 
positions of influence to outspoken and assertive women except for his mistress, Carolyn 
Layton, but even she submitted to Jones. While women in the outside world struggled 
against inequality and sexual harassment in the workplace, and within Peoples Temple 
"Outside of Jim's inner circle, there was no glass ceiling," women on the outside did not 
have to submit to Jim Jones.92  
Many women both complained of and sought attention from Jones, sometimes at 
the same time. Because the entire community centered on Jim Jones, members, male and 
female, strove to please him and gain his approval. The consequences of doing so, 
however, often proved negative. While Peoples Temple officially promoted ideals of 
equality, the lived experience for many women in the community not only fell far short 
of its ideals but proved more damaging than outside problems. Jones' inner circle, the 
Planning Commission, included both men and women who gained power, status, and 
privileges in Peoples Temple at the expense of long criticism sessions and emotional and 
sexual abuse from Jones and other Commission members egged on by Jones. Debbie 
Layton joined other family members in the Temple when she was a teenager, rising to 
manage Jones' finances before she defected from Guyana. Layton describes Jones 
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sexually assaulting her on a bus trip, and her shocked realization that Jones' private 
chamber on the bus was to allow him privacy for sex not for meditation.93 His own wife, 
Marceline, displayed loyalty to Jones, accepting his rejection of her for a much-younger 
mistress after much pain, "This has been a very difficult thing for me to live with, and 
it’s caused me a lot of heartache. However, tonight, as I heard him pour out his heart to 
you, explaining the suffering he goes through when he has to use his body to serve the 
Cause, I realized that I have been very selfish."94 Many women in Peoples Temple, like 
Marceline, acted as apologists for Jones, arguing that his special position in the 
community excused his abusive and sometimes criminal behavior.95 For others, the 
realization of Jones' failings led them to leave the community. The majority of the 
community, outside Jones' inner circle, were less aware of these problems as it did not 
affect them personally and was covered up. 
While Peoples Temple offered an alternative based in equality and racial 
harmony, they often failed to live up to their utopian goals. White women did have 
opportunities for leadership and work that often exceeded the limitations in mainstream 
society, however those that enjoyed those privileges in Peoples Temple also suffered 
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abuse and sexual assault. The community did provide support and care for women (and 
men) who suffered from the effects of drug addiction, poverty and isolation in ways that 
were not as accessible for people of color in the mainstream.  Patriarchal hierarchies, 
sexist assumptions about women's independence, and misogynistic uses of power and 
sex as tools to dominate women persisted in Peoples Temple, preventing them from 
offering women in reality the equality Jones vaunted rhetorically. Even without 
considering the tragic outcome of Jonestown it is difficult to credit Peoples Temple with 
achieving its gender equality goals. Utopianism is grounded in the search for a better 
way, rather than the actual achievement of it.96 Peoples Temple set itself utopian goals to 
create gender, racial and economic equality in contrast to the failures in these areas they 
identified in mid-twentieth century American society. Members identified with and 
committed themselves to these goals. 
Diggers 
While Jones dominated the expression of gender and sexuality within Peoples 
Temple, the Diggers took the opposite approach; their guiding principle was Free. As 
mentioned earlier, Free was a fluid umbrella term that encompassed all aspects of life. 
The Diggers believed that everyone should live free of expectations and limitations. 
Reading the memoirs of former Diggers, we can see the tension between rhetoric and 
lived reality that challenged the Diggers as it did other Utopian groups. The Diggers 
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proclaimed freedom as their guiding principle, living authentically and free and enabling 
others to do so as a means to changing society towards equality and harmony. Within the 
Diggers there is also some contradiction about how well they actually lived free and 
equal. Even as they rejected what they viewed as the oppressive conformity of 
mainstream society, the Diggers retained many of the structures they opposed. 
 Peter Coyote acknowledged that they typically divided labor on traditional 
gender lines, but that women could work as mechanics, or men perform childcare or 
cook if they so desired. He admits that while they appreciated female labor they did not 
value it as equal to male labor.97 Women took responsibility for much of the daily labor 
including cooking, cleaning, gathering food, and participated in artistic endeavors as 
artists, poets, dancers. In retrospect, Emmett Grogan noted that the Diggers's projects 
could not have functioned without female labor as the men were unwilling to put in the 
necessary effort on a quotidian basis.98 To a certain extent, as in many communal 
groups, women brought in welfare checks or child support that helped support their 
community. Peter Coyote noted that they were subject to regular government inspections 
to verify that there was no fraud.99  
Judy Goldhaft challenged judgements that the Diggers were sexist, believing she 
had support within the community to express herself and be taken seriously, to work 
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towards goals she believed in, and to explore her creative energies.100 Lenore Kandel 
argued that some tasks are inherently gendered but that men who were secure in their 
masculinity would not feel threatened by doing "women's work."101 Goldhaft's view is 
more Utopian in that it expresses the ideal of people having freedom to make their own 
choices with support from others in the community. Women or men performing 
gendered work is not inherently sexist if it is valued and consensual, but it appears the 
Diggers did not always achieve this goal.  Male members acknowledged that even when 
participating in the same activities there was a gendered distinction, for example, 
garbage yoga, or the Digger practice of obtaining food and other donations for their 
projects. Men established a congenial relationship with purveyors to get donations of 
food, including Grogan drawing on his fluent Italian, while women flirted to achieve the 
same goal.102 It is difficult to discern in their descriptions whether the men viewed this 
as the expected approach or just recognized that it was different.   
Coyote and other male Diggers (even well after the 1960s) often provide 
sexualized and sexist descriptions of women, referring to women more often as objects 
of desire and conquest than as equal partners in a social project.103 Admittedly this is not 
unusual for the period. Gender was commonly essentialized both in the mainstream and 
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counterculture.104 Robin Morgan captured the resentments of many New Left women 
when she proclaimed "Goodbye, goodbye forever, counterfeit Left, counter left, male-
dominated cracked-glass mirror reflection of the Amerikan nightmare. Women are the 
real Left."105 Responding to comments like Stokely Carmichael's purported joke that the 
position of women in the Black Power movement was "prone," and catcalls to women 
speaking at rallies and meetings, feminism burgeoned in the early 1970s.106 Coyote 
comments that he did not give sexual politics much thought unless women pointed out 
their concerns to him. He viewed the women in the Diggers as sexually assertive, 
unwilling to put up with patriarchy or limits on their sexual expression.107 Nonetheless 
Coyote proved guilty of sexism and misogyny both as a Digger and personally.108 
The Diggers took a free love approach to sexual relations, both in the sense of 
equality of consent for both partners with the freedom to begin and end relationships 
without the permission of church or state, and also in the sense of multi-partner 
relationships. As historian Timothy Hodgdon has noted, it is difficult to get a balanced 
feel for how well these arrangements worked as former members are reluctant to share 
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this information.109 Male memories dominate the available accounts and they often 
amend them as the men became more aware of how others might view their past today. 
An exception is poet Lenore Kandel's conversation with Leonard Wolf in which she 
openly discussed her views on sexuality. Kandel achieved fame in 1966 for an obscenity 
trial relating to her poem "To Fuck with Love" in her collection, The Love Book.110 Male 
Diggers also described her engaging in public nude dancing at their events. Kandel did 
not fear expressing her sexuality. She comments on sexual relationships that they should 
be open and honest and accepting without the "hang-ups" of conventional morality. 
Kandel encouraged other women to experiment and value their own bodies and 
sexuality.111 
Peter Coyote admired the women in the group for what he viewed as their radical 
act of faith in daring to raise children in that environment.112 Scholar Gretchen Lemke-
Santangelo observes that feminist women tended to avoid communal living because of 
the patriarchal structures and gap between their rhetoric and reality, but carved out 
liminal spaces in the counterculture for cooperative women-centered projects.113 The 
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Diggers seem to be an exception in that women saw its anarchist structure as offering 
more space for them to assert themselves. 
The Diggers did emphatically act to protect both young men and women from 
street dangers including rape and sexually transmitted diseases, and unlike some 
communal groups of the period, there is no indication that Diggers exploited or abused 
women.114 Women's voices were equal within the Diggers, partly because they used an 
anarchist organization plan, with consensus and voluntary participation the guiding 
principles. Poet Lenore Kandel remarked about her time in the Diggers that while she 
valued her work and the opportunities it provided her for self-expression, she also valued 
her femininity and would be unwilling to sacrifice one for the other. Kandel viewed 
femininity as an expression of traditional characteristics of womanhood: nurturing, 
caregiving, emotional sensitivity.115 In terms of their opportunities to work equally with 
men, their opportunities for self-expression and their status and power within the 
community, women fared better in the Diggers than in mainstream society in the late 
1960s, when feminism was struggling to carve out positions for women. Race and class 
shaped women's experiences and opportunities, but even looking at the most privileged 
white, educated women, inequality remained a limitation on their lives.116 Yet, even so, 
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women in the Diggers faced objectification and sexist assumptions about their 
capabilities that persisted in the Diggers just as in the outer world they had rejected. 
Kerista 
Kerista, similarly to Modern Times, Nashoba and the Diggers faced criticism for 
their radical rejection of traditional gender standards. Kerista embraced free love, in the 
form of polyfidelity, as a group ethic. Early member Even Eve describes her decision to 
join Kerista. Eve had just recently completed high school and after a brief stay in a 
Vermont commune came to San Francisco to break free of the monogamous marriage 
and domestic life she saw as her dictated future. She described herself, looking back 
about fifteen years later, 
When I first embarked on the polyfidelity path, I was driven by the ideal 
of a communal life where all are equal, all things shared, and love 
liberated from the shackles of straight-laced convention. It was a beautiful 
vision; it gave me a cause to live for. Conveniently (and not entirely 
coincidentally), it also fit well with the efforts of a young adult to 
differentiate herself in the world, and the political perspectives of the era. 
I had little prior experience in the real world of love and relating from 
which to understand or form my own private preferences. 117  
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Many were very young when they joined, including Eve, Way, Ora, and Jeb, but 
nonetheless corresponded with Kerista for years before joining,118 or had previous 
communal experience.119 Women in general, seem to have been attracted by the vaunted 
ideals of equality, a nontraditional lifestyle that would not limit them to a domestic role, 
as well as the opportunity for sexual experimentation in a safe environment.120  
Kerista started very small with a handful of members, Jud, Eve, Jebby (female), 
Qes (female), and Keg (unknown gender).121 Eve's high school friend, Bluejay Way 
(female) replaced Qes when she left after a few months. This initial group formed the 
first polyfidelity group,122 later known as Purple Submarine. One of the key structures 
that marked Kerista as different from other free love communities at the time was the B-
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FIC,123 and its highly controlled polyfidelity. Probably the closest parallel to Kerista in 
terms of its rigid rules over sexual relationships was Oneida, a group that Kerista looked 
back to as a model.124 Jud Presmont, like John Humphrey Noyes at Oneida, imposed 
strict rules on his community. Like Noyes, Presmont was much older than most of his 
followers and exerted a charismatic influence over their lives. Cynics and disenchanted 
members have suggested that both men used these structures to their own advantage and 
to prioritize their own sexual needs over that of the rest of the community.125  Members 
belonged to a B-FIC as the base unit of organization within the larger Kerista 
community. Joining a B-FIC required the consensus of existing members; more assertive 
people in a B-FIC sometimes pressured others into accepting newcomers that they did 
not feel attracted    to.126 One of the eventual causes of the breakup of Kerista proved to 
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be Jud's unwillingness to allow new men into Purple Submarine.127 While they tried to 
balance genders within the B-FICs, in reality, women usually outnumbered men.  
As a result, women spent more nights alone, which may or may not have worked 
to their advantage. To assume that women in Kerista enjoyed having nights to 
themselves without an assigned partner, accepts the stereotype that women are less 
sexually interested than men. Some of the men in Kerista suggest that women and men, 
en masse, have different sexual and emotional needs, an essentialist understanding that 
denies individual differences.128 Outsiders by contrast, tended to view the women of 
Kerista, more so than the men, as sexual deviants whose promiscuity was unnatural and 
immoral.129 During an appearance by eight members of Kerista on the Phil Donahue 
show in 1980 the host asked "Why isn't this immoral?" to which member Ram replied 
that Kerista's B-FIC's were grounded in fidelity to other members of the family group. 
Members commit to the group rather than an individual; the arrangement is not 
promiscuous but based in love and respect. He contrasted polyfidelity to the burgeoning 
divorce rates among monogamous couples at the time.130 The idea that men and women 
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are individuals with individually differing needs and desires that change over time did 
not seem to occur to any of them. Contrastingly, women in Kerista argued that they had 
more control over their bodies and their sexuality, and more freedom and safety to 
explore them within Kerista.131  
Like the free love movement in the nineteenth century, Kerista argued for women 
to have sovereignty over their bodies and equality within their relationships. Polyfidelity 
pushed beyond the bounds of what most early free lovers would have considered 
acceptable relationships by institutionalizing multiple concurrent partners. However, 
Kerista retained the concept of relationships unsanctified by church or state, based on 
mutual attraction and lasting until the partners wished it dissolved. Like nineteenth 
century free lovers, Keristans committed to their partners; they did not consider 
themselves promiscuous but rather bound to their B-FIC. Outsiders in both centuries 
objected to the challenges these groups provided to traditional structures of 
monogamous, eternal marriages, patriarchal control of finances and property, and 
women confined to the domestic sphere.  
Keristans believed polyfidelity superior to historical forms of multi-partner 
relationships because it was based in women's liberation, rebalancing the old formulas to 
give women parity and removing the moral assumptions that prevented women from 
                                            






expressing their sexuality freely.132 Some former members, including Even Eve, have 
since reconsidered this position. Eve wrote articles about her personal disenchantment 
with polyfidelity and move towards monogamy, but still argued that in theory 
polyfidelity provides positive benefits.133 Over her twenty years in Kerista, Eve had a 
child with one man in Kerista, then later left to marry another. Eve made the critical 
observation that even if many people are better suited to having multiple partners, the 
only way to avoid romantic preferences that lead to jealousy is by totally avoiding 
emotional connection with partners. While she found that the rigid structure provided by 
Kerista made this easier than more spontaneous arrangements outside the group, she 
acknowledged that even within the B-FICs members experienced jealousy. It seems 
unsurprising to learn that even when told not to develop personal relationships at an 
individual level that human nature led Keristans astray. Eve seems to acknowledge this 
naïveté when she asserts that, "I don't expect that I or my partner will never again feel 
attracted to others, but I understand that there's a lot more to sleeping with someone else 
than just the 'sleeping.'"134  
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Women could not have children for their first five years in the community and 
after that only one child per woman was permitted.135 This could be seen as a logical 
extension of Jud's sexist attitude in the old tribe, "Most of the Keristan men detest 
condoms…so it's up to the girls to protect themselves. They use the usual things, 
diaphragms and coils and pills."136 For a group that claimed to value and prioritize 
equality the sexist expectation that birth control was a woman's responsibility reflected a 
failure to live up to their ideals.  
Kip intimated that Jud's adamantly heteronormative attitudes limited the 
inclusion of LGBTQIA members within the B-FICs. In response to a question about 
whether Kerista actively included or recruited from the LGBTQIA community, former 
member Kip acknowledges that while Kerista was surrounded by the LGBTQIA 
community in San Francisco, and had friends in the community, the acceptance of 
LGBTQIA members proved more challenging. Kip contends that Kerista struggled with 
the concept of bisexuality because fundamentally they believed that "bi's [sic] were 
indecisive." Like many people in the 1980s, they viewed sexuality as a choice rather 
than as an orientation, that bisexuals were confused about who they were attracted to. 
Geo (female) came out as bisexual while active in Kerista. Kip notes that while they 
eventually accepted Geo's sexuality, it took time and Geo's patience in staying and 
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working to gain acceptance.137 It may be that Geo's gender made it easier for Keristans 
to accept her as bisexual. Kip further argued that Kerista's members focused on their 
Utopian program and "weren't very experimental in their thinking, more black and 
white."138 Kerista's Utopian ideals and the practices they adopted pushed considerably 
beyond mainstream boundaries and their scientific Utopian approach was grounded in 
experimentation and adaption so this claim rings hollow as an excuse for unwillingness 
of Keristans to match their practices with their ideals.  
In practice, visitors noted that women in Kerista waited on Jud, that he enjoyed 
different treatment from the bulk of the membership. Women further looked after the 
cleanliness of the home not because they believed it was their duty as women to do so 
but because the men refused to take responsibility for cleaning up after themselves and 
the women could not stand to live with the consequences. Outsiders commented on the 
filthy conditions in Kerista.139 Even Eve's essay on the breakup of Kerista expresses her 
frustration with this lack of personal responsibility as a factor of the group's demise.140 
Similarly, women in Kerista, although outsiders may have sexualized them because of 
their lifestyle, presented a more businesslike image in the community. While Digger 
women might dance naked or barely clothed to attract attention to their projects and 
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scandalize straight onlookers, Kerista women offered ideas. They ran the multi-million-
dollar Abacus computer business. They were responsible for creating the publications 
that brought Jud's rambling philosophy into sharper focus and more palatable form, yet 
in many cases they subsumed their work under Jud's name perhaps because as prophet 
he lent authority to their work.141 Other work is unsigned, simply a production of Kerista 
Commune reflecting the cooperative attitude of the group although members' comments 
suggest that the women in the community created the bulk of their publications. 
Outsiders did not necessarily respect the freedom of Keristan women. They sent 
numerous letters that Kerista deemed so offensive or lacking seriousness that they 
created an entire file of them labeled psychos or nut letters. Some of the letters are 
profane and threaten violence to members; one even referenced Peoples Temple 
threatening "If you thought Jonestown was bad wait til you see Kerista," adding a 
postscript, "We will destroy Kerista!" 142 These letters attack men in Kerista more than 
women; they appear to be an attempt to "save" the women from Kerista. This reflects an 
uneven understanding of freedom of choice and sexuality. Particularly they indicate that 
the writers blame the men in Kerista for their sexual and emotional control of women. 
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There are numerous possible sources including disgruntled former members or 
individuals refused entry to Kerista, radical feminists objecting to the treatment of 
women in Kerista, or outsiders that condemned polyfidelity as immoral and saw women 
as victims rather than active participants. Then again, they could, as the Keristans' 
response to them indicate, be the work of mentally disturbed individuals. That many of 
the threats are written in verse adds a particularly macabre note to them. 
Internally, Jud's increasingly controlling and abusive behavior became the 
impetus for dissolving Kerista. "Many Keristans say in retrospect that they should have 
noticed the telltale signs: Jud forced members to agree to his principles without question, 
and nonconforming members were gestalted into submission. Although it was supposed 
to be a vehicle for self-discovery, the Gestalt-o-rama evolved into a way for Jud to abuse 
people who disobeyed or displeased him." 143 Other members, like Bluejay Way tried to 
excuse Jud's behavior, arguing that while there were behaviors that were cultish, they 
were not "glaring" while also acknowledging that Jud would treat members badly then 
make them feel it was their fault.144 This reads like textbook emotional abuse. Journalist 
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Annalee Keritz described Kerista as a dysfunctional family writ large, not a cult but 
definitely a family with emotional problems.145 
Looking back, Eve argues that personal responsibility and commitment are 
essential to a successful group relationship, whether sexual or just communal. She sees 
this as another factor in the breakup both of Kerista, and her post-Kerista group. She 
now views controlling leadership as dangerous. Authoritarian religious leadership acted 
as a stabilizing force in Harmony Society and to a point in Peoples Temple. In Kerista, 
similar forces were in play, Jud and his singular vision drew members to Kerista and 
helped them maintain their commitment until they became disillusioned with his 
bullying and hypocrisy. Kerista pushed the boundaries of societal norms to test their 
belief that polyfidelity would better serve the needs of individuals for companionship 
and sexual satisfaction without jealousy, that communalism would allow them to balance 
creative expression with capitalist participation as a means of economic support and that 
mutual criticism provided a means to resolve interpersonal conflict and grow as an 
individual. While their experiments did not always provide the anticipated results, 
members mostly view their time in Kerista with fond nostalgia as a Utopian adventure.  
The Diggers and Kerista addressed the limitations of monogamy and the moral 
double standards attached to women's sexuality by encouraging all members to explore 
their sexuality and to base their relationships on mutual consent and attraction rather 
than limiting them to institutionalized marriage. In this they echoed their predecessors at 
                                            






Modern Times and Nashoba. Peoples Temple, like Harmony Society encouraged 
celibacy as a tool to channel energies into their Utopian project. Jones did not feel the 
need to justify his rules Scripturally, unlike Rapp, instead trusting in his dominance to 
ensure compliance. Women did not necessarily have more sexual freedom within these 
communities in the sense that each community, much like the outside world, promoted 
its own standards. For those who accepted the standards willingly, the alternatives to 
mainstream sexuality could prove liberating whether as the freedom to abstain from sex 
and marriage, or to explore their sexual proclivities without the limitations or 
monogamy.  
 All of these communities except Kerista struggled to provide real equality for 
women in terms of opportunity and work choices. Like the Keristans, women in the 
outside world could also work in careers in publishing, or computers, however in the 
1970s and 80s they had limited opportunities in these fields. Kerista offered women the 
opportunity to lead and innovate in their workplace and provided the support of 
community childcare for those with kids. The community also, through its shared 
income program, financially supported members in less lucrative careers including 
artists. Women in Harmony Society and Peoples Temple may have had the freedom 
from worry about their economic security and the opportunity to work in a variety of 
jobs without concerns over childcare however their career path was chosen for them by 





The connections both laterally and longitudinally of Utopian threads are visible 
in the sharing of ideas and consideration of past projects by these communities. 
Although we have yet to achieve gender equality in America, many of the experiments 
attempted in late twentieth century Utopian communities have seeped into the 
mainstream and shaped social and institutional changes. In the twenty-first century 
women still campaign against misogyny and sexism, LGBTQ communities against 
homophobia and discrimination, and men reject toxic patriarchal standards and 
expectations, but society increasingly accepts their critiques and calls to action. Issues of 
gender and sexuality continue to resonate in American society, and Utopian 
communalism offers opportunities to consider alternative approaches. 
All three of the nineteenth century communities continued to stretch their 
Utopian threads into the future, long after they ceased to exist leaving records of their 
experiments for later communitarians to build upon. Their sharing of information, 
members, and resources nurtured the communal movement throughout the nineteenth 
century. Nashoba, Modern Times, and Harmony Society defended publicly their ideals 
and practices, arguing their worth as alternatives to mainstream society. Peoples Temple, 
Kerista and the Diggers similarly promoted their utopian goals using the media to create 
public awareness of their work. They united to address their concerns with American 
society, amassing sufficient numbers to conduct their experiments. When necessary they 
petitioned men in power to further their goals. These communities exhibit Tilly's 
markers of a social movement, and created challenges to mainstream approaches to 








Although it does not appear to have been explicitly stated in the goals of most 
Utopian communities, in seeking to create an alternative to mainstream structures and 
attitudes communal societies also open a liminal space in which men can reconsider their 
expressions of masculinity. Gender equality, changes to gender roles and innovative 
leadership structures all theoretically offer men the opportunity to move beyond 
mainstream definitions of manhood and appropriate behavior and tasks for men. When 
the leader of an intentional community is an authoritarian man, however, male members 
may be denied that opportunity if the leader imposes his own limitations on acceptable 
masculinity. As in the areas of equality for women and people of color, historically 
intentional communities struggled to align their lived experiences with their rhetoric of 
Utopia. Even while declaring their venture an alternative to problematic outside 
standards on gender, they continued to conform to patriarchal hierarchies and limited 
understandings of acceptable performances of masculinity. This chapter considers six 
historical communities, examining the ways in which their male members strove to 
challenge mainstream standards and, in some cases, faced greater limitations from within 







The structure of Harmony Society offered freedoms to women beyond that of 
mainstream society in terms of taking off the pressure to find a husband, relief from 
bearing and caring for numerous children, and not having to worry about social or 
economic support, however these benefits impacted men somewhat differently. As a 
Harmonist, men agreed to subordinate themselves to a male leader. They gave up a 
man's duty to support a wife and children and their ambition to be economically 
successful with its accompanying status. Further Harmonist men allowed someone else 
to tell them how to conduct their sexual life and relations with women and children, gave 
up control over their career trajectory, and believed or at least accepted, what Rapp 
dictated in terms of values, religious beliefs, and practices. To be a man in Harmony 
Society, thus meant ceding control over one's life to another man who would make all 
decisions about all aspects of life. Granted, male Harmonists still had free will; they 
could choose whether to abide by Society expectations, but in general, they chose 
compliance. An observation by historian Lorien Foote in regards to the Civil War era, 
applies also to Harmonist men: while men might define their manhood variously, they 
shared a desire to have others acknowledge and respect their self-definition.1  
Men defined their manhood somewhat differently depending on their class and 
ethnicity or race, and also their religion. The Harmonists' definition contradicted 
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mainstream concepts of manhood. Society expected men in the nineteenth century to 
strive economically, to financially support a wife and children (and to marry and have 
children), to conform to religious expectations in regards to morality.2 This was the era 
of the emerging belief in the self-made man as an American ideal, that men were 
responsible for learning a trade or profession, working hard and getting ahead financially 
without the assistance of state or church.3 Gender scholar R. W. Connell notes that 
particularly after the mid-nineteenth century working-class men adopted this expectation 
as a tool to force women out of the workplace.4  Variations in this expectation occurred 
across dimensions of race, ethnicity, class, and geographic locale, for example farm 
families and low-income families relied on the entire family to provide the necessary 
labor and income for self-sufficiency.  
Connell points to another trope of the nineteenth century, the frontiersman, and 
argues that it represented resistance among men to the feminizing of men by the moral 
influence of the Republican mother. Although they lived on what was then the frontiers 
of western Pennsylvania and southern Indiana, and lived a self-sufficient lifestyle, the 
Harmonist men did not conform to the macho, violent image of Buffalo Bill Cody or 
Daniel Boone.5 As conscientious objectors in the War of 1812 and the Civil War, neither 
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did they conform to martial manhood standards.6 Harmony's neighbors portrayed them 
as less manly and less American, particularly during the War of 1812, for failing to join 
the local militia to protect their community.7  
Society expected men to take the lead in their households and their community, 
to make the rules and enforce them, to care for the weak, to do what was best for those in 
their care. Communalism directly contradicted this ideal through commitment to the 
group welfare and working together to achieve social and economic goals. While 
Harmonist men cared for others in the community and contributed to the wellbeing of 
society, they did so as communalists not individuals. Rapp had removed for them the 
impetus for personal ambition and redefined their understanding of success in 
transcendent terms. They accepted a different definition of manhood and masculinity 
than that held by the greater society they had rejected. In agreeing to obey the word of 
Father Rapp, allowing him to make decisions about not only what they believed but how 
they lived their lives, men in Harmony Society willingly reduced themselves to the 
status of dependent children.  Unlike in mainstream society, Harmonist men were not the 
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authority in their own household and derived their understanding of what it meant to be a 
man from a single source, Rapp. Under his aegis, the governing council of Harmony 
Society determined what jobs men could work at, what they wore, where and with whom 
they lived, of what their needs for sustenance comprised. In this sense, the men of the 
community were no different from children, women, or wards of the state. This 
dependency tightly proscribed how men viewed themselves as men, and how they were 
permitted to perform masculinity. For most of the men in Harmony Society this proved 
an acceptable change, suggesting that these men were uncomfortable with contemporary 
American masculinity and therefore willing to subsume themselves to Rapp's mastery. In 
the first generation that came from Germany, the Harmonist men may also have been 
more comfortable with a more authoritarian leadership than was the norm in America. 
Men did leave Harmony Society over its century-long existence because they rejected 
celibacy or wanted more control over their professional and personal lives; however, 
these remained a minority according to the records of the Harmonists and the 
demographic study of these.8 While men in mainstream society did not readily accept 
subservience, this does not inherently make the communal arrangement harmful or 
wrong. For the Harmonists, it generally resulted in happiness and material comfort that 
challenged the self-made man model.  
The intrinsic problem with the Harmonist approach, which paralleled that of 
other communal societies with supreme leadership, was that there was a single ideal for 
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masculinity within the community with limited and limiting parameters for diverse 
expressions of manhood. Rapp, and therefore Harmony Society, defined gender and 
gender roles on the basis of an essentialist understanding--that is, that men are men 
because of their physical attributes--rather than a recognition that within that category 
there exist a myriad of individual differences. To deny this basic fact undermines the 
individuality of men. The Harmonists expected men to perform their masculinity in 
certain constrained ways because they were men and that was the only way for men to 
act. In constructing these parameters for masculinity, Rapp created challenges for men 
whose self-understanding could not conform.  
The Harmonists did not keep diaries or engage in personal letter writing with 
outsiders, not even family members. For the most part Rapp isolated them from the 
wicked world, designating only a handful of the hundreds of members to learn English 
and conduct their business affairs. This lack of documentation makes it difficult to 
discern the personal opinions and feelings of members. It is necessary to reconstruct this 
information from more formal records, which ultimately lack the emotion of the 
personal. However, from court records and discussions of legal matters in their 
correspondence, it appears that not every man submitted willingly to the rule of George 
Rapp. In 1827, a petition was filed to the Governor of Pennsylvania requesting that the 
government investigate Rapp and the Harmony Society. The 488 signers of the petition 
appear to be defectors with various complaints against Rapp including financial fraud 
(based on their agreement to give up their assets), refusal to allow marriages and the 





manner and hard labor expectations without wage compensation.9 Defectors even 
formed an organization in 1827, Teutonia, Society of United Germans, that worked to 
undermine Rapp.10 
Despite growing up in Harmony Society with a single definition of manhood, it 
was the second generation of Harmonist men who proved most able to break away, as 
seen in the Count de Leon schism. He promised them more freedom, particularly over 
their personal relations and a less austere lifestyle.11 Count Leon appealed especially to 
the second generation of Harmonists: children born before the celibacy rule who grew up 
in the society but did not share their parents' personal commitment to Rapp. For these 
young men, Rapp appeared a tyrant who controlled their lives rather than a prophet who 
would save them. "Count Maximilien of Leon should be our spiritual leader and the 
guide of our civic conditions, and thus-to represent not only against George and 
Frederick Rapp and their aides and accomplices our natural human rights, as well as to 
secure, assert and activate our civic rights and freedoms  with regard to all complaints 
which we in justice have to make against the two Rapps…"12 Leon's followers were 
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unwilling to give up freedom and comfort in the present for the promise of salvation in 
the future. Rapp's insistence on hard work, celibacy, cheerful self-denial and devotion to 
God and to himself as a self-proclaimed prophet created a model of manhood that they 
would not conform to.  
As time passed and the Kingdom of God had not arrived, doubts about Rapp as 
prophet arose. Many outsiders also found the alien nature of the Harmonists' culture and 
beliefs off-putting to the point of generating hostility. Utopian societies have the 
potential to create an alternative to mainstream values and understandings of gender 
roles that provide members with healthier and happier lifestyles. However, if the new 
model is too narrow and rigid it can stifle personal freedom and expressions of sexuality 
and gender identity. Harmony Society offers an example and a lesson in failure on the 
effects of imposing repressive constructions of masculinity. 
Modern Times  
Modern Times and the Diggers, while also resisting definitions of sexuality, 
masculinity and gender relations current in society, did so by creating a noncoercive 
community that allowed greater range of expression than the authoritarian communities 
led by Rapp, Jones, and Bro Jud. Documents from Modern Times never explicitly 
discussed masculinity, but implicitly the community offered a liminal space between the 
constraints imposed by mainstream society and other intentional communities such as 
Oneida and Harmony Society for men to perform masculinity as they chose. The non-





monogamous traditional nuclear families and maintain their authority and responsibility 
of supporting their family as expected in mainstream society or reject any part of that 
standard to practice alternatives. Men could, as with many of the free lovers at Modern 
Times, engage in a more equal partnership with a woman, including as work partners 
with each maintaining control over their economic lives. Others eschewed relationships 
and lived out their lives independently.  
While Warren and the free lovers at Modern Times did not comment specifically 
on homosexuality, and the records do not identify any members as LGBTQIA, 
theoretically the community would have tolerated it. Some free love advocates outside of 
Modern Times did condemn homosexuality as unnatural or unhealthy and therefore for 
society to discourage.13 As with the women who chose Bloomers and cropped hair over 
corsets and hoop skirts with ringlets or elaborate updos, men at Modern Times could 
wear what they preferred and many grew their hair long and shaved their facial hair. One 
exception to this was a man who practiced public nudity. In this case, he was criticized 
by Warren not because he chose to eschew clothing but because he inflicted his nudity 
on other members who might not appreciate it, and ignored his children's individual 
sovereignty by forcing them to go naked.14 So, although men at Modern Times did not 
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directly express opinions on masculinity, definitions of manhood or expectations put 
upon them, their actions illustrated the fluidity of the community in this regard. 
Peoples Temple 
Similarly, men in Peoples Temple struggled with and sometimes against Jim 
Jones' imposition of limitations on how they could behave as men. Jones, however, 
proved far more destructive to the goals of gender equality than Rapp had in Harmony 
Society. Men in Peoples Temple not only submitted to Jones' decisions about what jobs 
they could work, where they could live and whose company they could enjoy, but also to 
his physical, emotional and sexual abuse. While Jones enjoyed sex with whomever he 
chose, he expected his followers to practice celibacy, even those whose marriages he 
arranged.15 Tim Stoen describes his desire to start a family with his wife Grace as 
"heresy under PT communalism." The group understood that their loyalty was to Jones 
and Peoples Temple, not to individual relationships, and that they must devote their 
energies to their Utopian project not waste them in sexual indulgence.16 Several 
members recall that they worked such long, hard days that it did not feel like a 
sacrifice.17 Not everyone conformed to this requirement, but constant internal spying 
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ensured that it was difficult to keep secrets, and engaging in sex or other taboos 
guaranteed a public humiliation once Jones learned of their sins.18 Jones used the young 
adult members' sexuality as a tool to control their behavior whether through denying 
them partners, tearing apart and creating couples at his whim, demanding sexual favors 
from them, or shaming and punishing them for normal human desires.19 Jones applied 
this pressure to both white men and women, but focused on those in their twenties and 
thirties, using religion, and his sham psychic gifts to control older members and people 
of color.20 
To guarantee their loyalty, Jones forced members to write and sign affidavits and 
make "blackmail tapes" confessing to a whole range of crimes and acts that would keep 
them in Peoples Temple rather than risking the embarrassment and possible persecution 
if Jones released the affidavits. Many of these focused on sexuality, including 
pedophilia, adultery, and homosexuality.21 Members generally viewed this as necessary 
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for Jones' assurance, and only a problem for them if they were considering defecting.22 
Jones normalized homosexuality in the sense that he proclaimed that everyone was gay, 
yet he also stigmatized as a source of shame. This was particularly true of the men with 
whom Jones had sexual relations. He used their public humiliation as a means of control 
over them, claiming they had begged him for sexual favors. He treated the women with 
whom he had sex, whether consensual or coerced, in the same way.23 
While Jones frequently talked about sex at member-only meetings, discussion of 
his own sex life was far more restricted with most members unaware of his 
promiscuity.24 Sociologist Judith Weightman argues that Jones also used abasement of 
men for homosexual feelings and behavior as a means to expiate self-loathing over his 
own homosexuality.25 Jones was arrested for exposing himself to undercover police in 
Los Angeles in an attempt to solicit sex, although within Peoples Temple he claimed he 
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only took part in homosexual acts because gay members requested and needed him.26  
Those members who actually were gay and became involved with other members were 
chastised and physically beaten as punishment.27 Yet, despite this, some gay members 
assert that they felt more accepted in Peoples Temple than outside and that the anti-
teasing rules of the group were supportive of members who were different.28  Others 
faced serious conflicts within Peoples Temple yet still turned to it because they needed 
support for addiction or other problems.29 Some gay members found the climate in 
Peoples Temple intolerable and chose to leave.30 In his study of LGBTQ members in 
Peoples Temple, Michael Bellefontaine raises the ultimately unanswerable question of 
whether Jones thought he was actually helping LGBTQ members deal with their 
sexuality at a time when it was socially dangerous to come out, or simply used the 
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stigma against homosexuality as a tool to emasculate men in the community and assert 
his dominance over them.31  
Whether or not Jones believed he was helping, the parameters for acceptable 
masculinity and sexuality within Peoples Temple proved problematic. Jones arbitrarily 
decided how members should look and behave, from the trivial to the oppressive. For 
example, in 1972 Jones decreed that all the men should crop their hair short because he 
believed it looked more respectable.32 While this reflected a need to prove their worth as 
a respectable social justice organization, it also expressed Jones' desire to control the 
men in Peoples Temple. Jones only permitted one man to be in control or to take on a 
leadership role, himself.33 Jones expected the adulation and deference of his followers as 
only deserving of the reincarnation of Jesus Christ. He was all things to all people, 
Father, savior, and lover. Many of them accepted Jones in this role, even while 
acknowledging that serious abuses co-existed with his love.34 Garry Lambrev describes 
being outside Peoples Temple, "I felt I was dying by vibrational distance from incarnate 
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deity, Jim Jones, God=Socialism, the only coherent reflection of sanity in our globe-
dominating culture."35   
Other men could shoulder responsibilities but only as designated by Jones and 
only if they remained submissive to him. For example, Tim Stoen had considerable 
status and power in his role as legal advisor but Jones kept Stoen in his place by having 
an affair with his wife Grace and then requiring Stoen to sign an affidavit lauding Jones 
and stating that Jones had fathered Stoen's son John Victor.36  Stoen later asserted he did 
not believe the document would hold up in court, yet he and Grace struggled 
unsuccessfully to gain custody of their son when they chose to leave Peoples Temple.  
Jones also determined that male roles within Peoples Temple should generally 
parallel those in the outside world, including manual labor and professional jobs, 
although some men worked in child and elder care. Women, similarly, worked largely as 
caretakers or teachers although some had influential outside administrative jobs in areas 
such as welfare and oversight of care facilities.37 Jones would allow members to take 
training but pull them out before they certified to limit the portability of their 
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credentials.38 As in Harmony Society, men in Peoples Temple shifted their duty to 
provide from a nuclear family level to a communal level with all members contributing 
to the greater whole. This removed the need to compete for workplace status, for career 
ambition, as Jim Jones dictated what roles his members filled.39 In Manhood in the 
Making, David Gilmore argues that the patriarchy uses manhood to motivate men to 
work by making career success a marker of masculinity. Many men may choose, or at 
least desire, not to conform to the societal expectation that they work hard and strive for 
economic and career success, however, Gilmore contends that by emphasizing the 
linkage between this success, virility and manhood male-dominated institutions maintain 
their hold on society by ensuring that men continue to hold the wealth and positions of 
power.40 In a communal setting this changes to a communal ideology encouraging all 
members to contribute to the betterment of the community and the furtherance of its 
goals.  
Many men in America in the 1960s and 70s were challenging traditional models 
of masculinity in diverse ways including growing their hair longer and trading 
conservative clothing for more colorful and feminine styles, exploring alternate models 
of capitalism and marriage, and encouraging emotional expression through 
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consciousness raising and other frameworks.41 Others, particularly men of color, re-
asserted their masculinity through aggressive militance and machismo.42 Peoples 
Temple, in many ways, provided a less healthy environment for men to evaluate and 
explore their own definition of manhood than was available in mainstream society 
because Jones demeaned and punished expressions of manhood that fell outside the 
parameters that he set or that challenged his own. 
Kerista 
Kerista, while successful in many ways at creating an alternative to mainstream 
expectations of monogamous marriage and allowing men to express their masculinity in 
a wider range of ways, still fell short of their ideals because of the influence of a 
charismatic leader. Founder Jud Presmont was a World War II Air Force veteran, who 
after returning to the United States, fell into the Beatnik counterculture and then 
communalism. The so-called 'old tribe' of Kerista lived in anarchist free-love Utopian 
clusters, not strictly communal, in New York City, San Francisco, and Los Angeles; but 
lacked the formal structure of the 'new tribe' that began in 1971. As early member, Yo, 
expressed it, "In the old days there was only one rule, and it wasn't so much a rule as it 
was a statement of truth: 'People don't belong to people.'"43 While on the surface this 
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echoes the Diggers, Kerista focused more on personal, sexual freedom than an all-
encompassing Digger ideal of Free. Jud moved around, observing the struggles the 
groups experienced as they moved toward collapse. "The difficulty was never external 
pressure or problems, the unraveling influences in every case were internal and 
psychological. People could not live together harmoniously. The reasons, as the years 
ticked by, mounted up. Coupling, promiscuous sex, pets, tightwadism, rivalry." 
Many of the male members admit that the potential for sexual opportunities in 
polyfidelity proved a stronger attraction to them than any scientific Utopian theory, 
however they were aware of, and in many cases involved in, other communal projects 
before joining Kerista.44 Nu Luv would be an exception to this as he vetted the group 
and its practices thoroughly, taking interest in its philosophy, activities and lifestyle.45 
Keristans acknowledged that outsiders were intrigued by the mechanics of polyfidelity-- 
that is, how they determined who would engage in sex with whom. The system 
resembled a chore wheel with female members in one list, male in another and a simple 
rotation through the list on a daily basis. If the numbers were uneven, extra members 
would have nights off.46 The idea behind the system was that if everyone engaged in sex 
with everyone else it would dispel jealousy because members would not form romantic 
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or exclusive relationships with any other person. Further, they believed this would bond 
members more closely together than just living communally.  
Member Ram (male) emphasized on the Phil Donahue Show that this was a 
sleeping schedule not a sex schedule; what happened in the bedroom was between 
partners.47 However, Keristan writing about the sleep schedule asserts that "Sex was not 
mandatory, but it was expected. Most people did have sex, as far as I know. If you 
weren't having sex with a certain someone then something was probably wrong in your 
dyad. Rotating partners every night is a sure way to feel like you should fuck this person 
who you hadn't been with in several days."48 Refusal to sleep with the assigned partner 
was grounds for dismissal from the B-FIC. This contradicted the standard of consent.49 If 
members truly had the right to consent, and this right included changing their mind over 
time about who they wished to partner with and when they wished to participate, 
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criticism or expulsion of a member for refusing another should not have been the rule. 
Contrast this with a traditional monogamous relationship in which partners have the 
right to consent or refuse intimacy.  
Jud responded to an outsider question about this, arguing that anyone who was 
uninterested in sleeping with a member of their B-FIC either lacked commitment to the 
ideals of polyfidelity or had prejudices that they needed to overcome. Either way, Jud 
made it clear this was unacceptable and antisocial behavior.50 Member Lee (female) took 
the criticism of the questioner further calling him, "a masochist…an imbecile…a docile 
craven type…a hypnotized mind-impinged person, incapable of thinking for himself."51 
Keristans often responded to questions about their system by becoming defensive and 
accusing the questioner of having hang-ups, of being unable to break free of their 
conditioning. Again, Lee indicated explicitly that Keristans did not tolerate members 
asserting their right to consent. Way's (female) response to the question, "I would never 
ever vote someone into my B-FIC if I didn't think they were hot stuff,"52 draws into 
question the egalitarian ideals of Kerista and instead suggests the importance of physical 
appearance over character.  
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One former member pointed to the criticism of "hunkism" that Jud, particularly, 
used in Gestalt sessions. Jud accused women who sided with an attractive man in these 
sessions of doing so because they were younger and more physically attractive than he 
was.53 This manipulation silenced women from supporting Jud's critics. It further helped 
to maintain Jud's dominance by discouraging other men from challenging him in Gestalt-
o-rama or for supremacy in his B-FIC, Purple Submarine. Jud further vetoed men from 
joining Purple Submarine if he felt threatened sexually by them, especially as he grew 
older. Jud's authoritarian nature and his status in Kerista allowed him to place limitations 
on how other men expressed their sexuality and performed masculinity in contradiction 
with the community's standards of equality. 
The Keristans argued that polyfidelity was consensual because they agreed to the 
rules when they joined. "Everyone 'buys' the lifestyle she/he lives in, whether she/he 
likes it or not."54 Members were expected to evaluate the Kerista doctrine as a "lifestyle 
package" with the implication that like a satellite tv package there would be elements 
that they would tolerate in order to get what they really desired. Members had the option 
for additional spontaneous sexual encounters within the B-FIC; however, "Excessive 
'freebies' - especially with the same person over and over, was a sign of preferentiality, 
and therefore BAD!"55 The rhetoric of Kerista at the time, of course, argued that 
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polyfidelity promoted harmony, equality and coherence within the community. 
Similarly, former member Kip offered a male perspective on polyfidelity. He argued that 
while monogamy does not ensure emotional intimacy, polyfidelity discourages it. Now 
monogamous, he acknowledged that polyfidelity may serve others well, and that for 
young men it offered the benefit of extensive opportunities for sex with a variety of 
women; but polyfidelity is emotionally and physically exhausting. Kip found 
monogamous life simpler and more satisfying.56  
His comments on his experiences, while insightful, differ from those of others in 
the group in that they overlook jealousy. Keristans claimed that polyfidelity led to 
compersion, the opposite of jealousy.57 The aspect of jealousy in polyfidelity attracts 
considerable comment from both former members and outsiders. Kip, in another post, 
responds to the assumptions made by researcher Ayala Pines in her book, Romantic 
Jealousy: Causes, Symptoms, Cures. Kip argues that members did feel jealousy but not 
envy, and that feeling jealous did not contravene the rules of Kerista provided members 
did not act on it. This seems contradictory for a group that promoted openness and 
mental health, but Kip elaborates further.  
I think we did conquer jealousy in Kerista. Firstly, we sorted out the 
jealous types by attracting non-possessive people. A new member was 
screened for months before starting the sleeping schedule, even after 
joining a family, so the new member would have to deal with their 
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potential-mates naked and sleeping all-around before the new member 
would have the chance to be jealous. Most often, seeing your naked 
potential-mate just washing off another lover's fluids - every single day. 
So, it was hard to be jealous in Kerista - as we would rub your face in it, 
and then closely monitor your reaction.58 
Eve responded very differently from Kip,  
sorry, but we lied. or i guess i should just speak for myself -- i lied about 
the no jealousy thing. also lied to myself as much as was able... trying to 
re-frame those uncomfortable pesky feelings in more keristanly-proper 
terms. what is true, though, is that i'd say i felt less jealous overall in that 
setting and poly context than in other situations… ayala was a very sweet 
and smart woman. i'm sorry we took her for a ride. it was too socially 
dangerous within kerista for any individual to own up to feeling jealous, 
at all, so no one did.59 
Kip claimed that he still did not believe he was jealous even in a monogamous 
relationship which may reflect more upon him as an individual than on the group 
situation in Kerista. Particularly, if as Eve claims, members were putting on a public, 
and even internal, show about their abilities to conform to the Kerista creed it may be 
that Kip simply did not see others' insecurities. Roger Knull, an outsider who toyed with 
joining Kerista joked that the only way to know what a Keristan thinks was to get them 
away from Kerista--an insight that reinforced Eve's perspective.60 
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One of the tools for approaching new members was a "Lifestyle Checklist" in 
some of their publications. Taking this quiz allowed potential members to see how they 
aligned with Kerista values and could the group could use as a part of the vetting 
process.61 Kerista asked for considerable commitment from its members. Leaving aside 
even their belief that it was to be a lifelong commitment, the physical/sexual demands 
included total chastity to allow the clearing of the mind (including no masturbation) 
between acceptance into Kerista and placement in a B-FIC (a process that took three to 
six months). Beginning in 1983 Kerista demanded that men have vasectomies after they 
committed to join Kerista.62 This reflected Kerista's concern about over-population, and 
their desire to re-focus group energies on projects rather than childcare, not an intention 
to take the responsibility for birth control off women.63 Vasectomies were cheaper, and 
less invasive than tubal ligation as a form of permanent birth control. Probably nowhere 
is this expressed more clearly than in their leaflet, "Multiple Parenting: The First Four 
Years." As one might expect from the title, this publication explained Kerista's ideology 
on parenting but it also included comments that suggest that not only were the two births 
unexpected, they were perhaps also somewhat resented. "Raising children requires a lot 
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of energy! And it is not our main objective. This we should not overload ourselves with 
childcare, at the expense of our greater goals…No more baby worship! Children are 
innocent in some ways, it's true, and helpless and cute, but these qualities needn't be 
romanticized or distorted. They are also capable of nastiness as much as niceness, and 
may be more accurately described as uncivilized barbarians."64 The publication goes on 
to describe the challenges members faced dealing with their preschoolers' NEMS.65 It 
makes one wonder what experience they had with children before Liberty and Revery 
arrived as their naïveté and lack of understanding of normal children was appalling.  
Apparently, at least some members of Kerista had become disenchanted with 
parenthood despite their other proclamations of how much they had all gained from the 
experience. The historical timeline notes that in 1982 when the girls were three years old 
they moved to a "children's house,' but there are no documents to describe what this was 
or how it functioned.66 A former member who joined in the early 1980s asserted that 
Keristans did not want her to bring her children into the community because they viewed 
children raised outside Kerista as corrupting influences. She felt discriminated against 
within Kerista because she had children.67 By the late 1980s as the AIDS crisis took off, 
new members had to be disease free after three consecutive tests before joining.68 
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Historian Timothy Miller noted that Kerista's policies sheltered it from the devastation of 
AIDS.69 This marked a significant difference from the experience of many free love 
communities in the counterculture and also mainstream sexual adventurers who 
struggled with a variety of sexually transmitted diseases,.70 
Before the vasectomy rule, two children were born at Kerista. Even Eve had the 
first, Liberty, in 1979 and Geo the second, Revery, in 1980.71 The 1979 26 Standards 
discuss child-rearing in Kerista, presumably in response to Eve's pregnancy.72 As in 
Oneida, Kerista raised their children communally, although unlike at Oneida, Keristans 
do not appear to have discouraged the birth mother from forming a special bond with her 
child. All members of the B-FIC took responsibility for care of the child, with the larger 
Kerista community tasked with their education. The standards indicate that the fathering 
of children would be done by "Utopian Roulette"--that is--it would be randomly assigned 
within the B-FIC since given the sleep schedule it would be difficult to determine 
biological fatherhood.73 (Keep in mind, this pre-dated DNA paternity testing) Kerista 
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publications promoted their cooperative parenting model as better for both the children 
and the adults in the community. Kerista publications include concern about "momism," 
which they described as the unhealthy focus of moms (and dads) on their child resulting 
in a loss of identity for the mom.74 Both children and adults benefitted from multiple 
perspectives and opportunities to engage in play. Children raised together did not get 
lonely because there were always people to interact with. 
 The 1983 84 Standards proclaimed that children would be "treated as equals 
wherever developmentally appropriate," but nothing about child-rearing.75 Kerista used a 
democratic model for settling conflicts, with children receiving a vote in the process. 
Similarly, children were subject to Gestalt-o-rama as a tool to confront antisocial 
behaviors and personality traits. The document does not, unsurprisingly, disclose how 
children responded to this method of discipline.76 Women were freer to engage in other 
types of labor because Kerista did not restrict them to childcare, and men had the 
opportunity to enjoy interacting with and nurturing children without stigma. In a period 
when there was limited access to daycare, communal childrearing could be 
advantageous. Kerista proved fairly successful in breaking down gender standards 
regarding domesticity and the workplace, encouraging men and women to follow their 
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bliss rather than limit themselves to mainstream norms of nuclear families, and men's (or 
women's) work. 
Masculinity in Kerista did not conform to many mainstream standards of the time 
because it allowed men to express themselves creatively and actively participate in the 
raising of the community's children. American society in the 1970s and 80s still viewed 
these areas as the domain of women, or feminine men, although this view evolved over 
time. Living communally, with all members equal theoretically meant that men took 
equal responsibility for housework and other domestic concerns. Sharing income, the 
lack of nuclear families, and monogamous marriage allowed men in Kerista to break out 
of the expectation that they must be the breadwinner simply because they were men. 
Masculinity in Kerista did not devolve to the ability to provide or to sire offspring. In 
this area, Kerista offered men a significant break from societal standards of masculinity 
and support to explore, within Keristan strictures, alternative models of manhood. 
Nonetheless, Kerista did struggle with allowing members to move beyond 
heteronormativity. While the old tribe proclaimed its sexual freedom by sleeping with 
anyone, and everyone, including homosexual couplings, the new tribe did not internally 
acknowledge homosexuality.77 Nu Luv describes a relationship that he engaged in with 
another male Keristan, but this appears to have been clandestine. Larry Hamelin (aka 
Tru) asserts that everyone was heterosexual when he joined in 1987, but later there were 
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two bisexual women. He also states that "Most Keristans were bi-sexual."78 He makes no 
further comment about this or any mention of gay or bisexual men in Kerista, nor does 
he offer corroboration for the statement.79 In a response to an article in Beyond 
Monogamy, Jud asserted that "Social tolerance for other people's sexual preference is a 
golden rule with us," however he seems to be using preference in the context of 
monogamy vs polyfidelity or open marriage not homosexuality.80 In an undated 
interview, Jud noted that "the lifestyle has been designed for people of any sexual 
persuasion (gay, bi or hetero) to form polyfidelitous households.81 Once again this 
appears to be an example of the rhetoric not living up to the reality at Kerista. 
Diggers 
While there is documentation showing that Emmett Grogan used homophobic 
slurs to break up an SDS meeting in 1967, there is little to indicate the Diggers' attitudes 
about homosexuality or their treatment of the LGBTQ+ community. Historian Alice 
Echols pronounces the culture of the Haight homophobic, however she does not present 
evidence that demonstrates a cultural rejection of homosexuality. She limits her 
examples to Grogan's comment and Timothy Leary's (who was marginally influential by 
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the late sixties) claim that LSD could "cure" homosexuality.82 Neither of these examples 
reflect a widespread rejection of homosexuality as part of the sexual experimentation in 
this period or among social groups in the Haight. The lack of discussion of 
homosexuality among communards in the late twentieth century suggests 
heteronormative assumptions and perhaps a discomfort with nonconformity in this arena. 
Masculinity within the Diggers walked a line between rejecting straight ideals of 
the nine-to-five worker bringing home a paycheck to support a wife and kids, of 
consumerism as a measure of self-worth, of visual markers such as short hair and 
conservative clothing and also rejecting flower child pacifism.83 Instead historian 
Timothy Hodgdon aligns Digger men with those of the more radical and militant 
counterculture such as the Black Panthers, Hells Angels, and traditional male outlaws 
like gunslingers and Native American warriors.84 While the Diggers put on a bravado 
front of anarchist radicalism, it is difficult to correlate their actions with the violence of 
these groups. Certainly, the Digger rhetoric was defiantly anti-state and anti-capitalist 
but unlike the Black Panthers, the Hells Angels, or Up Against the Wall Motherfuckers, 
the Diggers did not engage in confrontational violence to defend their turf, their bodies, 
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or their ideals.85 The war engaged in by the Diggers was fought on the battleground of 
people's perspectives, using weapons of satire, and disruption to reshape the way people 
viewed the world and its possibilities. 
When harassed by straights, rather than respond with violence like the 
Motherfuckers or Angels, the Diggers advised hippies to continue being hip and ignore 
or make fun of their attackers.86 Long hair represented freedom not femininity to the 
Diggers and other members of the counterculture; it was a rejection of mainstream 
insistence on arbitrary rules for fashion and appearance. By hip analysis, mainstream 
society emasculated straight short-haired white men. Similarly, they used the symbolism 
of their 1% Free posters with its image of Chinese Tong warriors or assassins to 
represent themselves as edgy, potentially dangerous, beyond the mainstream 
expectations of profession or domesticity.87 Outsiders often and variously interpreted 
these posters to mean many things, with some commentators speculating it was a sort of 
mob-style demand for protection to be paid by local businesses and bands. There is no 
definitive explanation of the posters and no evidence to suggest it was a threat. Although 
the Diggers often created provocative street events that resulted in the authorities 
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harassing, fining, or arresting them, they did not seek violent conflicts with the police. 
The Diggers did challenge the rules regularly because it was essential to their ideology 
of Free. These confrontations were a means for the Diggers to draw public attention to 
the repressive nature of the state. Diggers further called out the police and local 
authorities through their handbills and other publications.88 Diggers looked across 
Utopian threads to black nationalism and other contemporary radical social movements 
to learn from their approaches and support their struggles. 
Hodgdon draws links between the Diggers' idealizing of radical black manhood 
as a model for their style and earlier whites who adopted black music, speech, dance, 
and dress during the Harlem Renaissance.89 Other parallels can be seen in the Diggers' 
predecessors the Beats, notably in Norman Mailer's White Negro,90 and their 
contemporaries the Students for a Democratic Society who also valorized black radicals 
as more authentic.91 While there is evidence of a superficial connection between the 
Diggers and for example, the Black Panthers, it appears to be a stylistic emulation of 
their radical chic rather than a commitment to using violence for self-protection or 
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achieving their goals. Perhaps the best way to understand the Diggers' use of 
revolutionary style is to remember that the Diggers were performers, using theatre and 
other arts to create change. To do this effectively they adopted rhetoric and a look that 
would grab the onlooker's attention and create a scene. Peter Coyote talks about this in 
relation to how the men behaved related to women, but it also has a bearing on their 
behavior in relation to non-Digger men. "The men tended to be stud peacocks and 
flaunted and puffed more than women. But our authority was not based on ownership or 
status or bringing in the bacon."92 The posturing of the male Diggers allowed them to 
assert themselves within the community and gain at least the pretension of authority 
within a group that denied hierarchy, leadership, materialism and consumerism. 
As with many free love communities, the Diggers struggled with jealousy and 
possessive behavior. While most of the accounts reference Peter Coyote, there is limited 
evidence available, making it likely many others were also involved.93 Lenore Kandel 
argued that the Diggers replaced monogamy with honesty. If both partners were 
comfortable with and honest about their feelings and actions then relationships could be 
more successful than straight marriage.94 Like many in the counterculture, the Digger 
men argued that non-hip men envied their freedom.95 The Diggers viewed straight 
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monogamy as repressive for both men and women, as always, their approach was based 
on freedom. Not all Diggers sought or desired free love. David Simpson joined the 
Diggers with his wife and started a family there. He asserts that "women were the 
equals. And children were well taken care of."96  
During the 1960s the war in Vietnam became a polarizing event that impacted 
American understandings of masculinity. Traditionally, Americans viewed the military 
as heroic and patriotic, but Vietnam changed this with increasing numbers of people 
rejecting military service and the war. While broad-based social movements attacked the 
military, but more specifically the draft, the government's lack of transparency, and 
colonialism overlapped with the often less political hippie counterculture, the Diggers 
took a limited stance on the issues. A perhaps unanticipated effect of the Free Store was 
its attraction for men either fleeing military service or attempting to assimilate into the 
counterculture after completing their service. These soldiers came to the Free Store and 
traded their uniforms for civilian hippie clothing. Sometimes these included straight 
clothing that Digger women had tie-dyed or embellished with beads and embroidery.97 
Symbolically, they exchanged their masculine military garb for the androgynous or 
frankly feminine style of the counterculture.  
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Many of the attacks on hippies and war protesters addressed their appearance and 
pacifism, or at least rejection of this war, as effeminate.98 Peter Coyote comments, "The 
Diggers felt that the war in Vietnam was a struggle to benefit a class of people that were 
neither our allies nor our friends. Unlike many who opposed the war, we respected the 
boys who went to serve and did not presume to judge their intentions or morality. We 
preferred them alive and unscarred, however, and when we encountered soldiers had 
changed their minds about military service, we did what we could to help."99 He goes on 
to explain how they further assisted men trying to evade service using falsified draft 
documents. The war in Vietnam provided context for the counterculture and the New 
Left with many young people becoming politicized by their objection to the war and to 
the government's deceptions regarding it. The Diggers were relatively apolitical in 
regards to the war, considering it part of the state and mainstream structure that they had 
rejected and were operating outside of. Their interactions with soldiers or draft dodgers 
supported the men in their desire to be free. Beyond this their anti-war activities appear 
to be rhetorical. The Diggers allowed men a wide range of latitude to express their 
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manhood including martially through support for the war, or as pacifists, as free lovers, 
or monogamists; but always as Free. 
These Utopian communities illustrate some of the concerns addressed within the 
communalism movement in the nineteenth and twentieth centuries. All of them except 
Modern Times used some form of communal property to free men collectively from the 
expectations of acting as family patriarch, by shifting the bonds of family to a broader 
basis. Even though Harmony Society, Peoples Temple and Kerista retained a patriarchal 
male leader, the members of the community shared labor and resources, each providing 
for the communal good. Men and women participated in the decision-making process to 
varying extents in all of these groups, to a more equal extent than in mainstream society.  
Masculinity, according to numerous gender scholars, is a social construct, an 
ideal created by society to support its institutions and values. Society teaches men this 
framework from an early age and expects conformity. 100 Historically the construction of 
manhood has varied in both its content and its breadth, at times tolerating considerable 
range in expressions of masculinity. All of these groups, except perhaps Modern Times, 
proved challenging for men and women who wanted to express their gender beyond the 
accepted limitations of their communities. Utopian societies have the potential to create 
an alternative to mainstream values and understandings of gender roles that provide 
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members with healthier and happier lifestyles. However, if the new model is too narrow 
and rigid it can stifle personal freedom and expressions of sexuality and gender identity. 
Peoples Temple provides a chilling example of the ways in which sexuality and gender 
can be perverted into tools of coercion and abuse. While the Diggers and Kerista allowed 
for a greater freedom of expression they also used peer pressure to limit particularly 
homosexuality, and masculinity; rewarding dominance in the case of the Diggers, and 
submission to Jud at Kerista. 
Communalism collectively challenges gender roles, expressions of gender and 
sexuality and institutional structures relating to marriage, sex and the family. While 
these experiments have not been uniformly successful, they offer social critiques and 
lessons, sometimes cautionary, for creating gender equality. Each of these communities 
presented itself to the public as worthy of serious consideration and as more worthy than 
the status quo alternatives. All of them, even the anarchist Diggers and Modern Times, 
demonstrated unity, of purpose and ideals. The numbers of these communities proved 
sufficient for their needs, and to qualify as a commune under Miller's definition. 
Although none of these is still in existence, they demonstrated commitment to each other 
and their ideals, with many members continuing to pursue these Utopian goals after they 
moved on. They created campaigns to educate and awaken the public about gender 





demands on the legal system, addresses to political leaders, and public support of 
political causes.101  
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MONEY CHANGES EVERYTHING 
Introduction 
For many Utopian societies economic inequality is or becomes a key driver of 
practice within the community. Those that adopt some form of shared property and labor 
experiment with alternatives to traditional capitalism and private ownership, such as 
barter systems and cooperative businesses. The goal may, at least initially, be survival, 
but eventually tends to evolve into some sort of capitalist critique. Since industrialization 
and the shift to a market rather than subsistence economy beginning in the late 
eighteenth century, many wage laborers have found themselves dissatisfied. 
Philosophers and economists from Marx and Engels through C. Wright Mills and 
Michael Harrington have challenged the notion that capitalism and private property offer 
the best mechanisms for prosperity for all.1 Utopian communalists in the nineteenth 
century created alternatives to the mainstream economy both to improve the standard of 
living for their members and as an experiment to find broader solutions to economic 
inequality. As with their attempts to challenge racial and gender inequality, their success 
varied. A significant limiting factor for achieving their Utopian goals has been the 
persistence of mainstream structures and institutions. Despite the intention of rejecting 
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or at least reconfiguring capitalism, consumerism, materialism and private property 
proved difficult for communards to relinquish. Utopian communities consistently 
conformed to many problematic social and economic attitudes and behaviors while 
simultaneously confronting these. Kerista was the only one of the six groups in this 
study that showed a real understanding and awareness of this tension. They reference the 
problems of letting go of the conditioning society places upon individuals, causing them 
to struggle with new perspectives and structures. A cartoon in one of their publications 
shows a Keristan woman unlocking the shackle around her ankle. The ball bears the 
label "conditioning."2 In the late twentieth century shared property, back to the land, and 
eco-based communities burgeoned as people became alienated from the consumerism, 
materialism, and workaholism of the age in which they lived.3 Many of these groups 
examined the Utopian threads laid by their predecessors to create a new model based on 
these early foundations. 
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Before Frances Wright offered her proposal for Nashoba she visited numerous 
other communal projects and talked to Utopian thinkers, planters, and political leaders. 
Wright used these Utopian threads to develop her plan, accepting the advice of men like 
Robert Owen and Thomas Jefferson while rejecting the religious foundations of 
Harmony Society.4 When Frances Wright created Nashoba, she did not seek to reject 
capitalism, per se, rather she attacked the peculiar institution fundamental to the 
Southern economy--slavery. Wright sought to overturn slavery but she recognized that 
she must gain the support of plantation owners. To have them willingly emancipate their 
enslaved workers, she needed to devise a plan that would not result in economic loss for 
the planters.  
When Wright proposed Nashoba the outline detailed that the enslaved members 
would work off their purchase price before emancipation, thus allowing the slaveowner 
to break even financially.  Wright included this provision to address the concern 
expressed to her by plantation owners that they feared financial ruin if they freed their 
slaves.5 Her project addressed what she had identified as the excuses used in the South 
for clinging to an economic system she found intolerable. Her belief, despite the 
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naysaying of the powerful men such as James Madison, Thomas Jefferson and the 
Marquis de Lafayette, persisted that Southern planters would accept the wisdom of her 
project once they saw it in action.6 Wright also arranged to train the slaves in the skills 
they would require as yeoman farmers including basic literacy and mathematics. The 
goal was that the emancipated slaves would assimilate better into free society and have 
an equal opportunity to thrive as a farmer once provided with skills.7 Wright believed in 
equal access for all people regardless of race, gender or socioeconomic status. Economic 
equality and independence depended on this access. Unfortunately, we cannot confirm 
the success of the former members of Nashoba once Wright settled them in Haiti. We do 
know that planters in the South remained unconvinced, although more because of their 
horror over the immorality of free love and miscegenation at Nashoba that because of 
any economic proposals. After the scandal of Richardson's free love and miscegenation 
with Josephine Prevot became widely known, planters shied away from association with 
the notorious Frances Wright, even if they had been sympathetic previously.8 
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Similarly, the Harmony Society met with mixed response from outsiders 
however this reflected a tension between resentment for the Harmonists' economic 
success and their otherness as German immigrants following an alternative religion 
versus their role as an archetype for the American Dream.9 The Harmonists persisted in 
their challenge to widely accepted models of capitalism despite criticism and hostility. 
Those visiting from afar tended to look more favorably on the Harmonists, viewing them 
as a positive example of immigrants achieving the American Dream.  
Only of the emigration of whole colonies in which only able, industrious, 
honest and loyal persons, mostly families, is received is something great 
and favorable rightly to be expected. There are many examples of what 
united wills and powers, reasonable communal labor, even with little 
means in the beginning, are able to accomplish in a short time in that 
land. The most remarkable colony of all in the United States is a German 
one which has the name Harmony and has a certain George Rapp as its 
founder.10 
 
Traveler Friedrich List provided a backhanded compliment, "In general, the 
Germans do not give in easily to the tools and ways of this country. They learn the hard 
way. However, if they do accept them, they usually prosper much faster than the 
Americans."11 German historian Franz von Löher prefaced his description of his visit to 
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Economy with, "I had heard much against the Rappites (even though they are the most 
successful socialist-religious community in America.) But the minute I stepped out into 
that little town the grace of its good order amazed me."12 In particular, the business 
community admired the shrewdness and hard work of the Rappites, viewing them as a 
role model.  
Thus, we see that the Agriculture and the Manufactories are intimately 
connected, and dependent on each other; and that disconnected with 
foreign commerce and the luxuries and effeminacy which they introduce; 
they tend to the real wealth and happiness of society, and if pursued by 
the American Nation, would make us entirely independent of the old 
world, either in war or peace.13 
Locals, however, proved far more critical, even litigious, regarding Rapp and his 
followers as an economic threat with too much financial and political power. 
Newspapers and magazines encouraged this resentment through their biased reporting, 
"It [the Harmonist's wealth] has been a subject of the grossest exaggeration on the part of 
the newspaper fraternity, who delight in placing it at fabulous sums."14 Both in 
Pennsylvania and in Indiana, Harmony Society created concerns, sometimes based in 
fact, regarding their wealth and how they used it.15 That resentment carried over in 1818 
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into a petition to the state Legislature by twenty-one of the Harmonists' neighbors asking 
for action on rates charged by the Harmonist mills, more oversight of Harmonist 
influence in the banking industry, and demanding that the Rappites pay fines for not 
serving in the militia the same as other men in the state.16 
Outsiders also condemned Rapp as a tyrant who enslaved his followers to labor 
for his benefit. An event often pointed to by critics as emblematic of Rapp's impunity 
was the decision in 1818 to burn the documents recording the assets members donated to 
Harmony Society. Contrary to the rhetorical use of this event, it was apparently a 
consensual decision based on the idea that the records were unnecessary and inimical to 
equality in the community.17 In 1836 after the Leon schism, the remaining members 
signed a re-affirmation of the Articles of Association that included, "2d All the property 
of the society, real, personal, and mixed, in law or equity, and howsoever contributed or 
acquired, shall be deemed, now and forever, joint and indivisible stock. Each individual 
is to be considered to have finally and irrevocably parted with all his former 
contributions…"18 Hence if members believed that once the goods were donated they 
were gone forever, there was no need to keep a record of donations. The amount of 
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assets contributed to the Society were not a factor in status within, so making the 
amounts public would have served no purpose. 
The issue was not whether Rapp used his power benignly or for the benefit of 
members but simply that he wielded this sole control. These views contrast with those of 
more measured observers, for example, A.J. MacDonald notes that "Rapp…kept the 
society in prosperous motion."19 For MacDonald, economic success and orderliness took 
precedence over individual freedoms as a metric for measuring Harmony Society. There 
are numerous references in the records of outsiders and defectors referring to the 
relationship between Rapp and his followers as slavery.20 Granted, it was not uncommon 
in the nineteenth century to use slavery as a metaphor for any oppressive arrangement 
from indenture to marriage.  
In this case however, it appears to be an attempt to portray Rapp's control over 
the workforce in Harmony as truly comparable to chattel slavery with no means of 
escape for members, no control over their own efforts or production. Clearly, this is an 
unfair comparison. Although members worked at the tasks assigned them by Rapp or his 
Board, and they did not receive a wage or profits from their labor, the members agreed 
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when they joined Harmony Society that Rapp would make decisions for the community, 
that they would contribute their assets to the communal pot and that in return Rapp and 
his agents would supply them with any other necessities required. The question remains, 
is it inherently wrong for a leader to subsume the personal liberty of his followers for the 
good of the group? If the followers agree to follow the leader and there is no abuse of 
members' wellbeing then legally there is no wrongdoing. This is also a philosophical 
question of ideals that calls into question the very idea of whether it is socially 
acceptable to allow such dominance and even whether individuals can choose to divest 
themselves of their liberty. 
Utopian communalists typically were less harassed by outsiders if their group 
remained small, self-sustaining, isolated, and inoffensive in their visible practices. 
Harmony Society drew both negative and positive attention for their well-run 
community, reflecting American beliefs about acceptable behavior of "good immigrants" 
while also offering a theoretical threat to the local economy and politics with their 
financial success. When they were a small, isolated, struggling commune in their early 
years, the Harmonists largely evaded the scrutiny of locals. When they established a 
business empire, outsiders decided to take a closer look. Rapp and his council defended 
their project in court and to the Pennsylvania and Indiana legislatures, leveraging 
Harmonist money and votes where necessary to protect the interests of his community.21 
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As hard-working, law-abiding, productive citizens the Harmonists defended their worth 
as a social movement and part of the large communal collective. 
Similarly, some members, once the community rose above its struggles, decided 
that they should have a personal share in Harmony Society's success. Keep in mind that 
these members had agreed to donate their possessions and labor to the maintenance of 
the Society. Further, that these members received no wages but Rapp provided them 
with shelter, food, clothing, healthcare, child and elder care, and spiritual sustenance as 
per the Articles of incorporation.22 By all accounts the living conditions while simple 
were not lacking in material comforts.23 The Harmonists ate well and often, wore 
clothing of silk and woolen textiles from their own mills, and although they were 
expected to work hard were given ample leisure time to pursue hobbies such as music 
and gardening and study the Bible.24 All of these pursuits helped perfect the members 
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and created a more enjoyable existence for the community. Unlike many communal 
societies, the Harmonists retained a considerable degree of privacy, mostly living in 
family or fraternal units in separate dwellings with private gardens.25  
Although Rapp dictated the behavior and practices of the community, 
enforcement seems to largely have been largely benign, Rapp simply expected the 
individual to conform. If members felt they could not abide by the rules of the Society 
they left, usually of their own volition although in rare cases by Rapp's ruling. It is 
difficult to argue that the Harmonists were "brain-washed" as the media and outsiders 
commonly assert in the modern era reflecting their struggle to understand why rational 
people would willingly give up the assets and personal sovereignty to a charismatic 
leader.  
While there were certainly situational factors such as language barrier, lack of 
assets, and the difficulty of successfully living alone on the frontier that would 
encourage members to remain in community even if they had doubts about Rapp as 
prophet or about communalism, celibacy and other Harmonist practices; nothing 
ultimately prevented a determined defector from leaving.26 Although Rapp was 
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influential and it was difficult to go it alone, members retained their free will and ability 
to secede. While critics might point to the authoritarian nature of the community's 
leadership, Harmony Society provided hundreds of German immigrants with a stable 
home, met their material needs and furnished a spiritual and cultural support system. For 
many who struggled alone on the frontier, this model would have offered an attractive 
alternative to market capitalism and individualism. 
The Harmonists received many visitors from Europe and other Utopian 
communalists. The travel notes of these visitors reflect their knowledge of other 
contemporary Utopian projects and their discussion of these with Rapp and the other 
leaders they met on their journeys.27 This transmission of Utopian threads between 
communities helped weave them together into a movement and tie them to future 
communities. Works like John Humphrey Noyes' (Oneida) American Socialisms and 
Charles Nordhoff's Communistic Societies of the United States both published in the 
nineteenth century, and republished in the 1960s and 70s reflected contemporary interest 
into Utopian communalism.28 Rapp created a communal alternative to mainstream 
individualism that allowed the Harmonists to first survive, and then thrive economically 
in America. Although internally they operated communally, externally they proved 
highly successful capitalists, leveraging their initial investment into a diverse portfolio 
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including oil wells, railroads, and manufacturing. In the twentieth century, Kerista took 
up the Harmonist thread of shared property and capitalist exchange with the outside 
world and modernized it for the computer age.  
Modern Times  
Josiah Warren took a markedly different approach to economic matters than 
Rapp, rejecting coercion and authoritarianism and even shared property. Josiah Warren 
was an anarchist, that is, he believed that the coercive structures of the state bred 
corruption and were toxic to individual freedom. Like the Diggers, Warren created an 
alternative to capitalism, taking yet another approach to the problems created by the 
market revolution. He attacked the exploitation of the wage laborer by creating "cost the 
limit of price" as an alternative to the supply and demand system of pricing goods.29 
Warren's Time Store in Cincinnati put these concepts into practical use, successfully 
creating an economic system in which workers could trade their labor or their production 
for other products or labor. Essentially, the store moderated a clearing house for a barter 
system for labor and production. Initially, Warren stocked the store with high-demand 
items that he then sold not for profit, but for the cost plus overhead (rent, power, etc.) 
and Warren's labor in selling the item as recorded by a prominently situated time clock. 
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Warren hated haggling, and appreciated that this setup discouraged such practice as the 
longer a transaction took to complete, the greater the cost of the item.30  
Individuals could come into the store with items they had produced and sell them 
to Warren for the price of the labor required to make the item plus the cost of materials. 
Alternatively, they could purchase items using labor notes, essentially an IOU for labor 
to be performed. For example, a painter could purchase a chair for the promise to paint a 
house, or whatever would be equivalent in hours worked. Warren did not try to compete 
with capitalist businesses in Cincinnati, instead he sought to offer a different model. By 
the time he shut the store down in 1849, according to Warren's estimates, hundreds of 
customers actively used it.31 This differs dramatically from the Free Store concept of the 
Diggers, in that although it also challenged the retail system, Warren's Time Store 
involved the exchange of labor for goods while the Diggers gave away items they had 
accumulated through their own labor. 
Warren applied the logic of non-coercion and labor exchange to his children. In 
the nineteenth century society expected men to provide for their families and they 
controlled any income earned by their wives and children.32 Warren described a 
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conversation with his seven-year-old daughter about earning a living. He explained to 
her that he and his wife earned their support through their labor and asked the child how 
she contributed to the family. The girl expressed a desire to contribute but lacked the 
understanding of how she might do so. Her father encouraged her to work for the benefit 
of the family, suggesting that she might wash the dishes, thus freeing her parents to do 
productive labor. Warren emphasized to his daughter that her labor must be voluntary, 
she should not feel pressured through guilt or fear of potential punishment.33 While what 
Warren proposed differed little from the common family practice of assigning children 
chores, he put the emphasis on the child's sovereignty, the right to choose voluntarily to 
participate after learning about their options. Rhetorically Warren proposed that any 
person should be free to do any labor, however, in practice it appears he guided females 
towards more traditionally gendered tasks. 
Warren's attacks on the apprenticeship system represented another facet of this 
concern. He argued that requiring young men to work for a master for three to seven 
years with no control over their body or their labor equaled slavery. While today we 
frown upon equating anything with chattel slavery as a diminishment of the catastrophic 
consequences of that institution, in the nineteenth century it was a common rhetorical 
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device for reformers to use.  Masters held their apprentices through indenture, with the 
permission of their parents for the duration of their training, typically until age twenty-
one.34 As such, they were at the mercy of their masters, unable to leave or earn money 
for their labor, with no control over the terms of their service. Warren created a 
vocational school in which the children exercised free will over their decisions to stay 
and learn or to do otherwise. He believed that all young people should be prepared to 
become self-supporting citizens by being taught useful trades. Warren's trade school did 
not compel students to commit to a certain timeframe of apprenticeship or punish them 
for not working. He took the view that if students wanted to benefit from their 
opportunity they would work harder to learn quicker and be able to move into the 
workforce. Warren offered equality of opportunity, it was up to the students to do 
something with that. Warren's system returned sovereignty to the worker and allowed 
them the choice of exchanging their labor for skills education and practice, and the 
freedom to end the arrangement at any time. Further, because the students were not 
indentured to Warren, there was no incentive to drag out the education process 
needlessly for the purpose of exploiting the students' labor. As a result, students 
mastered the necessary skills much more efficiently allowing them to join the workforce 
and support themselves much sooner.35 
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Warren described the agreement, "My object was, among other things, to teach 
him to need no control from anyone; that he was to have all the proceeds of his own 
labor, pay his board to the company, exercise his own judgment or taste to his clothing, 
and do whatever he chose with his surplus time or property."36 The young people paid 
Warren for their education, room, and board with their labor as they learned their craft 
including carpentry, shoemaking, music, and other skills. Warren took his ideals a step 
further than reforming apprenticeship. He argued for the sovereignty of children just as 
he did for adults. Warren believed that children had the right of free will and control 
over their persons. "Let them learn to place their children upon their own separate and 
distinct interests; entirely separate and distinct from the interests of their parents, 
masters, rulers or advisers. In other words, let them learn that children, as human beings, 
have human rights; the right of Individuality, the right of sovereignty, as much as an 
adult, to be exercised within the same limits, i.e., at their own cost, and that the exercise 
of these rights is indispensable to further education."37 Warren believed that if children 
were shown the reason for demands made upon them they would voluntarily choose to 
comply. The use of corporal punishment or other forms of coercion disregarded a child's 
right to sovereignty and did not, in Warren's view teach them anything other than 
submission. To be a responsible adult, children must learn how to assess situations and 
make wise decisions; keeping them dependent impeded this maturation process. 
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When Warren established Modern Times on the basis of individual sovereignty 
and cost the limit of price, he expected an initial need to look to New York for income, 
but anticipated that once the village grew to critical mass it would become unnecessary 
to look elsewhere for sustenance. Further, because they sold the land at cost and did not 
require communal ownership, Warren and Andrews offered opportunity for people with 
little savings to become homeowners. In Equitable Commerce, Warren writes of his 
concern to make it possible for the working class to become homeowners, "to make the 
difference between everyone having a home upon the earth instead of one half of men 
and women being homeless."38 Although a libertarian in his desire for small, or better 
yet no, government and in his demand for the protection of individual liberties, Warren 
diverged from modern libertarians in his concern for providing equal access to education 
and opportunities for all to thrive economically. 
Like many progressives today, his concern was to resolve the problem that 
workers did not receive a living wage that allowed them the stability of homeownership. 
Homeownership represented the movement of workers from subsistence to comfort and 
upward mobility. As the United States moved from artisans and home-based labor to 
factories and wage labor, Warren believed that individuals had lost sovereignty over 
their labor, their production and their lives. That the individual sovereignty aspect of the 
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community also attracted a wide range of free thinkers and extremists proved an 
unexpected consequence of Modern Times' policy of tolerance. While Warren's critique 
of how capitalism treated wage laborers fit into the broader context of concerns over 
industrialization and the market economy that began in the Jacksonian era, his solution 
to the problem differed from mainstream reform.39 Reformers in the nineteenth century 
targeted workplace safety, length of workday, living wages and other concerns of the 
growing wage labor class by petitioning for legislative regulation, and pressuring 
employers to alter their practices.40 Labor Unionism did not take off as an approach to 
countering the negative aspects of industrialization until after Warren's time. Rather than 
reforming the existing system, Warren instead created an alternative to market 
capitalism and some of its structures. 
Warren himself viewed Modern Times as a successful experiment in that for 
thirteen years it offered a viable alternative to mainstream economics, institutions and 
values. Members lived in a crime-free community with relative comfort, although not 
material wealth, they built homes for homeless workers, and enjoyed the freedom to 
practice and believe according to their consciences without (internal) persecution or 
ridicule. The community weathered the Panic of 1857 without concern because Warren 
had not tied their economy to that of the outside world. They did not rely on dollars or 
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speculation profits for their income. Women and children had far more freedom and 
control over their bodies and labor than outside Modern Times.  
Andrews and Warren had entered into the project with the idea that it should 
offer an example to others, not that it should be permanent or result in a mass social 
change. As with Frances Wright's belief about emancipation, Warren did not believe that 
mainstream America was ready for individual sovereignty or equitable commerce but he 
hoped that over time, with education, people would become more enlightened.41 Modern 
Times served as a stage in the development of political, economic and social change 
ideas for the members of the community. It was not intended as an end in itself but an 
experiment to put into practice Warren's concepts and allowed him to refine them based 
on what transpired in real life.  His ideas had long-reaching influence among American 
anarchists such as Lysander Spooner and Benjamin Tucker, and in the English Owenite 
community, leading to the formation of co-ops and labor exchanges on Warren's 
model.42 
In the twentieth century, the economy had changed in many ways. By the end of 
World War II, the United States had come out of its Depression and the government had 
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begun the process of creating a social safety net including unemployment insurance, 
welfare, and healthcare for low income and elderly citizens.43 However, despite the 
changes in the system, and the abundance enjoyed in the post-war era, many workers, 
particularly women and people of color found themselves left out of the American 
Dream. People both inside the government, and outside, including academics like 
William Appleman Williams and John Maynard Keynes offered critiques of capitalism 
and suggestions to improve the system to make life better for all Americans.44 Utopian 
communalists continued to offer alternatives to the market economy, to wage labor, and 
to private property because they grew frustrated with the inability of the government to 
identify and solve the problems of economic inequality.  
Kerista 
Kerista began shortly after the Diggers left San Francisco and they built on the 
Diggers foundation of outreach projects. They viewed the Digger's work as "a great way 
to use your time! Helping other people, being funky, and having fun at it."45 Kerista 
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identified economic inequality as a social problem that they needed and wanted to 
address. "What we are dealing with is that there are big inequalities of wealth in the 
world and a lot of suffering due to Not Enough, of many things. We don't feel capable of 
ignoring this fact, nor are we grim altruistic types who begrudge a good time and radiate 
anhedonic vibes."46 Further they described in their project in one publication as "The 
Keristan Plan to Help the World Situation," a utopian perspective on economic and 
social equality.47  
Kerista, however, used a more Rappite model to create an internal structure of 
shared property and labor and an external engagement with the capitalist market. This 
represents reconciliation as an alternative to capitalism, a more human face on capitalism 
in which the workers owned the means of production and sharing resources allowed 
people to find work that was personally fulfilling without having to worry about 
survival. Both men and women in Kerista worked in a variety of jobs both inside and 
outside the community. Kerista never completely rejected the capitalist model and 
reflected this both in their engagement with the market as resellers of Apple computers 
and in their retention of some private property even for committed members. The old 
tribe had survived on what they could include government assistance and Jud's military 
pension. The new tribe of Kerista, however, was far more financially stable. The 
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standards to which new members committed included an agreement to participate in 
Project SISTER (Surplus Income Sharing Through Equalitarian Relationships). Note 
that this refers to surplus income.  
The community set a basic income level (not specified in their documents) and 
those with outside jobs contributed their income in excess of that to subsidize those who 
earned less than the basic level.48 Kerista Village Financial Trust Complex managed the 
funds and determined the needs of the group with the goal of limiting waste and making 
sustainable ecological choices for the community. Kerista chartered with the state of 
California the Performing Arts Society Inc. as an educational and arts non-profit for their 
projects in the community.49 SISTER proved more consequential in the early years of 
Kerista. In 1978 Keristans (there is some dispute among former members about who) 
started Abacus as a housecleaning business. At some point it evolved into an Apple re-
sale enterprise. "At its height, Abacus generated $35 million in sales, employed 125 
people, and serviced dozens of blue-chip corporations like Pacific Gas & Electric, 
United Airlines and Pacific Bell."50 From here, Kerista diversified into a travel agency, 
rock band (SexKult), and Utopian Technology, a publisher of computer newsletter The 
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Node and rock music journal RockHEAD.51 Communal scholar Michael Cummings 
observed on his visit to the community that, "While Kerista financed a number of free 
publications, we could never get beyond the officially crafted expression — “x ” percent 
of net income is “made available for philanthropy ” — to a concrete figure for actual 
dollars given. The only actual charity we learned of was a few hundred dollars given to a 
poor Jamaican household."52 
Kerista used the communal property model to ensure that they could provide for 
all members. They researched nineteenth century and science fiction Utopianism for 
ideas on how to shape a community that would foster equality and allow members 
leisure time to pursue art projects and community outreach.53 As member Geoph 
explained, "We view our efforts as a synthesis of the efforts of the thousands of social 
pioneers that preceeded [sic] us…"54 Members with outside work could continue at their 
jobs, and Kerista created wage earning opportunities for its members through its 
entrepreneurial enterprises. This blending of engagement with the outside world and 
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internal sharing of resources allowed Kerista to temper the harsh realities of modern 
capitalism with the Utopian values of economic equality and cooperative living. Central 
to their system was commitment to the group, "As a Keristan you are totally accountable 
to the members of the cooperative in all financial matters."55 Transparency in their 
communications, whether regarding income and spending, emotions, or sexuality, helped 
Kerista to function effectively while breaking down standards such as private property 
and consumerism. Kerista specifically targeted materialism, providing members with a 
"sumptuary code: My partners and I evaluate what kinds of expenses and consumption 
patterns represent 'superfluous economic activity' (a standard of living too extravagant to 
be shared by all people on the planet). We vote on limiting our own personal 
consumption & expenses so as not to be into superfluous economic activity, and I abide 
by the group's vote."56 In reality, however, members did not always abide by these 
values. Even Eve recalls "People felt free to spend money on all kinds of things in a way 
that they would never do if they were solely responsible for balancing their chequebooks 
and making ends meet. (And, as it turns out, when the accounting was done after the 
commune's demise, we found that our communal fund had been running in the red for 
years.)"57 
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In terms of allowing Keristans a balance of income-earning work and leisure 
time the system worked well. Kerista, in the same pattern of many of its predecessors 
and contemporaries, struggled with ensuring that someone took care of all the less 
desirable, but nonetheless necessary, internal work. Visitors and members alike 
criticized the lack of cleanliness in the Kerista homes. Original member Even Eve 
bemoaned, "Our living spaces were disgustingly messy and unaesthetic, largely because 
no one felt any personal responsibility for them. It was everyone's - and therefore, no 
one's - problem." 58 Because the Keristans shared their living spaces, they also shared 
responsibility for cleaning them. Given that Jud had no problem with creating endless 
rules, it seems a bit uncharacteristic for him not to have better controlled this aspect of 
Keristan life; that is, the community guidelines included this concern, but they appear 
not to have enforced it.59 Perhaps, Jud's comfort level with filth proved higher than that 
of his cohabiters, although Kerista acknowledged the issue in their publications, "We are 
not the world's best housekeepers, but our space is very comfortable and we think the 
motto, "Never do today what can be put off 'til tomorrow" is more relevant than 
"Cleanliness is next to Godliness."60 Shared space and resources may have allowed the 
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Keristans to focus their efforts on philanthropy and art, however, their noncoercive 
ideals interfered with internal harmony. Finding a balance between taking care of 
business and allowing members freedom proved challenging for Utopian communities 
across the decades.  
Diggers 
While Kerista claimed to value equality and freedom more than they actually 
practiced them, the Diggers pushed those ideals to a logical if anarchist extreme that 
created its own challenges. Digger philanthropy proved inspiring to Kerista, although 
unlike the Diggers Kerista retained market capitalism as a mode to support their 
community. The Diggers did not just criticize capitalism, they rejected it outright as 
inimical to their ideal of Free. R.G. Davis founded the San Francisco Mime Troupe as a 
vehicle to create discomfort and force audiences to engage with nonconformist ideas on 
race, gender, capitalism, imperialism and other mainstream structures. Davis and his 
troupe were well-educated and well-grounded in both traditional theatre and radical 
politics. They employed theatre styles such as commedia dell'arte, mime and minstrelry 
and especially, breaking the fourth wall, to convey radical ideas that often enraged their 
audiences and the local authorities.61 Because of their commitment to theatre as a 
democratic institution, available to the masses, the SFMT often conflicted with the city 
of San Francisco over permitting and similar issues, leading to the legal troubles 
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mentioned above.62 Because they did not sell tickets but relied on donations, the group 
lacked the funds to mount a defense.   
The Diggers developed as an offshoot of the SFMT, taking the critiques of 
society and turning them into action. The modus operandi of the Diggers involved 
imagining the change they wanted and then devising ways to create it. For example, 
being free of capitalism, free of exploitation began with removing money from the 
equation. The Diggers provided needed services in the Haight for free, with no 
expectation from those who participated except to open their minds to new possibilities. 
Historian Timothy Hodgdon aptly untangled the Diggers understanding of property from 
what appeared to be a charitable act. "Their free food was not an act of charity to the 
destitute, but a declaration that, if private property cohered in the illegitimate hoarding of 
resources, then the food they scrounged (and sometimes stole) already belonged to 
whomever would join them in the partaking of it."63 Peter Coyote recalls that originally, 
he thought in terms of giving to those who needed more but was corrected by Emmett 
Grogan. "The point was to do something that you wanted to do, for your own reasons. If 
you wanted to live in a world with free food, create it and participate in it. Feeding 
people was not an act of charity but an act of responsibility to a personal vision."64  This 
contrasts with the Keristan approach of using the capitalist system to generate income 
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and then redistributing this to those who had less. Like Kerista, and unlike the 
Harmonists and Nashoba, the Diggers brought their philosophy to the outside world and 
actively engaged outsiders in their Freedom project. 
Perhaps the Diggers are most famous for feeding the masses of hippies who 
gathered in Haight Ashbury beginning in 1966. Members would practice "garbage 
yoga", that is, canvassing neighborhood grocers, restaurants and other food purveyors 
for supplies that they would have thrown away, for example, stale bread or overripe 
produce.65 David Simpson remembers that the purveyors were happy to participate and 
see the items go to good use.  Emmett Grogan notes that while they could have stolen all 
they needed in the short term, in order to create a program with lasting impact the 
Diggers needed to maintain good relations with local businesses.66 These items would be 
turned into massive batches of stew served from twenty-gallon milk cans,67 or other 
simple, nourishing meals at seven kitchens, like that of All Saints' Episcopal Church, 
that the Diggers would then feed at no cost to anyone who was hungry.68  
They popularized whole wheat bread with their Digger Bread baked in coffee 
cans to a large mushroom shape. Sympathetic outsiders supported the cause. Articles in 
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the Berkeley Barb interviewed a Palo Alto electrical engineer, Walt Reynolds, who 
volunteered for the Diggers when not working a straight job, baking over one hundred 
and fifty loaves of healthy bread a week to give to hungry hippies.69 At their peak, the 
Diggers fed hundreds of people in Golden Gate Park.70  
FREE FOOD GOOD HOT STEW 
RIPE TOMATOES FRESH FRUIT 
BRING A BOWL AND A SPOON TO 
THE PANHANDLE AT ASHBURY STREET 
4 PM 4PM 4PM 4PM 
FREE FOOD EVERYDAY FREE FOOD 
IT'S FREE BECAUSE IT'S YOURS 
the diggers71 
 
While the Diggers would accept donations of food to their project, they turned up their 
noses at donation of cash. More than that, they burned cash donations publicly to 
demonstrate their rejection of capitalism and the straight world and its institutions.72  
A Digger might invite visitors to Free Food in the park to enter the Free Frame of 
Reference. This was a large, six by six foot yellow-painted frame built of two by fours. 
"People were encouraged to look through it and 'frame' any piece of reality through this 
'free frame of reference,' which allowed them a physical metaphor to reconstruct (or 
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deconstruct) their worldview at their own pace and direction."73 This post-modern 
method of opening the minds of people they encountered reflects the sixties' emphasis on 
awareness and broadening consciousness. Supporters of the Diggers also sported 
miniature versions of the Frame around their necks.74 In this case, rather than using 
psychedelic drugs, the Diggers employed a simple prop. By engaging with the public in 
this way, the Diggers sought to change social attitudes by changing the way people 
viewed their world. They recognized that social change begins with the individual. The 
Diggers shared this quest with many other activists in the sixties but their approach 
differed in that it invited the public in and allowed them to form their own conclusions. 
It was a less confrontational, less didactic method of changing peoples' minds. 
Another example of the Diggers money-free approach to living was the Free 
Stores.75 People would drop off things they no longer needed, businesses would donate 
stock they could not sell. The Diggers would offer these to locals at Free Stores where 
one could pick out the things one needed and take them for free. Signs in the store 
explained the concept, take only what you need, drop off any surplus you have. People 
quickly came to understand that theft was meaningless as everything was free. Peter 
Coyote illustrated how this shifted their perspective on ownership,  
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One day, on my shift as "manager", I noticed an obviously poor black 
woman, furtively stuffing clothing into a large paper bag. When I 
approached her, she turned away from the bag coolly, pretending that it 
wasn't hers. In a conventional store, her ruse would have made sense 
because she knew she was stealing. Smiling pleasantly, I returned the bag 
to her. "You can't steal here " I said. 
She got indignant and said, "I wasn't stealing!" 
"I know" I said amiably "But you thought you were stealing. You can't 
steal here because it's a Free Store. Read the sign, everything is free! You 
can have the whole fucking store if you feel like it. You can take over and 
tell me to get lost. 
She looked at me long and hard, and I went to the rack and fingered a 
thick, warm, sweater. "This?" I queried. She looked at it critically then 
shook her head, "No, I don't like the color. What about that one?" We 
spent a good part of the morning "shopping" together. About a week later, 
she returned with a tray of donuts, "seconds" from a bakery somewhere. 
She strolled in casually, set them on the counter for others to share, and 
went to browse the racks.76 
Shoppers became more thoughtful about their actual needs and became more confident 
that they did not need to stockpile goods as there would be opportunities to shop as 
necessary. As people benefitted from the offerings at the store, they began bringing in 
items they did not use or want any more to pass on to other customers.  
 Interestingly, the owner of a local store paid the rent for the space the Diggers 
used for the Free Store in the Haight as a way of contributing to the cause.77 By 
removing money from the system, the Diggers allowed everyone to meet their needs 
regardless of income and created a barrier to their co-optation of their ideas by the 
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capitalist mainstream. With no profit involved, the Diggers felt they were insulated from 
commercial interests.78 Further, they aimed to shift shoppers' perspective on materialism 
and consumerism. If items were all free then they were equal in value and available to 
all. This removed the status assigned to items based on cost, and the impetus to own 
more stuff, just for the sake of ownership.  
Some Digger actions criticized the state and capitalist institutions in more 
abstract ways, that is they did not represent an overt attack. The "Intersection Game," for 
example, encouraged participants to ignore traffic laws and walk through the cars in the 
Haight en masse disrupting traffic flow to the consternation of the police. The idea 
behind the Game was to open participants' eyes to the ways in which regulations 
impeded their freedom of movement and acted to funnel pedestrians towards businesses 
rather than allowing them to take the most convenient route to their destination. 
Sometimes the Game included puppets or dancing, but always the goal was to draw 
passers-by into their guerilla theater to become life-actors in the experience.79 
The Diggers made more radical public statements that went far beyond their 
actions on subverting capitalism. Like many groups in the Haight in the sixties, they 
made regular use of a Gestetner machine to create flyers to publicize their events, spread 
radical food for thought and make locals aware of problems in the area. When 
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mainstream press refused their ads, the Diggers turned to Com/Co an underground press 
that focused on getting out factual information more so than alternative papers like The 
Oracle that were more cultural in emphasis.80 Emmett Grogan asserted that the Digger 
Papers were a direct response to what they perceived as the selling out of the Oracle to 
local businesses because the Oracle promoted the Haight and glossed over its problems. 
The Digger Papers sought to infuse the populace of the Haight with a new idealism that 
would move them to act locally to challenge the status quo and create something better.81 
The Diggers provided food, and shelter, as detailed above, but also critical information 
such as how to prevent sexually transmitted diseases and drug overdoses, the importance 
of proper nutrition and hygiene to health, reporting crimes and abuses (both hip and 
civic) on the streets as cautionary tales, and offering help to those who needed medical 
or legal aid, shelter, food or other assistance. Com/Co printed similar information for the 
Black Panthers and other groups doing community outreach. The Berkeley Barb and 
other underground press, flyers published by the Diggers, posters, bulletin board notices 
kept the hip community in the Haight in contact with each other and aware of what was 
going on around them in a time before social media.  
The Digger archives labels the following as "The Quintessential Digger 
Manifesto," 
 Money Is An Unnecessary Evil 
It is addicting. 
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It is a temptation to the weak (most of the violent crimes of our city in 
some way involve money). 
It can be hoarded, blocking the free flow of energy and the giant energy-
hoards of Montgomery Street will soon give rise to a sudden and thus 
explosive release of this trapped energy, causing much pain and chaos. 
As part of the city's campaign to stem the causes of violence the San 
Francisco Diggers announce a 30 day period beginning now during which 
all responsible citizens are asked to turn in their money. No questions will 
be asked. 
Bring money to your local Digger for free distribution to all. The Diggers 
will then liberate it's [sic] energy according to the style of whoever 
receives it82 
 
The Diggers Free Bank actually existed for a while in some form. Essentially it operated 
for the communal Diggers as a sort of slush fund in which people put in the money they 
had and took out or were allocated funds according to their needs. Coyote acknowledges 
that the Bank only functioned according to the honesty and altruism of participants. 
Some people scrupulously accounted for their needs and removed only what they truly 
needed while others were less conscientious. Consensus decisions allocated funds to 
those who could convincingly articulate the worth of their requests.  
Emmett Grogan viewed it as a reflection of the understanding that centralization 
in the Haight only served to benefit capitalists operating there. People committed to 
living free could do so anywhere, and perhaps better away from the Haight.83 
Communalism acted as a mechanism for the Diggers to live free in the moment that was 
hippie Haight Ashbury. It was not a goal in and of itself for them. After leaving San 
Francisco in the late 1960s, members continued their activism, working for freedom in 
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different ways. Despite the short time the Diggers existed, the Utopian threads of their 
legacy stretch to the present. Peter Coyote reflects 
In my estimation, the alternative culture won the war, but initiated its 
changes on such deep cultural levels, that it has not surfaced in the media 
or political dialogue very often. There is virtually no place in the United 
States today where one cannot find organic food, alternative medical 
therapies, environmental, consumer, legal reform, and civil rights groups 
struggling for progressive change. The political oligarchy struggles to 
continue their chow- down at the trough, sending confusing signals and 
explanations to the populace at large, who, though fooled by the details, 
know enough to stay away from the electoral process in droves. 
Meanwhile, they look to themselves and their communities for solutions 
they have long since abandoned hope of from their leaders. 
The Digger Family sent spores everywhere, as people realized how caring 
only for themselves was too easy to be interesting. The liberating 
potential of "free" was infectious, and more people accepted the challenge 
of playing their lives in that manner. The country was awash in a new 
sensibility. Small pockets of people existed everywhere who were 
intuitively connected to that sensibility and working to express it more 
fully.84 
Multiple examples of individuals and groups taking up their banner of 
community action to challenge the failings of capitalism and embody the utopian society 
in which they wanted to live support Coyote's estimation. These extend beyond the 
Haight into greater San Francisco and even further across the United States. The Diggers 
influenced the founding of Free Stores in New York City and Kansas City as hippies 
moved back East.85 There is still the Haight-Ashbury Free Medical Clinic in the Haight, 
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begun in the 1960s and modelled on the Digger ideals,86 although it should be noted that 
the Diggers criticized the Clinic for profiting off hip youth by pairing with researchers 
looking into drug addiction and treatment.87 Dozens of groups across the country offer 
free medical aid on this model, providing much needed aid to indigent and transient 
youth.88 Groups across San Francisco provide food for the needy, housing for the 
homeless, free legal aid, the city even offers free community college to the benefit of 
both those who cannot afford higher education and businesses who require trained staff. 
The Free Print Shop operates on the web providing information to San Franciscans about 
these services.89 
Peoples Temple 
Once it expanded into San Francisco permanently, Peoples Temple established a 
site for its outreach programs and shifted its structure towards communalism in terms of 
shared living, and a centralized plan for income and resource distribution. Jones 
preached socialism not communism. He had no interest in a powerful, centralized state, 
but rather promoted a voluntary sharing of resources with the goal to create equality for 
all members. Jones and his followers did not proclaim publicly their ideology for fear 
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that outsiders would react with hostility. It was still the Cold War and society treated 
anything that smacked of communism as unpatriotic and inimical to the American way 
of life. 
The choice to recruit heavily in the inner cities may have expanded the 
membership dramatically but it did little to finance the programs Jones envisioned. Like 
many churches, Peoples Temple asked members to tithe. The amount was greater than 
most other churches, initially ten percent, climbing to over twenty-five percent, then one 
hundred percent.90 Jones expected members, male and female, young and old to work, 
helping the group's income to rise. However, by the early 1970s, Jones recognized that 
he needed more income to move forward. He changed the structure of the community 
and its economics by moving to a communal property system. Members were expected 
to live simply and donate any goods and income beyond their basic necessities, much 
like Kerista. Further, Jones had members sign an agreement to do so and to relinquish all 
claims to those assets if they left Peoples Temple. For many members this was a 
powerful incentive to remain in Peoples Temple as they lacked the resources to start 
afresh. The donated property included real estate, used by Peoples Temple to house 
members, establish businesses such as daycares or rented or sold to raise funds. Jones 
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also preached traveling revival meetings, relying on white guilt to bring in substantial 
donations from idealistic listeners. 
While the counterculture rejected capitalism and the workplace as dehumanizing 
and inherently unequal, Jones criticized capitalism as oppressive and instituted a 
communal property system both to gain the assets of his wealthier followers and to 
create a more equal economy within the group. Certainly, he was very successful in the 
first endeavor as Peoples Temple's assets were assessed at over ten million dollars after 
the Jonestown tragedy.91 Jones' son Jim Jr. asserted he received $5.7 million after Jones' 
death that he signed away because he felt it was tainted.92 Although the survivors and the 
families of the dead sued for $1.8 billion in total, they received a fraction of what was 
petitioned for.93 Hyacinth Thrush, an elderly black member and the only person to 
survive on-site at Jonestown received a small settlement in 1983 that did not begin to 
compensate her for the $150,000 in assets she calculated she had donated over her 
twenty-one years in Peoples Temple.94  
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Within the community members were unequal economically. Although in theory 
everyone received an allowance for necessities and housing was provided for each 
communal subgroup, favored members including Jones' family received much more than 
the rank and file membership. Jones placed himself above the law of the community and 
his followers accepted his special status as appropriate to his exceptional talents and his 
role as leader. To varying degrees members tolerated the inequity within the community 
created by special privileges accorded to Jones, his family and his inner circle. 
Interestingly, Jones' son Stephan does not mention privilege when he describes his 
childhood, instead he recalls, "I didn't experience the Temple as a healthy place…I lived 
in terror the first nineteen years of my life. We faced annihilation on a daily basis, but 
then my father would always swoop in and rescue us, you know, 'It's all okay,' Then 
you're eternally grateful to him. But you forget, 'Wait a minute, you're the one who 
created this terror.'"95 Some members seem to have been aware of the challenges faced 
by Stephan and his siblings and allowed them more lenience in regards to their 
behavior.96 Others were less sympathetic including Vern Gosney, "…my experience of 
him [Stephan] when we were in Peoples Temple was that he was a very angry, very 
hostile person. Very hateful."97 Some members resented Jones' wife Marceline and her 
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sons for flaunting their greater wealth and status. Other boys in Peoples Temple knew 
that if they befriended Jones' sons, Stephan, Jimmy, and Lew, they would have more 
opportunities to go to movies and buy treats. Carolyn Moore justified this as "danger 
pay" as the Jones family lived under constant [purported] threats. 98  Jones personally 
kept up an appearance of frugality, preaching in worn clothes and shoes. He did, 
however, indulge in food, drugs, and a personal vehicle with bodyguards.  
This disparity continued after Peoples Temple relocated to Guyana. At 
Jonestown, Jones, his family and mistress had larger, more private living quarters and 
better food.99 Granted, the settlement grew more rapidly than originally intended and as 
a result the group could not build housing fast enough to accommodate everyone 
comfortably. The community at Jonestown proved less successful at farming than 
expected and were unable to achieve self-sustenance. Many, although not all, members 
complained about the lack of food quantity and variety.100 Juanita Bogue asserts, "I don't 
ever remember having a plate with meat on it and I was there for a couple of years."101 
Further, that members were punished for taking food, "If you were walking by an orange 
tree, you had been working out in this field all day, and you pick an orange and you eat 
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it, that'd get the living daylights beaten out of you and you'd be on the chain gang for a 
couple of weeks."102  
Others asserted that there was plenty of healthy food available, but 
acknowledged it was bland and monotonous.103 Journalist Charles Krause visited with 
Leo Ryan and observed, "No one, not even the defectors on our truck, had offered any 
proof that the nine hundred or so people at Jonestown were being starved, mistreated, or 
held against their will."104 Vern Gosney further notes that it was hard to really know 
other people within the group because the constant surveillance led people to be vigilant 
about letting down their guard.105 
Like Rapp, Jones faced criticism externally and to a lesser extent internally over 
his methods of leadership. Jones used coercion, abuse, and threats to keep his followers 
in line, contributing their assets, labor, and ultimately their lives to his cause in the belief 
that they would create a Utopia in which all would live harmoniously, and not want for 
anything. Sadly, Jonestown ended in tragedy without the results they had hoped for. 
While many members asserted that life in Peoples Temple represented an improvement 
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over their life on the outside, and that they remained committed to the Utopian ideals 
that Jones had promoted, many grew disaffected and left or became disillusioned once 
they learned the truth of Jones' actions.106 Peoples Temple created a dream of a better 
world derived from criticisms of the economic and social marginalization of black 
people due to institutionalized racism and a solution based on cooperation, 
communalism and love. As with all the examples in this discussion, Peoples Temple fell 
short of its goals, maintaining many of the failings of outside society while trying to 
address them. 
As they developed their critiques of and remedies to mainstream consumer 
habits, economic relationships and career expectations, Utopian communalists 
considered the approaches taken by their contemporaries and predecessors. Frances 
Wright consulted Robert Owen and George Rapp, Rapp discussed other projects with his 
visitors including Shakers, Owen, Wright, and Fourierists, Josiah Warren came to 
Modern Times from New Harmony, and Stephen Pearl Andrews had been a Fourierist. 
Members moved between communities taking with them lessons from their previous 
experiences. This bonded Utopian communalism into a movement of people seeking to 
create a better world for themselves and in many cases provide a model for the 
mainstream world to adopt. 
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In the twentieth century this trend continued. People seeking a more cooperative 
lifestyle and an alternative to nuclear families, alienation in the workplace and wasteful, 
consumption-driven habits re-considered the communal model of the nineteenth century 
and modernized it to reflect their current context. Communes used newsletters, meetings, 
workshops and other pre-internet communication methods to share ideas, seek help for 
problems, and address mutual concerns. They developed networks to collaborate on 
projects, create cooperative economies and businesses, and share resources. The 
movement of Utopian communalists continues into the present through groups like the 
Federation of Intentional Communities, Communal Studies Association, online 
education networks like GaiaEducation.org, and use of social media and podcasts to 
share ideas, teach, and work collaboratively to pursue their goals.  
These six communities used newspapers and other media to present their projects 
to the world, to represent themselves and their projects as worthy of serious 
consideration. They concentrated a critical mass of numbers and sustained them for a 
period of time while they furthered their Utopian agendas. When necessary they used the 
courts or appealed to politicians and institutions to gains support for their projects. While 
they might not have solved all the societal problems that they identified, these Utopian 
communities advanced the understanding of these problems and experimented fruitfully 
with practices to address them. The records that these communities left provide 
meaningful lessons for the Utopians that follow to build upon and continue to struggle 






CONCLUSION: WHERE DO WE GO FROM HERE? 
"In his [seventeenth century Digger Gerrard Winstanley's] work The Law of 
Freedom in a Platform he expounded on the theme that 'Reason requires that all 
women/men benefit from the fruits of the earth.' Since the earth and its products belong 
to all, the land should be returned to the people to be worked…He does not however, 
mandate compulsory participation in communism. Thus, we are introduced to the great 
idea which separates Utopian socialists from communists."1 Keristans read Utopian 
literature extensively from More's Utopia, to Ray Bradbury, to the more activist Gerald 
Winstanley of the seventeenth century Diggers. Kerista drew on these Utopian threads as 
influences as they shaped their own Utopian vision.  These threads cross between 
contemporaries and through the centuries weaving Utopian communalism into a social 
movement for positive change. Utopian communalism presents a somewhat atypical 
example of a social movement in that it walks a line between the public and private, 
criticizing mainstream society and institutions implicitly and offering a model for change 
without demanding that the rest of society act on it.  
According to Sociologist Charles Tilly social movements use the tools of: 
campaign, WUNC (worthiness, unity, numbers and commitment) displays and political 
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action.2 Looking at Utopian communalism we can see that while typically they did not 
engage in public activism (except when they felt threatened), actions that are commonly 
associated with social movements, they did use the tools Tilly describes. Campaign, by 
Tilly's definition is "sustained, organized public effort making collective claims on target 
audiences,"3 In relation to communalism, these groups created throughout their existence 
a campaign in the form of presenting an alternative to the contemporary economic, 
gender and institutional situation arguing, at least implicitly although in some cases 
directly, that they had created a better way. Although not typically contentious, choosing 
instead to establish an alternative model in parallel to the status quo, these Utopian 
communities challenged, by their very existence, mainstream society. While many did 
not directly appeal to political leadership to acknowledge and accept their alternative, 
they did offer their ideas and practices to the public.  
For example, the Diggers and Kerista published flyers, pamphlets and posters to 
engage the public in their Utopian vision.4 Peoples Temple influenced local papers to 
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publish invitations to the public to join in their programs and promoted their activities.5 
All three of these groups actively invited the public to participate in their project and 
gain a new perspective. Famously, the Diggers set up their Free Frame of Reference and 
offered a portable version to observers to encourage them to look at the world in a new 
way.6 In the nineteenth century Stephen Pearl Andrews and Mary Gove Nichols, 
particularly, promoted the ideals of Modern Times, and Frances Wright and James 
Richardson of Nashoba through articles and lectures, encouraging the public to adopt 
their ways, or at least consider their perspective.7 While Harmony Society remained a 
largely isolated group, they did defend their practices in print in response to outsider 
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attacks.8 Further, when necessary they lobbied directly for representation in the 
legislature and the Constitutional Convention in Indiana.9 All of these examples 
demonstrate ways in which Utopian communities utilized the social movement 
repertoire as tools to promote and defend their ideals. 
Tilly's third characteristic, WUNC, also applies to Utopian communities. Each of 
these groups presented their Utopian ideals to the public with the goal of being taken 
seriously. Even the Diggers guerilla theatre concealed a core of social critique under a 
veneer of absurdity. These groups earnestly believed in their missions and the 
significance of society's problems for the future of themselves and America; they trusted 
that they were worthy of consideration as an alternate to the status quo. As communities, 
these Utopians inherently demonstrated unity, in several cases over the long term. Unity 
does not mean that there was not dissent or contention within the group, but rather that 
they persisted and adapted to work through these conflicts.  
While Utopian communities demonstrate a range of numbers in terms of their 
size, in this they resemble other types of social movements such as protests and reform 
groups. All of the examples in this study maintained a critical mass of members who 
accepted the ideals and practices of their community over time. According to Tilly 
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numbers are displayed through "headcounts, signatures on petitions, messages from 
constituents, filling streets." In the case of these communities that could include signing 
Articles of Association, participating in visible projects like Free Food or workshops. 
While larger numbers are better from a standpoint of visibility, committed numbers are 
also important to demonstrate the legitimacy of a movement. Active participation is 
more convincing than simply masses of bodies. These six Utopian communities were 
neither ephemeral nor unstable; illustrating the final part of WUNC, commitment, as a 
necessary characteristic of social movements.  
By Tilly's definition each of these groups qualifies as a social movement, but 
does communalism as a broader whole fit this characterization? Much like the reform 
movements of the nineteenth century, communalism is a movement of overlapping and 
interconnected projects. As discussed in this work, communalists drew on a pool of 
dedicated Utopians working on a variety of social projects and critiques. As with the 
reform movement, individuals moved horizontally between communities bringing with 
them an expanding perspective and experience of utopia in both theory and practice. 
Communities, further, communicated with each other, sharing achievements and 
challenges, seeking advice and information to advance their goals. As communities 
collapsed their members moved on to other groups and projects, continuing their pursuit 
of utopia through different methods and approaches. Looking longitudinally, groups 






Although by sociologist Rosabeth Moss Kanter's standard of twenty-five years 
only Harmony Society of these six communities ranks as successful, each of them 
demonstrated commitment and made serious strides toward accomplishing the goals they 
set internally.10 Kanter's metric lacks the consideration of purpose and the longevity of 
Utopian goals beyond the bounds of a commune's lifespan. Donald Pitzer's concept of 
developmental communalism permits a better understanding of Utopianism as a long-
term commitment to bettering one's own life and improving greater society.11 The six 
communities discussed in this work all utilized the tool of living in community, sharing 
resources, supporting each other and separating themselves, at least temporarily, from 
the greater society around them. They used this time to experiment with alternative 
spirituality, such as Kerista consciousness and Rappian pietism; to create alternative 
economic structures, like Warren's labor notes and the Diggers' Free Food and Free 
Stores; and explore alternative ways of relating to each other, including free love at 
Nashoba, Modern Times, Diggers and Kerista, Kerista's communal parenting and 
Harmonist celibacy. While Utopian groups operate communally for fixed periods of 
time, the experiments they carry on in their isolated bubble, the brainstorming and 
discussing of new ideas and practices, and the mistakes they make and learn from are 
carried out into the broader world as lessons for society to build on. Each of the groups 
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in this study offer examples of their legacy, ways that their ideas or practices moved 
from the isolation of community to larger Utopian projects or became part of mainstream 
culture. 
Commitment to their ideals increased longevity and stability of community, as 
noted by Kanter and other sociologists, to strong but positive leadership, and to effective 
tools for communicating and resolving concerns.12 There is no single model for creating 
a stable, long-lasting community. Rather it appears from the historical examples that the 
interplay of these three factors must be balanced in ways that work best for the 
individuals in that particular community. As Donald Pitzer has noted, the ability to 
resolve the tension between adapting to fit changing conditions and persisting to uphold 
a set of ideals significantly affects the longevity of Utopian communities.13 For example, 
in Modern Times, Josiah Warren had to accept the proclivities of members to behave 
and think in ways which he found absurd or offensive in order to maintain his belief in 
individual sovereignty.  
Communities that have effective methods of resolving differences and charting 
their path prove to be more stable, and members feel valued and heard. Again, there is 
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no one model for achieving this goal. For some people a consensus method with 
members given equal voice and no coercion works best such as at Modern Times or in 
the Diggers, whereas other people long for the structure of a hierarchical leadership and 
clear boundaries and rules such as in People Temple or Harmony Society. Utopianism is 
not a one size fits all plan for a better life. Members of a Utopian society bond based on 
shared goals and values and maintaining their society requires respect for those 
proclivities. 
Utopian communalists have a choice of staying in society and being unhappy, 
changing it from within, forming a new religious movement or social group while still 
living in mainstream society or finally and most extreme, cutting themselves off from 
the world and creating an alternative community.  That decision is bound up in the world 
in which they lived and must be studied in that context. Communalism represented a 
stage in the members' commitment to exploring alternatives and working towards a 
better life for themselves. In each of these six Utopian communities, different factors 
drove the members' choices, but in each case, they responded to a sense of urgency to 
seek solutions outside mainstream society.  
The Harmonists, and to a certain extent Peoples Temple, responded to 
persecution by local officials both state and religious to their nonconformity. Rapp and 
his followers faced incarceration for their refusal to comply with local laws regarding 
baptism, education and military service. Religious authorities and neighbors reacted 
negatively to racially inclusive policies at Jim Jones' original church in Indianapolis 





Nashoba (although this was not the original reason for the commune) and Kerista 
rejected expectations to marry, maintain a monogamous relationship, conform to social 
standards regarding appearance and behavior, and accept patriarchal relationships within 
marriage and the family.  
In both centuries, society put expectations on men to provide for and protect their 
wives and children and for women to accept subservience to their husbands and the 
biologically determined role of mother. Women and men within these communities 
rejected the patriarchal implications of these expectations that limited their opportunities 
and their choices for living their lives in ways they found fulfilling. Certainly, society 
has not given up completely on monogamous marriage as an ideal, however there has 
been significant movement away from this as the sole model of adult relationships. 
Women continue to fight for equality within and outside of marriage against 
expectations that they put marriage and motherhood before career and against standards 
that treat men and women unevenly in terms of their sexual freedom. These six 
communities illustrate the challenges of creating an alternative to mainstream models of 
gender equality, family structures and gender relationships. Often within these 
communities, mainstream patriarchal structures were replicated in a more local and 
immediate form. Women generally experienced greater freedom within intentional 
communities than their contemporaries on the outside. Men, however, often found that 
without the protective structures of mainstream patriarchy it could be more difficult to 





The Diggers, Kerista, Harmony Society, Peoples Temple, Nashoba and Modern 
Times further rejected the existing capitalist relationships of their times. For Nashoba 
this meant a rejection of slavery, for Harmony Society and Kerista and Peoples Temple 
this manifested as sharing resources internally while still participating to some extent 
with external capitalism. The Diggers and Modern Times rejected capitalism and the 
market economy altogether creating their own alternative that provided equality of 
access and opportunity through barter of resources and labor. In both centuries these 
Utopians reacted to the exploitation of labor in an increasingly industrialized 
marketplace and the competition and consumerism that increased economic inequality. 
While these alternatives proved unsustainable within these communities their legacy in 
mainstream society are visible in cooperative business models, sharing of resources 
through labor and goods swaps, and shared housing. 
The response of outsiders to Utopian communities reveals the confidence of 
society in its institutions, practices and standards. Disproportionate responses, such as 
calls to restrict freedom of religion after Jonestown, to incarcerate or expel 
indiscriminately dissenters in the Adams' presidency, after the McKinley assassination, 
during the Red Scare, the McCarthy era or the Vietnam war reveal the insecurities of the 
American social and political leaders. Freedom of speech, religion, and association are 
key ideals in the United States and threats to these civil liberties undermine democracy 
and liberty. Utopian communalists have historically been threatened, persecuted, or 
discriminated against because they challenge traditional perspectives and offer 





social, political and religious leaders by encouraging the populace to think critically 
about why they behave in certain ways or accept standards and institutions.  
As Utopian communities created their alternative vision of society, many 
considered the work of other Utopians both contemporary and historical. Ideas flowed 
from group to contemporary group as both members moved between them and as they 
shared their experiences and theories with each other. Records of correspondence and 
visits between communal societies demonstrate that they took interest in each other even 
when they diverged in values or goals. Whether we look at the Owenites and Fourierists, 
the Shakers and Harmonists, Hopedale and Modern Times, or in the twentieth century 
Diggers and Oloompali, Peoples Temple and the Black Panthers; members moved in and 
out of communities, and got together to learn from each other. Some of the later 
communes also looked to historical and literary utopias seeking ideas and lessons. 
Kerista explicitly listed many historical influences including Nashoba, Fourier, and 
Robert Owen. They took interest in the literary utopias and dystopias of Robert A. 
Heinlein and Aldous Huxley in particular. These works of historical and classic literary 
Utopianism were republished beginning in the mid-twentieth centuries providing 
opportunities for students, in school and out, to explore the rich heritage of Utopian 
ideas. While many in the counterculture rejected the idea of accepting uncritically the 
authority of traditional sources, they read and discussed these Utopian ideas taking their 
own conclusions from them. These Utopian threads bind the movement together across 





Utopianism has provided alternatives to problematic institutions, structures 
values and ideas in mainstream society for centuries. Modern society still benefits by 
critiquing itself and looking for a better way. Utopian societies are flourishing as people 
search for solutions to racism, sexism, homophobia, loneliness, climate change, 
unhealthy and unsafe food supply systems, overcrowding, economic inequality and 
exploitation, and resource mismanagement. Some create eco-villages that practice 
sustainable and healthy lifestyles, others focus on economic and emotional support as 
they age. Regardless of their goals and values, what these experiments share is the quest 
for a Utopian solution to social problems, the search for a better life for themselves. 
Society will always face challenges. Utopianism such as that pursued by these six 
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